
Cambridge, MA — Humans have
long been masters of dexterity, a skill
that can largely be credited to the

help of our eyes. Robots, meanwhile,
are still catching up. Certainly there
has been some progress: for decades,

robots in controlled environments,
such as assembly lines, have been
able to pick up the same object over
and over again.

More recently, breakthroughs
in computer vision have enabled ro-
bots to make basic distinctions be-
tween objects, but even then, they do
not truly understand objects’ shapes,
so there is little they can do after a
quick pick-up.

Researchers from MIT’s Com-
puter Science and Artificial Intelli-
gence Laboratory (CSAIL) have
made a key development in this area
of work: a system that lets robots in-
spect random objects, and visually
understand them enough to accom-
plish specific tasks without ever hav-
ing seen them before.

The system, dubbed “Dense Ob-
ject Nets” (DON), looks at objects as
collections of points that serve as “vi-
sual roadmaps” of sorts. This ap-
proach lets robots better understand
and manipulate items, and, most im-
portantly, allows them to even pick

Dreseden, Germany — Graphene, an
ultrathin material consisting of a sin-
gle layer of interlinked carbon atoms,
is a promising candidate for the nano-
electronics of the future. In the-
ory, the material could allow
clock rates up to a thousand
times faster than today’s sili-
con-based electronics.

Scientists from the Helm-
holtz Zentrum Dresden-Rossen-
dorf (HZDR) and the University
of Duisburg-Essen (UDE), in co-
operation with the Max Planck
Institute for Polymer Research
(MPI-P), have shown for the
first time that graphene can ac-
tually convert electronic signals
with frequencies in the giga-
hertz (GHz) range into signals
with several times higher fre-
quency extremely efficiently.

Today’s silicon-based electronic

components operate at clock rates of
several hundredgigahertz, that is,
they are switching several billion
times per second. The electronics in-

dustry is currently trying to access
the terahertz (THz) range, i.e., up to
thousand times faster clock rates.

Graphene is a promising mate-
rial, because it has high electrical
conductivity and is compatible with
all existing electronic technologies.
Theory has long predicted that
graphene could be a very efficient
“nonlinear” electronic material, i.e.,
a material that can very efficiently
convert an applied oscillating elec-
tromagnetic field into fields with a
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Lucas Manuelli with a Kuka robot that uses an advanced computer
vision system to pick up virtually any object.
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Karlsruhe, Germany — At Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology (KIT),
physics professor Thomas Schimmel
and his team have developed a sin-
gle-atom transistor, the smallest
transistor worldwide. This quantum
electronics component switches elec-
trical current by controlled reposi-
tioning of a single atom, now also in
the solid state in a gel electrolyte.
The single-atom transistor works at
room temperature and consumes
very little energy, which opens up en-
tirely new perspectives for informa-
tion technology.

Digitization results in a high
energy consumption. In industrial-
ized countries, information technolo-
gy presently has a share of more
than 10 percent in total power con-
sumption. The transistor is the cen-
tral element of digital data process-
ing in computing centers, PCs,
smartphones, or in embedded sys-
tems for many applications from
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T
he energy industry is steadily growing its adoption of renewable sources,
but is hampered by storage capacity. While Moore’s Law has dictated
the doubling of computing power every two years, over the last half-cen-

tury, battery technology has lagged behind, improving by about 3 percent
year-over-year. A shifting focus toward electric vehicles and power generation,
such as wind, water and solar energy is resulting in an array of new approach-
es to battery technology, including new materials and processes. 

Lithium-ion batteries are notorious for their risk of explosion, and many
companies are developing alternatives that could end lithium-ion’s market
monopoly. Once again, graphene, the wonder child of the tech and engineer-
ing community, is being hailed as a solution. Because of graphene’s large sur-
face area, the material is currently being developed into supercapacitors that
are capable of charging electric vehicles.

China’s Dongxu Optoelectronics has created a graphene supercapacitor
that holds the charge of a typical laptop battery, but can be recharged in min-
utes rather than hours. Grabat, a Spanish company, has developed a
graphene battery that can provide electric vehicles with the power to travel up
to 500 miles on a single charge. This technology also charges and discharges
33 times faster than current lithium-ion batteries.

Going a step further, using carbon-based supercapacitors and technologies
like 3D printing could enable batteries to be distributed throughout a device,
rather than trapped in a battery pack. One company, NAWAShell, uses carbon
nano-rods that can be coated onto both flexible and rigid materials. This could
be used to store energy in an electric vehicle along the chassis, instead of in
heavy packs, or a smartphone with a battery that is built into the case.

Recently, I attended and covered the Battery Show in Novi, Michigan,
where I had a chance to see the booming battery industry up close. Advances
in battery storage go hand-in-hand with the movement toward renewable en-
ergy. For instance, the state of California set itself a target of generating 50
percent of its energy from renewable sources by 2050. Better batteries could
balance out the unevenness of sunshine for solar power or wind for wind
farms. Reliability and sustainability are the two biggest benefits of renewable
energy and battery storage. As customers need energy stored, companies will
need to build the batteries, controllers
and electrical distribution systems. A re-
newed focus on renewables is good for
both the environment and the electronics
industry. r

B
y 2050, roughly 30 percent of all modern American jobs could be elimi-
nated by automation — and this is being conservative. The remaining
70 percent is likely to be changed significantly, with no job escaping

completely untouched.
According to a study by researchers at Oxford University, some of the

first jobs to go will be data entry keyers, new accounts clerks, tax preparers,
and telemarketers. With automated driving around the corner and robotics on
the rise, drivers’ jobs are at risk, along with freight workers and other trans-
portation employees.

The same study also found that some of the jobs least likely to be auto-
mated include engineers, doctors, surgeons, psychologists and social workers,
artists, and other professions that rely heavily on human interaction, abstract
problem solving and creative inspiration. Even these professions, however,
will be changed by the tools and computer systems available to boost produc-
tivity and improve organization.

Looking far into the future, we may be headed to an entirely post-work
society, where our systems and machines provide us everything we need to
live comfortably, and we are free to choose any day-to-day pursuits we like.
While farfetched, some solutions have been already proposed, such as shorter
work weeks and a universal basic income (UBI).

Unlike a negative income tax, where a government stipend is gradually
lessened as a worker makes more money, UBI is an unconditional payout to
all citizens in a society regardless of employment and tax status. This is not a
new idea: Thomas Moore, in his 1551 book Utopia, argued that the perfect so-
ciety would supply all people with a guaranteed income. In the 18th century,
American revolutionary Thomas Paine supported a state-run welfare system
that would also provide everyone with a certain income.

In 1969, U.S. President Richard Nixon proposed a bill that would have
implemented a basic income for poor American families. In Brazil, Bolsa Fa-
milia is a similar guaranteed income system in which poor families are given
an income, but their children are obligated to attend school. Today, Alaska
has its own type of basic income, in place since 1982, which pays out dividends
from its Alaska Permanent Fund to Alaskan residents. The state found that
the poverty rate among Native Americans fell from 25 to 19 percent between
1980 and 1990 and sees a spike in spending and saving each time the divi-
dends are distributed.

An updated version of UBI is being trialed in the Swiss village of Rhein-
au, which plans to pay its residents around $2,500 a month. This experiment
hopes to highlight the effects of an unconditional income on the employment
of residents and was spearheaded by Rebecca Panian, a Swiss filmmaker.

Proponents of UBI, including such high-powered entrepreneurs as Elon
Musk and Richard Branson, argue that a basic income provides a floor for
even the poorest among us, while not discouraging those on welfare from
working. If someone receives a state welfare check for $1,000 each month, and
scrapes along on the poverty line, what incentive do they have to take a job
that may pay $1,100 or $1,200 before taxes, take 40 hours a week, and leave
them with well under $1,000 after being taxed? In this view, welfare is a cage
that keeps the poor trapped.

UBI, would offer even the poor the ability to take new job opportunities,
move to another area of the country, maintain a certain level of nutrition, and
advance in society. This program would not only help the poor. Any mid-level
worker with a miserable job could take the money and leave. For the rich, the
money might not mean much, but to a middle-class employee or to someone
very poor, it could open up a world of options. 

The tricky part is to bet on what most people would do with a guaranteed
basic income. It’s unlikely that the majority of people would simply quit work-
ing, plunging the economy into a tailspin of drastically reduced productivity.
People need to work. A job offers more than just a paycheck. It gives a sense
of purpose, it offers challenges to be solved and it provides endless opportuni-
ties to learn.

UBI could, however, offer a range of opportunities to a huge number of
people, such as those who would like to work in a new field, go back to school
or devote themselves entirely to a creative project. While UBI is by no means
a panacea, it could be a band-aid in the early stages of a transition to a high-
ly automated workforce. r
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much higher frequency. However, all
experimental efforts to prove this ef-
fect in graphene over the past ten
years have not been successful.

“We have now been able to pro-
vide the first direct proof of frequen-
cy multiplication from gigahertz to
terahertz in a graphene monolayer
and to generate electronic signals in
the terahertz range with remarkable
efficiency,” explains Dr. Michael
Gensch, whose group conducts re-
search on ultrafast physics and oper-
ates the TELBE terahertz radiation
source at the HZDR.

With this breakthrough, the re-
searchers are paving the way for ultra-
fast, graphene-based nanoelectronics.
“We were not only able to experimen-
tally demonstrate a long-predicted ef-
fect in graphene for the first time, but
also to understand it quantitatively
well at the same time,” says professor
Dmitry Tuchinovich, experimental
physicist at UDE.

The long-awaited experimental
proof of extremely efficient terahertz
high harmonics generation in
graphene has succeeded with the
help of a trick. The researchers used
graphene that contains many free
electrons, which come from the inter-
action of graphene with the substrate
onto which it is deposited, as well as
with the ambient air.

If these mobile electrons are ex-
cited by an oscillating electric field,
they share their energy very quickly
with the other electrons in graphene,
which then react much like a heated
fluid. From an electronic “liquid,” fig-
uratively speaking, an electronic “va-
por” forms within the graphene. The
change from the “liquid” to the “va-
por” phase occurs within trillionths
of a second and causes particularly
rapid and strong changes in the con-
ductivity of graphene.

The scientists used electromag-
netic pulses from the TELBE facility

with frequencies between 300 and
680 GHz and converted them in the
graphene into electromagnetic pulses
with three, five and seven times the
initial frequency, i.e. up-converted
them into the terahertz frequency
range.

“The nonlinear coefficients de-
scribing the efficiency of the genera-
tion of this third, fifth and seventh
harmonic frequency were exception-
ally high,” explains Turchinovich.
“Graphene is thus possibly the elec-
tronic material with the strongest
nonlinearity known to date. The good
agreement of the measured values
with our thermodynamic model sug-
gests that we will also be able to use
it to predict the properties of ultra-
high-speed nanoelectronic devices
made of graphene.”

Professor Mischa Bonn, director
of the MPI-P, who was also involved
in this work, emphasizes, “Our discov-
ery is groundbreaking. We have
demonstrated that carbon-based elec-
tronics can operate extremely effi-
ciently at ultrafast rates. Ultrafast
hybrid components made of graphene
and traditional semiconductors are al-
so conceivable.”

The experiment was performed
using the novel, superconducting-ac-
celerator-based TELBE terahertz ra-
diation source at the ELBE Center
for High-Power Radiation Sources at
the HZDR. Its hundred times higher
pulse rate over typical laser-based
terahertz sources made the measure-
ment accuracy required for the inves-
tigation of graphene possible in the
first place.

A data processing method de-
veloped as part of the EU project EU-
CALL allows the researchers to actu-
ally use the measurement data taken
with each of the 100,000 light pulses
per second. “For us there is no bad
data,” says Gensch. “Since we can
measure every single pulse, we gain
orders of magnitude in measurement
accuracy. In terms of measurement
technology, we are at the limit of
what is currently feasible.”

Web: www.hzdr.de r
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washing machines to aircraft.
A commercially available, low-

cost USB memory stick already con-
tains several billion transistors. In
the future, the single-atom transistor
developed by Schimmel and his team
at KIT’s Institute of Applied Physics
(APH) might considerably enhance
energy efficiency in information tech-
nology.

“This quantum electronics ele-
ment enables switching energies
smaller than those of conventional
silicon technologies by a factor of
10,000,” says Schimmel, who con-
ducts research at the APH, the Insti-
tute of Nanotechnology (INT), and
KIT’s Material Research Center for
Energy Systems (MZE).

In the journal Advanced Materi-
als, the KIT researchers present the
transistor that reaches the limits of
miniaturization. The scientists pro-
duced two minute metallic contacts.
Between them, there is a gap as wide
as a single metal atom.

“By an electric control pulse, we
position a single silver atom into this
gap and close the circuit,” Schimmel
explains. “When the silver atom is

removed again, the circuit is inter-
rupted.”

The world’s smallest transistor
switches current through the con-
trolled reversible movement of a single
atom. Contrary to conventional quan-
tum electronics components, the sin-
gle-atom transistor does not only work
at extremely low temperatures near
absolute zero, but also at room tem-
perature. This is a huge advantage.

The single-atom transistor is
based on an entirely new technical
approach. The transistor consists ex-
clusively of metal, no semiconductors
are used. This results in extremely
low electric voltages and, as a result,
extremely low energy consumption.

Thus far, KIT’s single-atom
transistor had used a liquid elec-
trolyte. Schimmel and his team de-
signed a transistor that works in a
solid electrolyte. The gel electrolyte
produced by gelling an aqueous sil-
ver electrolyte with pyrogenic silicon
dioxide combines the advantages of a
solid with the electrochemical prop-
erties of a liquid. This way, both safe-
ty and handling of the single-atom
transistor are improved.

Web: www.kit.edu r

up a specific object among a clutter of
similar objects — a valuable skill for
the kinds of machines that compa-
nies like Amazon and Walmart use
in their warehouses.

For example, someone might
use DON to make a robot grab onto a
specific spot on an object — say, the
tongue of a shoe. From that, it can
look at a shoe that it has never seen
before, and successfully grab its
tongue.

“Many approaches to ma-
nipulation can’t identify specif-
ic parts of an object across the
many orientations that object
may encounter,” says PhD stu-
dent Lucas Manuelli, who
wrote a new paper about the
system with lead author and
fellow PhD student Pete Flo-
rence, alongside MIT professor
Russ Tedrake. “For example,
existing algorithms would be
unable to grasp a mug by its
handle, especially if the mug
could be in multiple orienta-
tions, like upright, or on its side.”

The team views potential appli-
cations not just in manufacturing
settings, but also in homes. Imagine
giving the system an image of a tidy
house, and letting it clean while you
are at work, or using an image of
dishes so that the system puts your
dishes away automatically.

What is also noteworthy is that
none of the data was actually labeled
by humans. Rather, the system is
“self-supervised,” so it does not re-
quire any human annotations.

Easy to Grasp

Two common approaches to ro-
bot grasping involve either task-spe-
cific learning, or creating a general
grasping algorithm. These techniques
both have obstacles: task-specific
methods are difficult to generalize to
other tasks, and general grasping
does not get specific enough to deal
with the nuances of particular tasks,
like putting objects in specific spots.

The DON system, however, es-
sentially creates a series of coordi-
nates on a given object, which serve
as a visual roadmap, giving the robot
a better understanding of what it
needs to grasp, and where.

The team trained the system to
look at objects as a series of points
that make up a larger coordinate sys-
tem. It can then map different points
together to visualize an object’s 3D
shape, similar to how panoramic

photos are stitched together from
multiple images. After training, if a
person specifies a point on an object,
the robot can take a photo of that ob-
ject, and identify and match points to
be able to then pick up the object at
the specified point.

In one set of tests done on a soft
caterpillar toy, a Kuka robotic arm
powered by DON could grasp the
toy’s right ear from a range of differ-
ent configurations. This showed that,
among other things, the system has
the ability to distinguish left from
right on symmetrical objects.

“In factories, robots often need
complex part feeders to work reli-
ably,” says Manuelli. “But a system
like this that can understand objects’
orientations could just take a picture
and be able to grasp and adjust the
object accordingly.”

Web: www.csail.met.edu r

To see the robot in action, visit:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
OplLXzxxmdA&t=2s
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T
o nullify gyroscopic pick-up of
the Earth’s rotation while con-
ducting Lorentz symmetry test-

ing, Princeton University’s Romalis
group set up a field lab at the Amund-
sen-Scott Station at the South Pole.
The lab contains an ultra-precise
atomic spin co-magnetometer in a
vacuum, equipped with negative-stiff-
ness vibration isolation. With the ef-
fects of the Earth’s rotation almost
completely suppressed, the group’s
Lorentz symmetry test results im-
proved by two orders of magnitude
compared with testing at Princeton’s
base facility in New Jersey.

Lorentz invariance or symmetry,
a set of fundamental frameworks that
underpin modern science and physics
in particular, lies at the foundation of
quantum field theory (QFT) and Ein-
stein’s theory of general relativity, the
two most successful theories in
physics, which together describe the
four fundamental forces of nature.

In physics, particularly electro-

magnetism, the Lorentz force is the
combination of electric and magnetic
force on a point charge due to electro-
magnetic fields. While modern
Maxwellian equations demonstrate
how electrically charged particles
and currents, or moving charged par-
ticles, give rise to electric and mag-
netic fields, the Lorentz force law
completes that picture by describing
the force acting on a moving point
charge in the presence of electromag-
netic fields.

Lorentz Symmetry Testing

The inability to incorporate
gravity, however, as described by
general relativity into the QFT stan-
dard model of particle physics has
led to the development of alternative
theories of quantum gravity. Since
many of these theories break Lorentz
symmetry at some small level, exper-
imental searches for Lorentz-violat-
ing effects could help shed light on
new physics beyond the standard

model, and provide clues as to the
nature of quantum gravity.

Some of the most precise tests re-
lating to Lorentz symmetry are being
performed by the Romalis group at
Princeton University. “Lorentz sym-
metry underlies all of the known

forces of nature, providing one of the
few links between gravity and quan-
tum mechanics,” says Michael Roma-
lis, Ph.D., professor of physics and
head of the Romalis group. “It postu-
lates that laws of physics are invariant
under rotation, and remain the same
in a moving reference frame. Lorentz
symmetry is also closely connected to
charge-parity-time (CPT) reversal
symmetry that enforces the equiva-
lence of particles and anti-particles.”

Romalis uses ultra-high preci-
sion techniques involving polarized
atomic spin to test Lorentz symme-
try. “The presence of Lorentz viola-
tion would appear as an effective
field felt by the atoms. Presumably,
this field acts as a cosmically fixed
background which, from the point of
view of our Earth bound experiment,
fluctuates with a sidereal period as
the Earth rotates,” he adds.

Effects of the Earth’s Rotation

An alkali metal, noble gas co-
magnetometer, enclosed within a
vacuum chamber, is used in the
group’s experiment to very sensitive-
ly measure fields that couple to
atomic spin, while suppressing mag-
netic field interactions.

“Polarized atoms in the co-mag-
netometer are extremely sensitive to
rotations,” says Romalis. “At Prince-
ton, we pick up a large background
signal due to Earth’s rotation. At the
South Pole, we can almost complete-
ly eliminate that signal.”

Vibrations in the range of few
hertz to a few tens of hertz will influ-
ence the testing. These internal and
external influences primarily cause
lower frequency vibrations which are
transmitted through the structure,
creating strong disturbances in sen-
sitive equipment.

Vibration within this range can
be caused by a multitude of factors.
Every structure is transmitting
noise. Within a building itself, the
heating and ventilation system, fans,
pumps and elevators are just some of
the mechanical devices that create

vibration.
External to the building, the

testing can be influenced by vibra-
tions from vehicle movement, nearby
construction, noise from aircraft, and
even wind and other weather condi-
tions can cause movement of the
structure.

Romalis selected a negative-
stiffness vibration isolator, cus-
tomized to be only mildly magnetic,
for its Lorentz symmetry testing,
both at Princeton University and at
the South Pole.

Negative-Stiffness Isolation

Developed and patented by Mi-
nus K Technology, negative-stiffness
isolators employ a completely me-
chanical concept in low-frequency vi-
bration isolation, with no air or elec-
tricity required.

What is advantageous about
negative-stiffness isolators is that
they achieve a high level of isolation
in multiple directions. Negative-stiff-
ness isolators have the flexibility of
custom tailoring resonant frequen-
cies to 0.5 Hz vertically and horizon-
tally, with some versions at 1.5 Hz
horizontally).

For an isolation system with a
0.5 Hz natural frequency, isolation
begins at 0.7 Hz and improves with
increase in the vibration frequency.
The natural frequency is more com-
monly used to describe the system
performance.

Vertical-motion isolation is pro-
vided by a stiff spring that supports a
weight load, combined with a Nega-
tive-stiffness mechanism. The net
vertical stiffness is made very low
without affecting the static load-sup-
porting capability of the spring.
Beam-columns connected in series
with the vertical-motion isolator pro-
vide horizontal-motion isolation. A
beam-column behaves as a spring
combined with a negative-stiffness
mechanism.

Negative-stiffness isolators do
not require electricity or compressed
air. There are no motors, pumps or
chambers, and no maintenance, be-
cause there is nothing to wear out.
They operate purely in a passive me-
chanical mode.

If equipment can be isolated
from vibrations, without having to
deal with compressed air or electrici-
ty, then it makes for a system that is
simpler to transport, and easier to
set up and maintain. For the Romalis
group’s Lorentz symmetry testing at
the South Pole, this has proved ad-
vantageous.

Contact: Minus K Technology,
Inc., 460 Hindry Avenue, Unit C, 
Inglewood, CA % 310-348-9656 
fax: 310-348-9638
E-mail: sales@minusk.com 
Web: www.minusk.com r
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Negative-Stiffness Vibration Isolation
Aids Princeton’s South Pole Lab

By Jim McMahon

In physics, particularly
electromagnetism, the

Lorentz force is the 
combination of electric 
and magnetic force on a

point charge due to 
electromagnetic fields.
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Glenbrook Technologies is Celebrating its 35th Year in Patented X-ray Technology

See at SMTAI, Booth 329 and MD&M Minneapolis, Booth 2542
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PeoPle in the news

Valtronic Adds Quality and 
Sales Personnel
Cleveland, OH — Valtronic is welcoming a new director of quality, Don Wal-
lace, and two area sales managers, Connie Bowers and Tito Chowdhury. Mr.
Wallace is responsible for all quality assurance, as well as ISO and FDA cer-
tifications. He comes to Valtronic with significant experience in quality man-
agement. Ms. Bowers brings more than 20 years of medical and electronics
sales leadership experience to the team. She will be based in Atlanta, Geor-
gia, and service the southeast region. Mr. Chowdhury has a background in in-
dustrial, military and aerospace sales and has extensive international experi-
ence. He previously held sales leadership positions at Custom Magnetics, DT
Magnetics and James Electronics. Web: www.valtronic.com

RAMPF Composite Solutions 
Appoints New CEO
Wixom, MI — Larry Fitzgerald has been appointed CEO of RAMPF Compos-
ite Solutions, a specialist in design, engineering and manufacturing of com-
posite parts for the aerospace and medical industries. Mr. Fitzgerald is known
for being focused on continuous improvement and driven by results. He has
many years of experience leading technology-based aerospace companies and
places great emphasis on creating a company culture of empowerment and
commitment. Mr. Fitzgerald has served on the board of directors of the Aero-
space Industry Association of Canada and on the Ontario Aerospace Council.
Web: www.rampf-group.com

Fuji America Expands Its 
Sales Management Team
Vernon Hills, IL — Fuji America Corporation has added two additional region-
al sales managers to its existing U.S. sales team. Peter Grys, formerly of
ATek, LLC, has joined the company as midwestern regional sales manager,
while Mike DePauw, who previously worked in a technical role for Fuji, has
assumed the same position for the western region. These additions strength-
en the company’s efforts to increase its market share in the U.S. Both Mr.
Grys and Mr. DePauw have extensive experience in the industry and a vast
knowledge of the company’s customer base. Web: www.fujiamerica.com

KIC Appoints Global Manager of 
Products and Technology
San Diego, CA — KIC has appointed Miles Moreau global manager of products
and technologies. Having been with the company for more than 25 years, Mr.
Moreau will use his experience to guide the company’s future technologies
roadmap, help bring innovation to KIC’s product development and ensure cus-
tomer value-driven product offerings. He has held several roles at the compa-
ny over the years, including managing field service, European sales and serv-
ice, research and development, and most recently, product management and
key accounts. Web: www.kicthermal.com

PATLITE Names N. A. Sales Manager
Torrance, CA — PATLITE, a manufacturer of audio and visual signaling de-
vices, has named Richard Masso its national sales manager of North Ameri-
ca. Mr. Masso joined the company in 2010 as regional sales manager and ad-
vanced to the role of accounts manager. His 29 years of industry experience in
industrial automation solutions and technical applications has made him a
natural fit for the new position. According to the company, Mr. Masso is a vi-
sionary leader with the ability to manage multiple territories and accounts,
earning him the respect of customers and employees. Web: www.patlite.com

PVA Hires Global Channel 
Development Manager
Cohoes, NY — PVA has hired Gavin Peterson as its global channel develop-
ment manager. Mr. Peterson will head up PVA’s initiative to create new sales
channels for its industrial dispensing products. He joins the company with
more than 28 years at Graco, Inc. During his tenure at Graco, he worked and
lived in Mexico, Canada, the U.S., and China. Most recently, he was the direc-
tor of sales and marketing, Asia Pacific — industrial finishing and sealants
and adhesives. He reorganized the sales and marketing team on market-fo-
cused initiatives, including automotive, liquid silicone rubber (LSR), battery,
packaging, and finishing automation. Web: www.pva.net

WAGO Appoints Public Relations 
Coordinator
Germantown, WI — WAGO’s marketing communications department is wel-
coming Laura Dickinson to its team. Ms. Dickinson will take over duties as
public relations coordinator, overseeing the company’s publicity, editorial con-
tent, social media, and other written material. She holds a bachelor’s degree
in journalism, with an emphasis in writing and editing. She brings experience
in marketing and writing from working for the Wisconsin Family Business
Forum and Milwaukee Magazine. Web: www.wago.us

As one of the largest producers of Silver powder for the solar industry, Technic

Our products are used in a variety of applications including conductive adhesives, 

 

•  Highest Quality Products  
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•  Global Distribution

•  Regional Support
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Learn more about Technic’s full line of products, visit us at www.technic.com
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YAMAHA’s YSi-SP High Performance 
3D Solder Paste Inspection (SPI) System

P recise 3D SPI Measurement for SMT Process Optimization!

YA M A H A’s YSi-SP offers true volumetric measurement and powerf u l

process optimization capability. The YSi-SP performs high-speed,

high-accuracy 2D and 3D solder paste inspection with a single head,

employing image high-resolution switch-over for 

exceptional flexibility in a single machine.

True 3D volumetric measurement; powerful process 
optimization tools

Exceptional precision by comibining 2D 
and 3D measurements

High-speed, high-accuracy inspection with a single head

Easy switch-over to super high-resolution technology

Built-in SPC for a wide range of statistical processing

Auto conversion of adhesive inspection data from 
the dispenser

M2M Features such as automatic changeover & closed 
loop feedback to screen printer

Optional bonding and foreign matter inspection

Y        Page 1

See at SMTAI, Booth 223

http://www.yamaha-motor-im.com
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Business newsBusiness news

Oxford, CT — MIRTEC has entered
into a technical collaboration agree-
ment with YXLON, a part of Comet
Group. This partnership allows both
organizations to explore and expand
upon synergistic applications within
the SMT electronics manufacturing
industry.

MIRTEC and YXLON systems
are on display at Comet’s Lab One in
San Jose, California. This new center
of excellence offers visitors hands-on
experience and demonstrations with

MIRTEC’s latest SPI and AOI ma-
chines, along with YXLON’s state-of-
the-art AXI technology. These sys-
tems are each equipped with Smart-
Loop, a yield improvement system.

SmartLoop links MIRTEC’s in-
line 3D AOI with YXLON’s at-line dig-
ital X-ray system, allowing data to
flow seamlessly between them. “3D
AOI can only measure differences in z-
height on devices like BGAs and esti-
mate the quality of the joints under-
neath and the need for rework. 

With SmartLoop, the at-line X-
ray system now becomes a verifica-
tion station for the 3D height meas-
urements taken by the AOI system,”
says Keith Bryant, global director of
electronics sales, YXLON. “X-ray in-
spection time is also dramatically re-
duced by targeting only suspect re-
gions of interest that the system au-
tomatically selects for inspection.
Full data integration gives the tech-
nician the tools needed for correct de-
cision-making, intelligent feedback

and process improvements.”
MIRTEC’s products have been

extremely successful in high-volume
markets, including smartphone and
mp3 player manufacturing, as well
as low-volume, high-mix markets,
such as medical, automotive, aero-
space, and defense.

Contact: MIRTEC Corp., 
3 Morse Road, Oxford, CT 06478 
% 203-881-5559 fax: 203-881-3322 
E-mail: bdamico@mindspring.com
Web: www.mirtec.com r

West Dundee, IL — HELUKABEL®

USA has opened new 75,000 ft2

(6,968m2) headquarters in West
Dundee, Illinois, a suburb of Chica-
go. The new facility sits on eight
acres in Oakview Corporate Park.

This is the first phase of buildout
that allows for future expansion to
accommodate a facility of over
200,000 ft2 (18,581m2), as the compa-
ny grows.

This investment marks an im-
portant milestone in the company’s

short history in the U.S., as it solidi-
fies its continued commitment and
expansions in North America. This
build-to-suit facility has been de-
signed and built specifically to har-
monize operational processes and

streamline workflows. In-
creasing the racking capaci-
ty by more than 100 percent
will allow orders to be
processed faster, provide
greater product availability
and improve lead times.

HELUKABEL USA,
which started operations in
2007, has grown quickly in
the U.S. industrial cable and
wire sector focusing on high
product availability and
short lead times. “The de-
mand for our branded prod-

ucts such as TRAYCONTROL®,
TOPFLEX® and TOPSERV® has re-
quired us to rapidly increase our
warehousing capacity and opera-
tional capabilities in a short period of
time,” says Markus Dannheim, pres-
ident of HELUKABEL USA. “Since

our founding 11 years ago, we have
physically moved two times in order
to maintain inventory levels that al-
low us to provide products faster
than industry standards so that we
continue to exceed our customers’ ex-
pectations.”

The company began operating
out of the new facility in May, once
construction, which began in early
November 2017, was completed. “The
speed at which we were able to de-
sign, construct and obtain beneficial
occupancy to our new headquarters
is a testament to the countless hours
of planning that went into this proj-
ect, our relationship with officials at
the village of West Dundee and Opus
Development Company, and the ded-
icated team of HELUKABEL USA,”
Dannheim says.

Contact: HELUKABEL USA,
1201 Wesemann Drive, West
Dundee, IL 60118 % 847-930-5118
fax: 847-622-8766 
E-mail: kevin.siegel@helukabel.com 
Web: www.helukabel.com r

HELUKABEL Opens New 
U.S. Headquarters

Elgin, IL — The HARTING Technol-
ogy Group is expanding its business
activity in South Africa. 

Han-Modular® connectors are
now being produced for the train di-
vision of the French industrial group

Alstom. HARTING has a
sales office in Johannes-
burg. 

The company pro-
vides services and solutions
for its partner Hiconnex In-
dustrial to meet compre-
hensive national stan-
dards.

Cable and connector
distributor Hiconnex In-
dustrial handles the com-
plete assembly of Han-
Modular connectors. These
connectors are fitted into
Alstom trains, which are
then delivered to PRASA, a
South African national

transport company.
“This partnership is a win-win

situation for all companies involved
— Alstom, Hiconnex Industrial and
HARTING,” says Bernd Fischer,
HARTING’s general manager of cor-
porate regional management. With
this project, all companies support
the local market in South Africa.

“We are delighted that Alstom
is impressed with our expertise and
quality products in the rail sector,”
says Chris Brand, general manager
of Hiconnex Industrial. HARTING
and Hiconnex are looking to develop
a long-term partnership.

Contact: HARTING North
America, 1370 Bowes Road, Elgin,
IL 60123 % 847-717-9217   E-mail:
christina.chatfield@harting.com
Web: www.harting.com r
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Chris Brand, general manager, Hiconnex
Industrial (left), and Bernd Fisher, general
manager corporate regional management,

HARTING (right).

HELUKABEL’s new facility in 
West Dundee, Illinois.

Alstom Trains Travel with
HARTING Technology

Cicoil and
NASA — 60 Yr.
Partners
Valencia, CA — The National Aero-
nautics Space Agency (NASA) is cel-
ebrating its 60th anniversary as an
independent, non-military govern-
ment agency. Cicoil is also celebrat-
ing its 60th year as a flat cable as-
sembly supplier to NASA on numer-
ous space missions.

Cicoil’s history with the U.S.
space program began with NASA’s

predecessor, The U.S. National Advi-
sory Committee for Aeronautics
(NACA). With the start of the space
race between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union in 1955, NACA began to put
together plans to create Project Mer-
cury, with the prime objective of get-
ting an American into Earth’s orbit.

NACA needed a lightweight,
bio-instrumentation harness that
could easily be attached to the under-
garments worn by each of the astro-
nauts. The bio-harness would need to
continuously monitor vital signs,
such as blood pressure, respiration,
body temperature, and pulse rate.

Cicoil’s engineers developed a
way to separately encase shielded
signal pairs and different size wires
within the same thin flat cable, while
controlling the spacing between
each. By creating this durable cable
package, electronic interference was
eliminated, and the fully terminated
harness provided uninterrupted sig-
nal integrity during the harsh rigors
of space flight.

Contact: Cicoil, 24960 Avenue
Tibbitts, Valencia, CA 91355 
% 661-295-1295 fax: 661-295-0813 
E-mail: flatcable@cicoil.com 
Web: www.cicoil.com r

MIRTEC Now Collaborating with Comet Group

Cicoil’s flat bio-harnesses helped
Alan Shephard become the first
American to travel into space.



Business Briefs

ASM Pacific Tech to Invest in 
Smart Factory Software
Suwanee, GA — ASM Pacific Technology, Ltd., (ASMPT) is investing in soft-
ware developer Critical Manufacturing, S.A. As an experienced software
provider of MES software, the company has expertise in machine networking,
IT systems and cloud solutions. This investment boosts ASMPT’s efforts to
build a portfolio of Industry 4.0 solutions and enable the smart factory. ASMPT
is focusing more on comprehensive software solutions to speed up its smart
manufacturing capabilities and extend its reach beyond hardware.

Contact: ASM Assembly Systems, LLC, 3975 Lakefield Court, Suite 106,
Suwanee, GA 30024 % 770-797-3000 fax: 770-797-3457 
E-mail: easales.sea@asmpt.com Web: www.siplace.com

Koh Young Posts Record 3D AOI 
Results
Chandler, AZ — Koh Young Technology has achieved its largest-ever second-
quarter revenue, which increased 22 percent year-over-year. The revenue came
in part due to an increased contribution from 3D AOI business, which increased
almost 60 percent year-over-year. The market has been responding well to its
flagship Zenith 3D AOI system. Coupled with powerful software, the Zenith
handles an enormous amount of real data, which helps engineers gain insight
into the reflow process and enables quick decision making.

Contact: Koh Young America, Inc., 6150 W. Chandler Boulevard, 
Suite 39, Chandler, AZ 85226 % 480-403-5000 fax: 480-403-5001 
E-mail: america@kohyoung.com Web: www.kohyoung.com

PDR Opens European Training and 
Demo Facility
Shingle Springs, CA — PDR has opened a European training and demo facility
in the U.K. Located minutes from Gatwick airport, in Crawley, West Sussex,
the company provides complementary travel to and from the facility. The demo
site is ESD-safe and solar powered. It currently houses PDR IR-C3 Chipmate
and IR-E3G rework systems, available for demo and training. The company
plans to offer online demos in the near future.

Contact: PDR Americas, 3869 Dividend Drive, Shingle Springs, CA 95682
% 530-676-6262 E-mail: sales@pdrxy.com Web: www.pdr-rework.com/americas

Selective Soldering Academy (SSA) and
Flex Complete First Offsite Training
Elk Grove Village, IL — The Selective Soldering Academy (SSA) and Flex-
Guadalajara have collaborated on their first offsite SSA training sessions.
Tomas Guitron and Eddie Groves, director of the SSA, worked with Omar Gar-
cia, director of Flex’s advanced manufacturing engineering group (AME), to
conduct two training sessions for 16 manufacturing engineers from Flex’s north
and south campuses in Guadalajara, Mexico. The sessions were hosted by Fran-
cisco Rosas, director of Maquiladora de Servicios (MMS), and conducted at the
MMS offices in Guadalajara.

Contact: Selective Soldering Academy, 201 Lively Boulevard, Elk Grove
Village, IL % 224-659-7086 fax: 847-593-9084 Web: www.solderingacademy.com

ViscoTec Added to 
“Bayern’s Best 50” List
Kennesaw, GA — ViscoTec has been added to the 2018 list of “Bayern’s Best
50.” The company was awarded at a recent event held at Schleissheim Castle,
in Oberschleissheim, a suburb of Munich, Germany. This is the second time
that the company has received the award. Franz Josef Pschierer, Bavaria’s
minister of economic affairs, energy and technology, personally presented each
of the 50 companies with a certificate and a Bavarian porcelain lion. This is the
17th time that the award has been given, designed to honor the 50 most dynam-
ic mid-sized companies in Bavaria. 

Contact: ViscoTec America, Inc., 1955 Vaughn Road, Suite 209, 
Kennesaw, GA 30144 % 770-422-4281 E-mail: sales@viscotec-america.com
Web: www.viscotec-america.com

Ryder Industries Expands in Audio
Electronics Market
Hong Kong — With the appointment of Kingslea Chan to vice president of sales
and marketing, Ryder Industries is looking to expand further within the audio
electronics market. Ryder’s expertise in the development of guitar amplifiers
has led it to gain OEM partners, such as Blackstar, Marshall and Fender. Dur-
ing the most recent Fender Musical Instruments (FMIC) annual supplier sum-
mit, Fender recognized Ryder Industries with a “Preferred Collaboration
Award,” highlighting the strong and reliable relationship that exists between
the companies.

Contact: Ryder Industries, Ltd., 1803 Chinachem Johnston Plaza, 178
Johnston Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong % 852-2341-8211 fax: 852-2797-9027
Web: www.ryderems.com
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Setting the screen language is 
only one way in which the 
flexible, intuitive CableEye 
cable and harness test system 
adapts to meet your needs.

operator interface for 
production workers, it's easy!

data in a report showing 
resistances, voltages, and 
leakage current, we can 
provide this, automatically.

diagnostic tools to find 
intermittent connections, 
locate shorts, opens, or mis- 
wires, our live graphic wiring 
display makes this a snap.

test procedure to ensure 
consistency, our built-in 
scripting with operator 
prompts does the job.

stored cable data from 
inadvertent erasure or 
tampering, set each 
operator's log-in privilege as 
needed.

be Future-Proof, you will like 
that we do not use embedded 
computers or screens.

files and fixtures between 
different models, our common 
software platform makes that 
a cinch.

hardware and rock-solid 
support, we insist on that too. 
Here’s what others have to say:

camiresearch.com/testimonials
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to a CableEye Tester…
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Free Tech Support!
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         Signals
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Relay Control

Printing
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Try a Free
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Today!
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W
ith new technology in-
evitably shifting manufac-
turing practices, it can be

easy to forget about the workers re-
sponsible for solving daily chal-
lenges. But, the constant change of
the electronics industry has instead
fueled the passion of the team at
Count On Tools (COT) to not only
offer products, but to create solu-
tions to these everyday problems —
while recognizing the value of its
employees.

For more than 25 years, COT
has manufactured high-quality, low-
cost, pick-and-place nozzles and as-
sociated components for SMT and
electronics manufacturing. The com-
pany comprises four divisions: con-

tract machining and job shop servic-
es; SMT nozzles, tooling and consum-
ables; quality Swiss-made hand
tools; and AeroSpike ammunition
technology (ASAT).

Family owned and operated, the
company was founded in 1991 by
Curt Couch, president, and Renee
Couch, vice president and CFO. Be-
fore cofounding the company, Curt
had several years of experience as a
mechanical engineer in the electron-
ics manufacturing industry.

The company has grown steadi-
ly over the decades, from occupying a
5,000 ft2 (465m2) suite in its current
building since 1998. In 2005, the
company expanded, moving to three
suites at the opposite end of the

building. The latest expansion in-
cludes an additional suite, increasing
the overall manufacturing facility to
20,000 ft2 (1,858m2).

Upgrades from the recent ex-
pansion include opening an addition-
al 5,000 ft2 (465m2) of production
space, installing several new produc-
tion cells with state-of-the-art Mazak
machining centers, a larger confer-
ence room, and more offices for a
growing sales force. COT also in-
stalled energy efficient LED lighting
throughout the factory and office
space.

For the most part, Renee has
stayed out of the public eye, but has
been with the company every step of
the way. She has been involved in
everything from front office order
entry to customer service, purchas-
ing, shipping, accounting, and more.
As with any small family business,
Renee and Curt have had to wear
many hats, all while raising three
children.

“Over the course of our busi-
ness’ growth, we have been both
blessed and strategic to bring on fan-
tastic, talented, energetic, and fami-
ly-oriented coworkers to take on a
continued and expanded role in
building what we have today,” says
Renee.

While she tends to stay out of
the spotlight, this absence does not
diminish her role. “I still continue to
be involved daily with decisions re-
lated to the growth of COT, whether
it’s signing off on machine and facili-
ty procurement, expanding our work-
force, filing taxes, or keeping us com-
pliant with our time-sensitive certifi-
cations,” she says. “Curt and I both
consider each of the team members
an integral part of our success.”

Though they are not technically
family, several team members have
been with COT since the beginning,

including Zach Shook, Donna Shook,
Jeff Lancaster, and Tate Strayhorn.
“It has always been exciting to devel-
op new ideas with my team at COT,”
says Curt. “We have such great peo-
ple employed here and I am honored
to work with them.”

Curt also says that the company
stands out because it can handle ad-
versity. He mentions that the key is
to never be afraid of change and to
adapt to circumstances, including
new challenges from customers.

The company is committed to
being a top supplier of precision-en-
gineered components to a wide range
of markets. Using advanced CNC
and other manufacturing processes,
the company has the expertise to cre-
ate quality products and deliver
them at a competitive price. COT
passes its capabilities to its cus-
tomers, creating long-term relation-
ships.

Curt and Renee say that they
have strived for excellence, even
though they came from humble be-
ginnings. This, combined with many
other factors, has allowed the compa-
ny to continue to grow year after
year. COT is proud of its 27-year
track record of growth and sustained
profitability, while delivering global
solutions for SMT nozzles and con-
sumables.

The company maintains a
strong position in the hand tool in-
dustry, offering high-quality hand
tools from PB Swiss Tools. These
tools complement any high-tech envi-
ronment. The core of the business is
in supplying precision manufactur-
ing. As a component manufacturer,
the company specializes in all as-
pects of machining. Whether cus-
tomers need fast turnaround, single
parts, small lots, large quantities, or
a long-term supply with on-time de-
liveries, COT offers a variety of job
shop services. 

Curt and Renee attribute the
company’s success to “a positive atti-
tude, hard work, patience, learning
from failures, and above all, being
fair to customers.” The company’s
culture reflects a fundamental rule,
which is to treat people more impor-
tantly than business itself, with an
unwavering commitment to meeting
its customers’ needs. COT continues
to focus on excellence, while building
strong working relationships be-
tween employees, customers, ven-
dors, and partners, and offering qual-
ity products with the best possible
value.

Contact: Count On Tools, Inc.,
2481 Hilton Drive, Suite 3,
Gainesville, GA 30501 
% 800-538-0426 
E-mail: ccouch@cotinc.com 
Web: www.cotinc.com r
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Valuing People Over Business 
is Vital to Success

By Zach Shook, Director of Operations, Marketing and IT, Count On Tools, Inc.
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  The 
Mira 230 

has a new 
robust and 

sturdy design that 
supports an extraor-

dinary processing range 
from AWG 32 to AWG 8. It 
sets a new benchmark by its 
unique sequencing capabilities 
that can be stored in a library for 
quick reproduction. The Mira 230 
can strip and cut inner conductors 
with a variety of parameters without 
a program change. It comes equipped 
with a simple graphical user interface that 
ensures a quick learning process.

THE NEW 
BENCHMARK IN 
WIRE STRIPPING

http://www.komaxwire.com
http://www.us-tech.com
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Simplify your NPI process with our native CAD 
importers

Easily manage material flow from warehouse to line

Create & manage production schedules automatically

Utilize our Mobile app to view production performance 
in real-time

Integrate your ERP/MES systems easily into your Fuji 
SMT process

•  130 LOADED FEEDER CAPABILITY
•  03015 TO 74MM SQUARE PART RANGE
•  CONNECTORS UP TO 32MM X 180MM
   
•  USER FRIENDLY, ON-MACHINE EDITING

FUJI’S EXCLUSIVE DYNA HEAD TECHNOLOGY

HIGH-MIX,
           LOW VOLUME

See at SMTAI, Booth 407

http://www.fujiamerica.com


A
full-service, turnkey supplier of cus-
tom electronics, ADCO Circuits pro-
vides support from design and proto-

typing to new product introduction (NPI)
and full-rate production. In order to serve a
diverse range of markets, including mili-
tary and aerospace, industrial, medical, au-
tomotive, telecommunications, and wire-
less, the company relies on versatile and
advanced soldering machines from Kurtz
Ersa North America.

ADCO was established in 1981 near
Rochester Hills, Michigan, and today oper-
ates a 53,000 ft2 (4,924m2) facility capable
of low- to medium-volume PCB assembly
and test. The facility’s SMT lines are
equipped with 3D AOI and X-ray inspection
systems, selective solder systems, as well
as robotics and advanced wash machines,
which all contribute to the company’s high
Cpk infrastructure.

Manufacturing Capabilities

ADCO’s capabilities include soldering
008004 (0201 metric) and fine-pitch BGA
components, processing flexible assemblies and
producing complete modules for military, aero-
space, medical, and automotive customers. An au-
tomated stockroom and a broad array of flying
probe, ICT, functional, and ESS test equipment
round out the company’s manufacturing facility.

ADCO provides electronics manufacturing
services, quality assurance and has many other ca-
pabilities. For electronics manufacturing, the com-
pany offers design and NPI, rapid prototyping,
SMT assembly, box build and system integration,
test and environmental stress screening, and PCB
assembly services. To bolster quality, the company

is registered to both the latest aerospace
AS9100D and automotive IATF
16949:2016 specifications. The company is
also certified to ISO 9001 and ISO 13485, is
ITAR-registered, and is an Apple MFi
Manufacturer.

Personnel are trained to IPC J-STD-
001 class 2 and 3, and IPC-A-610 class 2
and 3. Documentation, ECNs and the com-
pany’s quality management systems
(QMS) are all online and support internal
continuous improvement initiatives, ven-
dor quality tracking and customer quality
data requirements.

The company focuses on establishing
long-term relationships with those who re-
quire advanced logistics, production, test,
and quality capabilities. It strives to deliv-
er to customers quality products at compet-
itive prices, using the latest production
technologies. The company also partners
with others who offer innovative equip-

ment, such as Ersa.

Long-Term Partnership

ADCO began its partnership with Ersa years
ago, when it purchased an Ecoselect 2. In 2013, the
company bought a VERSAFLOW 3/45. At the end
of 2017, ADCO purchased an additional soldering
module for the VERSAFLOW. In early 2018, the
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Ersa VERSAFLOW 3/45 selective soldering system 
at ADCO Circuits. 

Ersa Provides Versatile Soldering 
to ADCO Circuits

By Archie Damman, President and Owner, ADCO Circuits, Inc.

http://www.nozzles4smt.com


company added another VERSAFLOW 3/45 to re-
place the Ecoselect 2. The company uses its Ersa
systems for both leaded and lead-free selective sol-
dering of plated through-hole (PTH) components.

“As a contract manufacturer, we have a wide
range of assemblies that we solder, from smaller
single-side PCBs to very complex double-sided
SMT mixed with doubled-sided PTH,” says Kevin
Barrett, ADCO’s manufacturing manager.

The initial Ecoselect 2 was purchased for a se-
lective issue on a specific product. At that time,
most of ADCO’s assemblies were being produced
with soldering pallets and a conventional wave sol-
der machine. As capacity became available on the
Ecoselect, Barrett says that ADCO experimented
with programming and soldering additional as-
semblies. “It took time to develop the process, but
we were eventually out of capacity on
the machine and saw that there was
a larger opportunity for benefits, if
we had additional capacity.”

“When it came to which ma-
chine, there was no question we
would purchase the Ersa,” Barrett
says. “The machine is well built from
the ground up with an eye for detail
in every aspect. Repeatability was a
big selling point — we switch from
product to product throughout the
day and we don’t have time to tweak
programs every time we change.
With the Ersa, we load the programs,
install the proper nozzle and run.”

He added that in addition to
performing well, the machine looks
great both inside and outside. “Open-
ing an Ersa machine and looking in-
side, you see some very impressive
workmanship that coincides with
most opinions regarding German-
made machinery. That impressive
appearance continues when you close
the doors and stand back. From an
operational standpoint, the machine
is a workhorse — it keeps going and is
easy to operate, set up and change
from job to job. The fact that we can
expand the machine as capacity de-
mands is a big plus.”

Another benefit for ADCO is the
flexibility that the Ersa selective sol-
dering machine offers. As board com-
plexity increases, wave soldering re-
quires dedicated pallets to assist in
supporting and, at times, protecting
areas of the board from solder, since a
regular wave solder covers the whole
bottom side of the board. 

Developing, ordering and vali-
dating these pallets takes time and
up-front cost, generally seen at the
launch of a product. Ersa’s VER-
SAFLOW 3/45 does not require dedi-

cated pallets since the solder only touches the PTH
leads that it is programmed to solder. 

This saves time and money, allowing ADCO
to improve its time to launch. In addition to vol-
ume production runs, Barrett says that the compa-
ny manufactures prototype assemblies with PTH
components that, in most instances, would need to
be hand soldered, due to the lead time and the up-
front cost of pallets. The Ersa allows ADCO to set
up and selectively solder these assemblies to mini-
mize tooling and lead time. When a new program
comes online, the flexibility in using the equip-
ment to achieve Class III solder joints for its aero-
space customers is a given.

Customer Service

In addition to performance and innovation,
Barrett says that Ersa’s customer service is out-

standing. In the case of ADCO’s most recent pur-
chase, he says that the company contacted ERSA
about additional capacity requirements and had a
quote within a day. Ersa called the next day to ver-
ify that the options met ADCO’s requirements and,
soon after, both sides were ready to move forward.

Upon placing the purchase order, ADCO was
notified of expected delivery date and updates
were given regularly against that date. As delivery
drew near, Ersa’s service department followed up
for installation requirements and timeline. Quick-
ly, ADCO had an install date as well as the Ersa
technician’s name that would install the system.

Barrett adds, “The technician arrived as ex-
pected and was very knowledgeable, not just about
the machine but also about how it operates. Even
though we’ve had our first machine for a while, the
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C
leaning PCBs before applying conformal
coating is often overlooked, due the added
cost and time. But, for Specialized Coating

Services, this step is critical to meeting its cus-
tomers’ needs for high reliability electronics.

One of the company’s valuable equipment
partners is Aqueous Technologies, a manufacturer
of aqueous cleaning and defluxing systems, as well
as ionic contamination testing and ultrasonic sten-
cil cleaners. 

This 15-year partnership has developed into a
longstanding relationship and a reputation for
quality. Specialized Coating Services (SpecCoat)
has been providing contract conformal coating,
potting, encapsulation, and ruggedization of PCBs
since 1996, when it was founded by Rick Ramirez
and Kim Atkins.

Since then, the company has grown from a
startup to a thriving company of more than 100
people that offer their services worldwide. Like
Aqueous Technologies, the company began in a
garage with a single customer. Currently, Special-
ized Coating Services provides conformal coating
to a variety of industries, including medical, mili-
tary, aerospace, and automotive.

Founded by Mike Konrad in 1992 and head-
quartered in Corona, California, Aqueous Tech-
nologies has more than 4,000 customers across six
continents. Its growth has been cultivated through
interactions with customers, advisors, employees,
and colleagues.

“Aqueous Technologies believes in designing,
manufacturing and supporting cleaning and clean-

liness testing products that are highly effective
and that protect the environment,” says Konrad,
president of Aqueous Technologies. “Our efforts
save millions of gallons of water annually.”

Aqueous Technologies specializes in the man-
ufacturing of cleaning and cleanliness testing sys-
tems for the electronics assembly industry. The

equipment uses the planet’s purest substance, wa-
ter, to remove harmful ionic residues. The compa-
ny’s mission is to continue developing environmen-
tally-conscious equipment that assists manufac-
turers with increasing product reliability.

East and West Coast Demo Centers

Specialized Coating Services currently has a
Trident saponified flux removal system and a Zero
Ion cleanliness testing system in its Fremont, Cal-
ifornia, facility. Specialized Coating Services’ pres-
ident and cofounder Rick Ramirez says that he be-
came a believer in the quality of Aqueous Tech-
nologies’ products after using them for a few years.
He adds, “Rarely have I had to call the service de-
partment, and when I do, the service and response
time are always second to none for both over-the-
phone assistance and parts availability.”

Specialized Coating Services is an Aqueous
Technologies demo site for the Northern California
area. Ramirez says that he had been performing
demos for customers in Fremont before Specialized
Coating Services even became an official demo
site, because he liked the products that much. The
company recently opened a second location in Bil-
lerica, Massachusetts, which is a demo site for
Aqueous Technologies’ products on the East Coast.

“I wouldn’t be volunteering our facility as a
demo site if I didn’t believe in the Aqueous prod-
ucts,” Ramirez says. “They are so easy to program
and run, and they have many features that are
beneficial to the users. I can’t think of any other

SpecCoat Boosts PCB Quality with 
Aqueous Technologies Cleaning Systems

Zero Ion ionic contamination tester.

By James Carr, Specialized Coating Services

Continued on page 22
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The Flying Probe Experts

NEW!

The world’s fastest dual-sided
Advanced Flying Probe Test System.

Featuring 10-Flying- Z-axis including 
4 vertical flying probes providing 
unequal access to test points.

Soft Touch probing capability.

High end Laser measuring capabilities
to compensate for board warpage.

See at SMTAI, Booth 939
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A
n EMS provider requires a strong leader
with vision, talented and dedicated individu-
als and cutting-edge technology to be suc-

cessful in the electronics industry. After 20 years,
CAMtek’s success, even in a down market, has
come from having all three.

In 1999, Christine Davis, president of
CAMtek, brought together a group of electrical,
process and quality engineers. With more than 65
years of combined experience and industry expert-
ise, the group sought to provide customers with
high-quality, cost-effective manufacturing solutions
to meet the needs of a rapidly evolving industry.

Setting New Standards

Holding themselves to such a
high standard of performance and
customer service, the team at CAM -
tek knew that it was vital to use lead-
ing-edge technology — one of the
main reasons they chose to partner
with Hanwha.

“Our first machine was made by
Hanwha and it ran for 19 years,”
comments Davis. “We looked at other
platforms but they couldn’t match
the price, quality and excellent serv-
ice of Hanwha, so it only made sense
to stay with them.”

CAMtek purchased a complete

line from Hanwha, including two
Hanwha SM482 Plus placement ma-
chines. “The SM482s support our
Kanban orders,” adds Davis. “Our
Kanban jobs were taking up to five
days on the machines. Now we can
complete them in less than three
days, which is quite a significant im-
provement.”

The SM482 Plus can be used to
mount components from 01005 (0402
metric) in size to 0.9 in. (22 mm) ICs,
by applying on-the-fly recognition
technology. On-the-fly recognition is
a patented technology from Hanwha
that enables component placement at
the highest speeds, among all mid-
speed component placers.

The technology can recognize
components up to 0.6 in. (15 mm) tall
and up to 3 in. (75 mm) long, with a
1.8 in. (45 mm) field of view (FOV)
fixed camera. The camera is config-
ured with megapixel resolution and
high-performance multistage illumi-
nation for optimal flexibility.

It also allows the precise place-
ment — down to 1.2 mil (30 µm) — of
ICs and uses a polygon recognition
algorithm for easy registration of
odd-shaped components. Comple-
menting the Hanwha pick-and-place
equipment are high-performance
printing, reflow and PCB handling
technologies.

“Hanwha’s partnership with
CAMtek is longstanding and mutual-
ly beneficial to our companies,” says
Jonny Nichols, director of sales and
marketing, North America, Hanwha.
“The challenges of developing, pro-
ducing and supporting cost-effective
PCB assembly equipment technology
are equal to those of EMS companies

in North America, where every second counts to-
wards profitability in high-mix production envi-
ronments. Hanwha line solutions include best-in-
class process technologies for producing quality re-
sults while maximizing uptime for a world-class
return on investment.”

Certified by the Women’s Business Enter-
prise National Council (WBENC), CAMtek is an
active member of diversity programs throughout
the United States and a supplier to many Fortune
500 companies. CAMtek also actively supports the
IPC in its efforts to improve industry standards.
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“The SM482s support 
our Kanban orders. Our
Kanban jobs were taking

up to five days on the 
machines. Now we can

complete them in less than
three days.”

CAMtek’s production floor in 
Bloomington, Illinois. 

Hanwha Holds CAMtek’s Production 
to a Higher Standard

By Gale Pryczynski, Operations Manager, CAMtek, Inc.

Continued on page 23

See at SMTAI, Booth 531 and The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 1923

http://www.HakkoUSA.com
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SpecCoat Boosts PCB Quality
with Aqueous Technologies
Cleaning Systems
system that competes with Aqueous
in terms of quality and cost. Repairs
to the machine are also very easy
and, with the help of the tech depart-
ment, it’s a breeze.”

“It has been our privilege to pro-
vide Specialized Coating Services with
cleaning and cleanliness testing sys-
tems over the past several
years, including additional
cleaning and cleanliness test-
ing products for their new
Boston-area facility,” says
Konrad.

Specialized Coating
Services’ Billerica site helps
facilitate the needs of the
company’s Midwest and
East Coast customers by
providing quicker turn-
around and reducing freight
costs, as well as keeping
pace with the continued
growth in these areas. The
13,000 ft2 (1,208m2) facility
is equipped with the latest
in robotic and conventional
spray systems, as well as
plasma treatment, cleaning
and ionic test equipment,
potting and encapsulation
meter mix systems, and
more.
Certifications and 
Capabilities

The certifications currently in
place in the California facility are
planned for mid-2018 in Massachu-
setts, including AS9100D, ISO
9001:2015, ITAR, and ANSI/ESD
S20.20, with NADCAP in early 2019.
With these certifications in place on
both coasts, Specialized Coating Ser-
vices’ customers will know that their
boards will be handled in compliance
with the latest practices and proce-
dures.

In addition to aqueous cleaning,
the company offers minor subassem-
bly of parts and focuses on spraying,
robot coating, potting/encapsulation,
nanocoatings, plasma treatment, ion-
ic testing, and UV selection. The
company also provides a range of
services from assisting in the selec-
tion of coating, potting or ruggediz-
ing materials to providing prototypes
and establishing manufacturing
processes that ensure consistent
quality and repeatable finishes.

The Zero Ion is designed to
solve the cleanliness testing chal-
lenges associated with today’s circuit
assemblies, and is capable of extract-
ing and quantifying assembly con-
tamination levels per numerous mili-
tary specifications. While other
cleanliness testers can only quantify
contamination extracted from an as-
sembly, the Zero Ion uses a cross-
flow extraction process, subjecting
the circuit assembly to rapid fluid
currents, assisting in the extraction,
solubilization and quantification of
assembly residues.

It also uses dynamic measure-
ment technology, which increases the
accuracy of the test by maintaining
test fluid sensitivity throughout the
testing process, continually deioniz-
ing the solution during testing. The
system performs accurate cleanliness
testing, without needing to heat the

test solution. Ambient temperature
cleanliness testing eliminates the
need for heaters, eliminating warm-
up times while increasing equipment
and operator safety.

The Trident automatic cleaning
and defluxing system is designed to
remove all contamination and
residues from post-reflow circuit as-

semblies. When assembly and flux
residues are removed, so is the
chance for electrochemical migration
(ECM) failures. Clean assemblies are
more reliable assemblies. It is
equipped with built-in process moni-
toring technology that allows resis-
tivity levels to be programmed, pro-
ducing consistency in assembly
cleanliness levels.

Final resistivity results are dis-
played on the operator interface and
must be acknowledged before the as-
semblies can be removed. Results are
stored in the SPC management sys-
tem and may be searched and re-
trieved anytime through the built-in
SQL multi-query database. 

The system is available in zero-
and low-discharge configurations
and all Trident models are available
in single- and double-chamber con-
figurations.

“Our mission has remained un-
changed over the past 26 years — we
are committed to designing, manu-
facturing, selling, and supporting
products that are environmentally
responsible, technically relevant, ef-
fective, and add reliability and value
to our customers’ products,” con-
cludes Konrad. “Specialized Coating
Systems shares our vision by provid-
ing coating services that protect their
customers’ products from harsh envi-
ronments, resulting in higher levels
of product reliability. Our companies’
shared passion for added reliability
makes for a win-win relationship.”

Contact: Specialized Coating
Services, 42680 Christy Street, 
Fremont, CA 94538 
 510-453-4150 
E-mail: rick@speccoat.com 
Web: www.speccoat.com and
Aqueous Technologies, 1678 
N. Maple Street, Corona, CA 92880 
 951-298-8800 
E-mail: jhall@aqueoustech.com 
Web: www.aqueoustech.com 

Continued from page 20

BOFA AMERICAS, INC

EMAIL: sales@bofaamericas.com 
WEB: bofaamericas.com

CALL: (618) 205 5007 
FAX: (866) 707 2632

Fume Extraction 
and Filtration Systems

bofaamericas.com

Award-winning solutions. 
Call: (618) 205 5007

Cabinet Extraction
Tip Extraction

Mobile Extraction

Arm Extraction

Trident automated cleaning and 
defluxing system.

See at SMTAI, Booth 801

http://www.pvateplaamerica.com
http://www.bofaamericas.com


Clinton, NY — Indium Corporation is ex-
hibiting its InFORMS® reinforced solder pre-
forms at IMAPS 2018. InFORMS solder pre-
forms are composite preforms that consist of
solder with a reinforcing matrix, resulting in
improved mechanical and thermal reliabili-
ty, uniform bondline thickness and low-void-
ing performance.

InFORMS do more than just bond two
surfaces. These solder preforms are designed
to address some specific challenges of the
power electronics industry. InFORMS pro-
vide engineers with an enhanced material
for the development of more reliable and
higher-performance modules. Due to the pla-
narity improvements and standoff
tolerances, the package design be-
comes more predictable. In addition,

stronger and more dependable joints allow
for high power densities.

Indium Corporation is a premier mate-
rials manufacturer and supplier to the glob-
al electronics, semiconductor, thin-film, and
thermal management markets. Products in-
clude: solders and fluxes; brazes; thermal in-
terface materials (TIMs); sputtering targets;
indium, gallium, germanium, tin metals and
inorganic compounds; and NanoFoil®.

Contact: Indium Corp., 34 Robinson
Road, Clinton, NY 13323 % 315-381-7524
E-mail: abrown@indum.com 
Web: www.indium.com

See at IMAPS, Booth 722
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HIGH LEVEL OF 
PERFORMANCE

Complex industrial manufacturing equipment requires products that provide a high 
level of performance and flexibility, both of which we can meet and exceed.

600/1000V-rated, flexible, oil-resistant 
control cable that is approved for open, 
unprotected installation in cable trays. The 
specially blended TPE has been designed 
to perform as well as standard PUR cables 
with the added benefit of being able to 
transition from cable trays to free air.

TRAYCONTROL® 550 TPE

Complex industrial manufacturing equipment requires products that provide a high

Machine Building

E-NEWS

Hanwha Holds
CAMtek’s 
Production to
High Standard
Continued from page 21

Continued from page 19

Davis continually serves on the EMS
council and steering committees,
supporting EMS companies around
the world.

With Hanwha and CAMtek both
proponents of advanced technology,
world-class customer service and high
quality standards, the two companies
have developed a partnership that will
last for many years to come.

Contact: CAMtek, Inc., 2402 E.
Empire Street, Bloomington, IL
61704 % 309-661-0348 fax: 309-661-
1809 E-mail: sales@camtek-mfg.com
Web: www.camtek-mfg.com and
Hanwha Techwin Automation 
Americas, Inc., 6000 Phyllis Drive, 
Cypress, CA 90630 % 714-373-4200 
E-mail: jonny.n@hanwha.com Web:
www.hanwhaprecisionmachinery.com r

Ersa technician offered to stay be-
yond the install of the second ma-
chine to see if he could assist us in
running the equipment more effi-
ciently. The technician offered some
insight to further improve perform-
ance, and developed a great working
relationship with my engineers and
technicians.” 

Ersa then touched base a couple
weeks post-install to ensure that AD-
CO was completely pleased with the
system. Barrett concludes, “Follow
through from start to finish and ver-
ification that we are more than satis-
fied — that’s customer service. Better
yet, that’s a true partner.”

Contact: ADCO Circuits, Inc.,
2868 Bond Street, Rochester Hills,
MI 48309 % 248-853-6620 E-mail:
kbarrett@adcocircuits.com 
Web: www.adcocircuits.com and
Kurtz Ersa North America, 1779 
Pilgrim Road, Plymouth, WI 53073 
% 920-893-1779 
E-mail: ernie.grice@kurtzersa.com 
Web: www.ersa.com r

Ersa Provides
Versatile 
Soldering to
ADCO 
Circuits

InFORMS reinforced solder preform. 

Indium Highlights Reinforced Solder Preforms

http://www.helukabel.com
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Metals Waste Recycling 
That Pays You Back!
At Conecsus, we’re dedicated to responsible recycling,
reuse, and rec o v e ry of metal-bearing wastes from
SMT/PCB manufacturing. We are the largest secondary
tin-lead recycler in the western hemisphere with
s t a t e -of-the-art technology and a world-class staff of
highly trained metallurgists. 

We have programs that fit your needs
no matter what your company’s size,
and we are committed to providing
the best service in the industry.

Best of all, we pay top value for your waste, 
Waste we recycle includes tin/lead and lead-free
solder dross, solder paste scrap, wire, SMT stencil
wipes, and more.

Learn more; visit www.conecsusllc.com today!

The user interface (UI) is the
central element between a de-
vice and its operator. A good UI

makes operation easy, adds new
functionality to a device and is intu-
itive to use. A wide variety of techni-
cal options is available for users to
interact with their device, including
pushbuttons, keyboards, touch-
screens, and trackballs. More ad-
vanced systems can also read hand
gestures or understand spoken lan-
guage.

On the output side, device de-
velopers have access to a comprehen-
sive range of technical tools, ranging
from simple control lamps and
screens of different sizes to acoustic
and haptic feedback. If moderately
complex parameters are transmitted
to the user, such as operational
states or measured values, or if a
progress indicator must be shown,
smaller full graphic or text displays
are usually used.

Selecting the right display de-
pends on a number of factors. These
include the complexity of the content,
readability under changing lighting
conditions, size, and energy require-
ments. 

The internal logistics of the
equipment supplier often play a role.
Developers prefer display modules

that offer a wide range of options,
with low acquisition and storage
costs.
EA DOG Series Displays

The EA DOG series from Elec-
tronic Assembly can be used for
many applications and offer exten-
sive options for readability under a

variety of conditions. These super-
twisted LCD modules provide crisp
contrasts and a brilliant display.
They are easy to read, even under
difficult lighting, such as direct sun-
light. The displays are designed to of-
fer the same contrast in direct sun-
light as in normal lighting condi-
tions.

The modules are available as
text or graphic displays. Customers
can choose from eight different sizes,
all of which are offered in different
versions, including super-twisted ne-
matic (STN) transmissive and reflec-
tive, STN blue, and film-compensat-
ed STN (FSTN) positive and nega-
tive.

The text displays are available
in six variants with one- to four-line
displays and different font sizes. The
full graphic displays of the EA DOG
series are available in seven different
resolutions, from 122 x 32 to 240 x
128 pixels.

Another special feature of the
display family is that the display and
lighting units can be ordered sepa-
rately. This opens up new degrees of
flexibility for the developer, because
he or she can design very flat output
modules, at least without illumina-
tion. This makes it possible to create
output units with an overall height of
only 0.08 in. (2 mm). 

If the lighting unit is required,
the overall height of the module does
not exceed 0.6 in. (6.5 mm) and re-
mains compact enough for many ap-
plications. The compactness also de-
pends largely on the design of the
display. It does not require a base orDOG series display units and lighting modules can be 

ordered separately.

Customizable Displays Make 
Intuitive User Interfaces

Continued on next page

Dipl.-Ing., Ralph Tischer, Head of Development, Electronic Assembly GmbH

See at SMTAI, Booth 228

http://www.conecsusllc.com
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cable, but is soldered directly onto
the circuit board.

Variety of Options
The separation of display and

lighting modules creates a large
number of possible combinations. Six
different colored LED lights are
available, including a version with
RGB LEDs. These can be adjusted to
any color in the light spectrum. 

In single-color lighting systems,
which include five of the six versions,
the LEDs are distributed over two or
three paths. They can be switched ei-
ther in series or in parallel, depend-
ing on the requirements of the appli-
cation. The company also offers free
PC software that enables developers
to sort through all the various combi-
nations.

The contents of the display can
be shown and played on the PC mon-
itor. The practical introduction to
working with the DOG displays, the
EA 9780-3USB test board can then
be connected to the PCB with a USB
cable. The test board and the display
module are controlled by the same

program, simulating the displays on
the screen.

The modules communicate with
the target application through stan-
dard interfaces. Developers can
choose between a four- or eight-bit
interface, or an SPI interface. Some
displays are also equipped with an
I2C bus interface, as well. To convert
control signals into visible action on
the display, all of the modules con-
tain a powerful integrated display
controller. This high degree of inte-
gration further contributes to the
miniaturization of the device.

A single voltage of 3.3V powers
the display and lighting module. The
displays only need one operating
voltage — the negative auxiliary volt-
age that is usually required can be
omitted, as well as the power supply

unit to generate it. This makes the
DOG display module more compact,
simple, cost-effective, and robust.

The company offers short lead
times and long-term availability for
its displays. All sizes are available
from stock, at least in smaller quan-
tities and availability between five
and ten years is guaranteed. With
customizable displays from Electron-
ic Assembly, creating an intuitive UI
is now easier than ever.

Contact: Electronic Assembly
GmbH, Zeppelinstrasse 19, 82205
Gilching, Germany  +49-0-8105-
77-8090 fax: +49-0-8105-77-8099 
E-mail: sales@lcd-module.com 
Web: www.lcd-module.com 

See at electronica, 
Hall B4, Booth 300

Combine individually: 
Display with lighting unit 

and touch panel.

Customizable Displays Make Intuitive User Interfaces
Continued from previous page

Isle of Wight, UK — EVS Inter-
national, a specialist in the field of
solder recovery, is showcasing its
EVS 500LF solder recovery system
at SMTA International 2018. With
improved performance and a signifi-
cant reduction in price, anyone can
enjoy the savings that the solder re-
covery systems offer.

With the EVS 500LF, users can
quickly recover up to 80 percent of
pure solder with a higher ROI from
the waste dross. EVS has continually
improved the performance of its sol-

der recovery units, and the new
EVS500LF is no exception. 

The EVS500LF has the same
footprint as a printer and is aimed at
multiple markets, including cus-
tomers with one lead wave and one
lead-free wave, those who use nitro-
gen or would like to reduce their ni-
trogen usage, customers with selec-
tive solder pots who only remove
small amounts of dross every hour,
or those with multiple waves, where
one EVS 500LF is connected to each.

Contact: EVS International,
Porchfield Business Park, Unit 2,
Porchfield, Newport, Isle of Wight
PO30 4QB, UK  +44-0-8451-30-47-33 
E-mail: sales@evsinternational.com 
Web: www.solderrecovery.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 628

EVS 500LF 
solder recovery system.

EVS Lowers
Production
Costs through
Solder 
Recovery

http://www.vjelectronix.com
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ULT: Fume Extraction
with Five Filtration

Stages
Mequon, WI — ULT’s LAS 1200 laser
fume extraction system has five fil-
tration stages to ensure a high
degree of air purification. 

Due to its multiple purifica-
tion stages and efficient filter
media, the system has a purifica-
tion rate of greater than 99.9 per-
cent.

In the pre-filter and main
filter stages, solid particles down
to the nano range are separated;
filtration or adsorption of gases
and vapors is executed in an acti-
vated carbon filter, utilizing a
high-performance fan with large
pressure reserve.

The LAS 1200 unit is suited
for the capture and filtration of
dry, non-combustible dusts that
occur during material processing
by laser processing. Laser cut-
ting, laser welding, laser mark-
ing, and laser ablation generate
harmful mixtures of dusts, gases
and vapors, all of which can be effi-
ciently purified with the laser fume
extractor. 

The fume extraction system can
be utilized as a stationary or mobile

unit, resulting in high versatility to
meet a range of application needs.

Contact: ULT, LLC, 6000 W Ex-
ecutive Drive, Suite G, Mequon, WI
53092 % 414-377-1376 
E-mail: office@ult-usa.com 
Web: www.ult-usa.com

LAS 1200 
laser fume extraction system. 

Virtual Industries 
Intros Self-Contained

PEN-VAC Kit
Colorado Springs, CO — Virtual In-
dustries offers a product line of hand
tools, designed to replace tweezers or
other gripping tools for many appli-
cations in electronics manufacturing
and other fields. The PEN-VAC
kit with eight probes and cups,
and vacuum pen holder, is a com-
pletely self-contained unit, with-
out batteries or hoses.

The PEN-VAC kit is supplied
with five bent probes mounted
with ESD-safe stative dissipative
Buna-N cups, in 0.13, 0.19, 0.3,
0.4, and 0.5 in. (3.2, 4.8, 6.4, 9.5,
and 12.7 mm) diameters and three
straight probes mounted with
ESD-safe static dissipative Buna-
N cups in 0.25, 0.4 and 0.5 in. (6.4,
9.7 and 12.7 mm) diameters. Also
included with the kit is a VBM-3
vacuum pen holder with eight loca-
tions for holding the probes and cups.

Founded in 1987, Virtual Indus-
tries is headquartered in Colorado
Springs, Colorado. The company’s
patented ESD-safe products are used
by CLASS I cleanroom personnel, elec-
tronics assemblers, semiconductor
manufacturers, universities, and sci-

entists globally. The company’s suc-
cess has come from developing innova-
tive manual vacuum handling tools
and pick-up tips based on customer re-
quests and feedback. These tools offer

customer-specific solutions that make
assembly and processing operations
more productive and ergonomic.

Contact: Virtual Industries, Inc.,
2130 Victor Place, Colorado Springs,
CO 80915 % 719-572-5566 
fax: 719-572-5504 
E-mail: nmendez@virtual-ii.com 
Web: www.virtual-ii.com

PEN-VAC vacuum pen kit with 
cups and holder. 

See at MD&M Minneapolis, Booth 404

http://www.microcontrol.com/ems


Great Neck, NY — Thermaltronics
has introduced two new ranges of sol-
dering tips. For applications demand-
ing high thermal load, Thermaltron-
ics has introduced a Power Plus tip
range which has a greater heat mass
and faster heat recovery. These tips,
while differing in design at the con-
tact point, are still compatible with
existing soldering handpiece configu-
rations and only differ marginally in
price with standard tips.

The company has been working
to fine-tune its range of Micro Fine
tips. Through consistent interaction
with customers, Thermaltronics has
made significant improvements in
the range and availability of Micro
Fine tips, including those with small
wetting areas, suitable for new
miniature circuit boards. These new
tips are compatible with current
handpiece designs.

Thermaltronics is a manufac-
turer and supplier of a wide range of
soldering products and accessories
used in the electronics manufactur-
ing industry. Design and develop-

ment is undertaken in the U.S. and
Australia, with final production tak-
ing place in a customized manufac-
turing facility, incorporating special-
ized equipment and in accordance

with recognized international stan-
dards of quality and compliance. 

Thermaltronics embraces both
strict quality control and conformance
with international manufacturing
standards, is compliant with ISO
9000 and ISO 14000 and holds certifi-
cation in TuV, GS, NRTL, and CE.

Contact: Thermaltronics USA,
Inc., 1 Barstow Road, Suite P19,
Great Neck, NY 11021 
% 631-472-7600 
E-mail: ariel.wang@thermaltronics.com 
Web: www.thermaltronics.com
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New soldering tips compatible with current handpieces. 

Thermaltronics Intros High-Thermal-Load
and Micro-Fine Soldering Tip Cartridges

Troy, MI — NAI, a manufacturer of
global connectivity solutions for
high-performance industrial, tele-
com, data, and medical systems, has
achieved one year of zero-defect man-
ufacturing at its plant in Hermosillo,
Mexico. The event also signifies a
one-year period without customer re-
turns or complaints.

During this period, the compa-
ny produced 25,000 fiber optic cable
assemblies, 200,000 fiber optic
jumpers and more than 3,000,000
cable terminations. A total of 1,749
mi (2,800 km) of fiber optic cable was
processed in 840,000 man hours.

NAI employs disciplined quality
planning and management and lean
manufacturing in its operations. The
company utilizes standardized ad-
vanced product quality planning
(APQP) to ensure seamless product
launch; proprietary testing protocols
throughout manufacturing; and a
fiber center of excellence for product
development and design, with a focus
on design for manufacturability
(DFM).

NAI has manufactured mission-
critical and high-reliability fiber
optic and copper cable assemblies
and harnesses since 1993. NAI has a
world-class integrated supply chain,
expert operations management and a
global manufacturing footprint in
low-cost regions. 

These factors combine to pro-
vide NAI customers with a solution
for their connectivity product re-
quirements, from fiber optic and cop-
per cable assemblies to box and panel
assemblies.

NAI’s ability to service both high-
mix, low-volume and low-mix, high-
volume programs, while complying
with complex regulatory requirements,
enables it to support the unique busi-
ness needs of all customers.

Contact: NAI, 700 Tower Drive,
Suite 125, Troy, MI 48098 
% 248-817-4106 
Web: www.nai-group.com

NAI Plant
Achieves
Full Year of
Zero Defects

See at SMTAI, Booth 511

http://www.nihonsuperior.co.jp/english
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WWW.IPTE .COM

EXPERTS IN
FACTORY AUTOMATION

EasyRouter
off-line, low volume

TopRouter
off-line, medium mix

SpeedRouter
in-line, high volume

FlexRouter II
in-line, high volume, high mix

IPTE America LLC
5935 Shiloh Road East - suite 100
Alpharetta
GA 30005
USA
T: +1 (0) 678 807 0067 x101
F: +1 (0) 678 807 0072
E: sales.usa@ipte.com

IPTE Depaneling
Stress-free Production

Low stress
High quality output

Routing and/or sawing
Reduced investment

Automatic tool change
Long autonomy

Fast cutting speed
High output

Clear cut
Outstanding quality

High performance
Best return on investment

IPTE America LLC
6245 Shiloh Road East, Suite B
Alpharetta
GA 30005
USA
T: +1 (0) 678 807 0067 x 101
F: +1 (0) 678 807 0072
E: sales.usa@ipte.com

INGUN is synonymous with absolutely precise products within the test equipment industry which offer the best possible quality. 
Your contacting specialist for test solutions MADE IN GERMANY. 

Sealed with 
Excellence.

Test Probes 
ICT/FCT   |   High Current   |   Radio-Frequency   |   Cable Harness      
Switching   |   Screw-in      Battery charging / Transfer   |   Pneumatic

Test Fixtures 
Manual   |   Vacuum   |   Pneumatic   |   Inline   |   Accessories   |   Service

INGUN USA, Inc.  |  252 Latitude Lane, Suite 105 + 106  |  Lake Wylie SC 29710  |  USA 
Phone: +1 803 831 1200  |  mailbox@ingun.us  |  www.ingun.com

Circuitronics Installs Quick
Turn Prototyping SMT Line
Irving, TX — Circuitronics has in-
stalled an additional SMT line for
quick-turn engineering requirements
at its facility in Irving, Texas. The

company is now offering three-, five-
and ten-day manufacturing turns.

The new SMT line includes an
MPM printer, Juki placement equip-
ment and a Vitronics Soltec reflow
oven. Circuitronics focuses on high-
er-mix PCB assembly and system-
level solutions that require high
quality and the ability to respond to
last-minute needs.

Market dynamics are causing
increased pressure to develop and ac-
tualize new products, and  Cir-
cuitronics continues to provide fast,
flexible solutions for its customers.
The company supports time-to-mar-
ket demands with one- to three-day

prototypes and custom solutions de-
signed meet the quality and service
requirements of some of the most de-
manding markets.

The company caters to the
needs of customers in the industrial,
energy, military and aerospace, and
communication markets. The compa-
ny is a good size to offer responsive-
ness, agility and customer focus. Cir-
cuitronics offers complete electronics
manufacturing services, including
PCB assembly, system assembly,
NPI and prototyping, supply chain
solutions, and advanced engineering
services.

Contact: Circuitronics, Inc.,
1920 Hurd Drive, Irving, TX 75038
% 214-460-0817 
E-mail: harsha@circuitronics.com 
Web: www.circuitronics.com

Quick-turn SMT line containing equipment from MPM, 
Juki and Vitronics Soltec.

See at The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 1831

http://WWW.IPTE.COM
http://www.ingun.com
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See at SMTAI, Booth 839

http://www.jukiamericas.com


Bloomfield Hills, MI — TactoTek®, a
developer of injection-molded struc-
tural electronics (IMSE™) solutions,
and Novem, a provider of high-quality

automotive interior trim and decora-
tive functional elements, have entered
a multiyear agreement to develop so-
lutions integrating IMSE electronics
into premium interior trim products.
The resulting solutions are single
piece, electronically active trim ele-
ments for luxury vehicles.

In automotive trim applica-
tions, the ability of IMSE solutions to
create complex shapes in a thin, sin-
gle-piece, structural part, enable
adding electronics for function, con-
venience and styling in new loca-
tions. IMSE solutions also reduce as-
sembly requirements and simplify
installation, when compared with
traditional electronics.

Novem is a preferred TactoTek
partner for luxury automotive interior
trim elements. To facilitate Novem’s
multiple projects, TactoTek will pro-
vide local support for Novem with ded-
icated team members in Germany.

TactoTek integrates printed cir-
cuitry and electronic components
into 3D injection-molded plastics.
Leading use cases include in-vehicle
applications, home and industrial ap-
pliances and wearable technology.
TactoTek adapts customer designs to
IMSE technology, develops mass-
production-ready prototypes, and
produces or licenses the technology
for third-party production.

Contact: TactoTek Corp., 41000
Woodward Avenue, Suite 350,
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304 
 503-705-5795 
E-mail: dave.rice@tactotek.com 
Web: www.tactotek.com
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RIGOL Intros 7000 Series
Digital Oscilloscope

Beaverton, OR — RIGOL Technologies
has expanded its oscilloscope portfolio
with the new 7000 series digital oscil-
loscope. The 7000 series is designed to
deliver excellent price-to-performance
in a mid-range oscilloscope. With 10
Gs/s sample rate, the 7000 series can
deliver 20x oversampling on a 500
MHz signal, while still capturing a
full 50 ms.

The core of the 7000 series is
RIGOL’s new UltraVision II archi-
tecture and its Phoenix chipset.
Two custom ASICs provide analog
front-end and signal processing
performance. These chips are sur-
rounded by a high-performance
hardware design, containing Xil-
inx Zync-7000 SoC, dual-core Arm-
9 processors, Linux +Qt operating
system, high-speed DDR system mem-
ory and QDRII display memory. This
architecture enables a high waveform
capture rate of 600,000 wfms/s, color-
graded intensity display, and excellent
time-base accuracy and jitter perform-
ance.

The 7000 series comes with a
next-generation user interface, giv-
ing the customer five ways to inter-
act with their instrument. A 10.1 in.
(25.7 cm), 1,024 x 600 display sup-
ports responsive and intuitive touch
navigation. Customers who require a
larger display can take advantage of
the native HDMI support to drive
large displays and control the instru-
ment with a mouse.

The DS7000 also supports
touch-enabled browser capability to

control the instrument on a network
by a tablet or smartphone. Tradition-
al knobs, buttons, and soft keys are
still available for those who choose to
work with a traditional UI. The Ul-
traScope remote control and display
software lets users interface with the
unit directly from their PC.

The 7000 series provides a com-
prehensive set of advanced analysis
tools. Six-in-one capability provides
multiple instrument types. Oscillo-
scope, logic analyzer, protocol ana-
lyzer, waveform generator, digital
voltmeter, and counter/totalizer are
all integrated into the series. Tools
that include zone triggering, 41 pre-
cision measurements, multiple high-
resolution color FFTs, as well as
standard histogram and pass/fail
analysis make the 7000 series a pow-
erful mid-range debug solution.

Contact: RIGOL Technologies,
10200 S.W. Allen Boulevard, Suite
C, Beaverton, OR 97005 
 503-465-4626 
E-mail: michael.rizzo@rigol.com 
Web: www.rigolna.com

7000 series digital oscilloscope.

DL Technology has been the leader in micro dispensing technology for over 15 years. For more

www.dltechnology.com

216 River Street, Haverhill, MA 01832  •  P: 978.374.6451  •  F: 978.372.4889  •  sales@dltechnology.com

Novem Integrates 
TactoTek IMSE

See at MD&M Minneapolis, Booth 1428

http://www.dltechnology.com
http://www.newenglandwire.com
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Carlsbad, CA — Nordson YESTECH has supplied
Pro-Active Engineering, Inc., with two FX-940 inline
AOI PCB inspection systems. Offering an array of
PCB services, Pro-Active Engineering is a single
source for electronics engineering solutions, from con-
cept to prototype and on to final PCB production.

A fast-growing company, Pro-Active Engineer-
ing has made aggressive capital investments in order
to add state-of-the-art PCB manufacturing equip-
ment. The new FX-940 AOI systems have been a key
part of the company’s inspection process, supporting
its continued growth.

The FX-940 inline AOI PCB inspection systems
offer multi-dimensional technology for the inspection
of solder defects, lead defects, lifted leads, component
presence and position, correct part
and polarity, through-hole parts, and
coplanarity of chips, BGAs and other
height-sensitive devices.

Offering advanced fusion light-
ing and a comprehensive set of in-

spection tools, including angled cameras, 3D height
sensors, full-color digital image processing and both
image- and rule-based algorithms, the FX-940 is well-
suited for defect detection.

Pro-Active specializes in designing and building
embedded controls for a wealth of applications in the
medical, industrial, LED lighting, environmental,
and food processing industries. The company’s elec-
tronics engineers are familiar with Freescale, Atmel,
TI, and Microchip technology platforms.

Contact: Nordson YESTECH, 2747 Loker Av-
enue West, Carlsbad, CA 92010 % 760-918-8471 
fax: 760-918-8472 E-mail: sales@nordsonyestech.com
Web: www.nordson.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 207

Buffalo Grove, IL — Liftomatic Mate-
rial Handling has expanded its line
of drum handling equipment with its
model 3A-HD-BHDL, a below-hook
drum handling system. The 3A-HD-
BHDL is a fully automatic and me-
chanical below hook attachment that
can be used to lift 55 gal (208l) drums
from an overhead position for place-
ment to or from many containment
devices, scales, pallets or similar
handling requirements. Drums re-
main in a vertical position while lift-
ed and transported.

The 3A-HD-BHDL works with
three radial arms that conform to the
drum body and engage at the under-
side of the drum chime on nearly any
55 gal (208l) steel or plastic drum.
The unit has a working capacity of

up to 3,000 lb (1,361 kg) per drum.
The three-point connection assists to
maintain the drum’s integrity during
the lifting process. A cutting-edge
“intuitive-lock” engagement system
ensures the radial arms remain in
the locked position until the load is
placed in its final resting location.
Drums with a range of 21 to 23 in.
(53.3 to 58.4 cm) outside chime diam-
eter can be handled.

The 3A-HD-BHDL can also be
affixed to Liftomatic’s model FTB-3
forklift adapter. 

Contact: Liftomatic Material
Handling, Inc., 700 Dartmouth
Lane, Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 
% 847-325-2930 
E-mail: info@liftomatic.com 
Web: www.liftomatic.com

Liftomatic
Develops
Below-Hook
Handling
System

FX-940 inline AOI system. 

Pro-Active Engineering Installs 
Nordson YESTECH AOI

smt.hanwhatechwin.com

LED Big Board Solution

Production class assembly equipment for 24”, 28”, 48”, 59” PCB form factors 
  includes high performance printing, precision component mounting, 

repeatable reflow, and reliable board handling with
   expert training, service and support.

See at SMTAI, Booth 833

Drum handling system.

https://www.hanwhaprecisionmachinery.com/
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• Tested to 80 GHz

• .3mm (.012”) Z height

• .1mm (.004”) 
built-in compliance

Exatron DUO 
RF Test Sockets

www.exatron.com
1-800-EXA-TRON • 1-408-629-7600
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ClassOne Sells Solstice
Electroplating System to i3

Kalispell, MT — ClassOne has a sold a
flagship Solstice® S8 CopperMax™
electroplating tool to i3 of Bingham-
ton, New York. i3 is rapidly expand-
ing its St. Petersburg, Florida, facility
to accommodate volume production

and purchased the automated plating
tool to aid in its growth. CopperMax
has been chosen to automate the com-
pany’s wet bench electroplating
processes, with the flexibility to easily
add related downstream processes.

The Solstice S8 CopperMax
platform can be configured with from
two to eight entirely independent,
field-retrofittable process chambers.
CopperMax also supports multiple
wafer sizes simultaneously, allowing
i3 to easily migrate from 4 to 6 in.
(10.2 to 15.2 cm) wafers as the com-
pany’s production requirements
change. i3 will be working with Clas-
sOne to add solvent and UBM pro-
cessing chambers to the same Cop-
perMax tool in the coming months.

i3 is a vertically integrated
semiconductor supplier to the de-
fense and aerospace industries. With
Solstice platforms now in production
at several of the world’s foremost de-
fense contractors, ClassOne has

emerged as a supplier of choice for
the exacting requirements of the de-
fense and aerospace industries.

ClassOne develops and provides
innovative wet chemical equipment
solutions, including electroplaters,
spin-rinse-dryers, spray solvent tools,
and more. These tools are specifically
designed for budget-conscious users of
7.9 in. (20 cm) and smaller substrates,
many of whom are in emerging mar-
kets underserved by the larger equip-
ment manufacturers.

Contact: ClassOne Technology,
Inc., 109 Cooperative Way,
Kalispell, MT 59901
% 678-772-9086 
E-mail: pr@classone.com 
Web: www.classone.com

Solstice CopperMax electroplating system. 

http://www.exatron.com
http://www.corelis.com
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Kolb Intros Next-Gen
Stencil Cleaning System

Longmont, CO — Kolb Cleaning
Technology has released its AQUBE
MV8 sTWIN stencil cleaning system,
which contains dual process cham-
bers with independent operating con-
trol. The AQUBE MV8 sTWIN is ca-
pable of cleaning one or two stencils

immediately following a cleaning
cycle (in parallel) or one stencil im-
mediately and another stencil or
squeegee later (sequentially). The
MV8 sTWIN is suitable for large-
scale manufacturing or flexible
enough for low-volume, high-mix
production environments.

With a capacity of up to two 35

x 32 in. (90 x 80 cm) stencils, the
MV8 sTWIN is a fully automatic,
four-step processing system with
cleaning, MediumWipe, rinsing and
patented CWA® (compressed warm
air) drying in the same process cham-
ber; this equates to a short cycle time

of approximately five minutes
(normal contamination) per
stencil.

The AQUBE MV8
sTWIN’s configuration in-
cludes PowerSpray® Technol-
ogy. PowerSpray utilizes a
high-pressure, high-volume,
magnetically coupled pump
unit to draw a controlled vol-
ume of cleaning fluid from the
cleaning tank with further
flow through a separate cir-
cuit into the ASYNCHRO
spray rotor nozzles. The
geometry of the nozzles en-
sures a comprehensive and
thorough cleaning, even in in-
accessible and critical areas.

The Kolb AQUBE MV8
sTWIN is the next generation
in cleaning systems, pre-
equipped for extended water
management and ready for
integration in Industry 4.0
production. The system is cer-
tified for both energy and

water saving processes, ease of oper-
ation, and built-in comprehensive
safety features.

Contact: Kolb Cleaning Technol-
ogy USA, LLC, 410 S. Sunset Street,
Unit C, Longmont, CO 80501 
% 970-532-5100 fax: 970-532-5101 
E-mail: patty.chonis@usa.kolb-ct.com 
Web: www.kolb-ct.com

AQUBE MV8 sTWIN 
stencil cleaning system.

See at SMTAI, Booth 715

See at SMTAI, Booth 407

http://www.sakiglobal.com/ssp
http://www.inovaxe.com
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Manufacturing Inc.

www.jstmfg.com

Whether optimizing a tool for your current 
process or changing  process and/or  product  
size, let JST’s dedicated and talented staff of pro-
fessionals design  and build a robust tool to meet 
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Extech Launches 
Pocket-Sized Light Meters
Nashua, NH — Extech Instruments
has launched two compact light me-
ters, designed to make quality meas-
urements of visible and ultraviolet
(UV) light more convenient and ac-
cessible. The LT505 is a wide-range,
general-use light meter, while the
UV505 measures UV radiation in the
UVA and B ranges. Unlike other me-
ters, the new 505 can be stored prac-
tically anywhere, as it is 5.3 x 1.9 in.
(13.3 x 4.8 cm) in size.

The UV505 meter can perform
routine monitoring of sunlight UV
levels for anyone vulnerable to ex-
tended UV exposure, such as con-
struction workers, contractors and
surveyors, agriculture, forestry,
landscaping and fishing workers.

The pocket-sized UV505 meter’s
sensor has a wavelength spectrum
spanning from 290 to 390 nm with co-
sine correction. The UV505 measures
the intensity of ultraviolet radiation
in energy (watts) per square centime-
ter received per second in two ranges
— 1 to 3,999 µW/cm2 and 0.01 to 40
mW/cm2 with high resolution.

The LT505 is a robust light
meter for general use across a range
of applications. The LT505 can aid in
testing lighting levels to validate
new lighting installations, upgrades
or help to confirm on-demand light-
ing systems are in compliance. For
occupational safety and for safety in
commercial facilities, lighting tests
should be performed in parking
garages, warehouses, corridors, and
areas with limited monitoring. The
LT505 can measure light intensity
up to 40,000 fc (400,000 lux) with
0.01 fc (0.1 lux) resolution. Like the

UV505, the light meter provides co-
sine correction but is also comple-
mented by a color correction filter.

Both meters contain an easy-to-
read backlit display that shows read-
ings and the selected unit. Useful
data functions include data hold, as
well as minimum and maximum
readings on the LT505. A zero func-
tion allows the user to quickly reset
the meter to zero or calibrate the
meter (LT505). Both meters offer
auto-power-off to preserve battery
life. A optional tripod mount allows
users to set up the meter with consis-
tent placement to avoid variability in
routine measurements.

Contact: Extech Instruments, 9
Townsend West, Nashua, NH 03063
% 603-324-7800 fax: 603-324-7804
E-mail: extech@extech.com 
Web: www.extech.com

UV505 pocket UV-AB light meter.

http://www.jstmfg.com
http://www.beta-layout.com


San Jose, CA — Naprotek has pur-
chased and successfully installed an
optical control OC-SCAN® CCX.3
SMD counting machine for control-

ling inventory in the stockroom.
Naprotek strives to set a standard for
high-quality prototypes and made-in-
America production. With access to

exact inventory knowledge, the com-
pany has increased its productivity.

Monitoring and controlling in-
ventory is critical for the production
process. The CCX.3 X-ray system
simplifies the electronic manufactur-
ing work and gives exact precise con-
trol of inventory, and as a result,
helps keeps lines running.

The CCX.3 component counter
accommodates reels, tubes, JEDEC
trays, and cut strips. Its average
cycle time is approximately ten sec-
onds. This reduces Naprotek’s manu-
al counting time to nearly zero, with

only minimal loading and unloading
by the operator. Each item is dis-
played on the screen with the associ-
ated count, and the operator can in-
crease the field of view to double-
check and assure accuracy of individ-
ual parts being scanned. The addi-
tion of this machine reduces the han-
dling and manual counting of parts,
giving Naprotek a massive increase
in throughput in the material, kit-
ting and receiving process.

The new unit provides cutting-
edge capability for the company’s
stockroom and greatly enhances its

material handling process. Some of
its key advantages are the lack of
any programming requirements and
ease of use. What used to take hours
to count now can be counted in min-
utes, saving valuable time that can
be devoted to other, critical inventory
management tasks, and giving
Naprotek the ability to reconcile in-
ventories for its customers

Contact: Naprotek, Inc., 90 Rose
Orchard Way, San Jose, CA 95134
% 408-830-5000 
E-mail: lmorrissey@naprotek.com 
Web: www.naprotek.com
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Naprotek Installs optical control
Component Counter

OC-SCAN CCX.3 X-ray 
component counting system.

Wigan, UK — KwikTic has released a
number of new features to enhance
its smart factory MES software, in-
cluding KwikScheduler, a stand-
alone, integrated production schedul-
ing and tracking module. Kwik -
Scheduler allows the user to plan
across multiple lines, sequential
route steps and multiple processes
for a range of product groups. The
program organizes production plan-
ning, while providing real-time
progress feedback.

Not only for SMT, the software
is useful across a range of industries,
including manual assembly, mechan-
ical and box build assembly, test,
packing, etc., guiding operators with
simple correct paperless instructions
at the right time to boost efficiency
and reduce mistakes.

Real-time performance, pro -
gress and quality information is pre-
sented through a range of dash-
boards and drill-down reports. The
software is designed to be easy to use
and foolproof, for a more reliable
process throughout. Features that
include paperless travelers and work
instructions help to ensure that the
correct information is in use at all
times, simplifying version control.

Contact: KwikTic, Ltd., 10-12
Upper Dicconson Street, Wigan,
Lancashire, WN1 2AD,
UK % +44-0-1942-366216 

(U.S.) 857-366-5656 
E-mail: info@kwiktic.com 
Web: www.kwiktic.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 525

KwikTic 
Exhibits
New Smart
Factory
Software

http://www.thermaltronics.com
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Made For Your  
Dispensing Needs 

Strong Foundation 
Janome robots provide a solid foundation for your dispensing 
automation.These solutions are designed in support of your 
dispensing needs, utilizing all that we have learned over the last 
20+ years. Choose from 3-axis and 4-axis models with the 
ability to add a 5th & 6th axis. 
 
Supports syringe, jetting, and 2-part meter/mix applications. 
 
Finally, you can purchase it all from a name you trust. 
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• 1K Syringe 

• Jetting 

• Spraying 

• 2K Mixing  

• UV Curing 
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M
aine Radiator builds some of the best radi-
ators in the business, adhering to good old-
fashioned Yankee standards of quality and

durability. You will not find them in your import-
ed subcompact car; instead you will find them
in rooftop generators, currently a major part
of the company’s business, in hospitals, power
plants, weather stations, and in heavy equip-
ment, such as earth-movers and machines
that work in rugged environments. They are
also widely used in classic muscle cars, where
durability, strength and the ability to dissi-
pate a lot of heat quickly is critical.

Generating Solder Waste

The company does not dabble in cheap
aluminum automobile radiators. All Maine Ra-
diator (MAR) products are made of copper and
brass and are held together with solder for
strength and reliability. Copper, after all, has a
very high heat transfer ratio to surface area.

Doing a lot of soldering creates metals
waste, primarily dross — the powdery, granu-
lar oxide that is the byproduct of soldering,
which much be disposed of or reprocessed. Be-
cause Maine Radiator uses tin/lead solder, it
cannot be thrown away. It is considered haz-
ardous waste and must be disposed of in ac-
cordance with federal and local environmen-
tal laws, which vary from state to state.

To be reused, the waste must be re-
processed and purified so that it once again
can meet acceptability standards for virgin
metal. Also, dross is close in composition to

100 percent metal, and metals are valuable. It
makes sense to reprocess the waste and return it to
its virgin metal state so that it can be used again.
That is what Conecsus, LLC, does, and did for

Maine Radiator, and the significant return on the
company’s metals waste was an eye-opener. Conec-
sus does not return the reprocessed metals to the
waste generator, but rather sells them on the in-

ternational metals market, and sends the
company a check.

The Maine Radiator manufacturing fam-
ily has been in the radiator industry since
1918 and has been manufacturing since the
late 1940s. Today, Maine Radiator produces
radiators for a wide range of applications,
from generators, locomotives, and off-road
equipment to over-the-road trucks, high-per-
formance cars, and vintage automobiles.

Jason Lowit, vice president of MAR,
says,”We were the first to offer all metal cop-
per and brass conversion kits to replace plas-
tic tank radiators. Our fins and tubes are
much heavier than the OE’s. Our copper cores
will provide optimal cooling in any shape or
size. We’ve built custom radiators for race-
cars, street rods, antiques, military units, am-
phibious vehicles, industrial computers, over-
the-road performance trucks, blimps, the list
goes on and on.” He adds that MAR’s heavy-
duty and custom radiators are designed to
withstand the demands of off-road terrain.
Bolted together units are built with extra
heavy material added to all vulnerable points
and corner reinforcements and solder buildup
are standard. “But, our Maine Radiators last
up to five times longer than other cores and
completes,” says Lowit.Maine Radiator uses large amounts of solder to attach

the copper and brass of its radiators.

Conecsus Makes Maine Radiator 
“Greener” through Solder Recycling

Continued on next page

By Michael L. Martel, Contributing Editor

See at The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 1213 See at SMTAI, Booth 732

http://www.janome-ie.com
http://www.aclstaticide.com
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Conecsus Makes Maine Radiator “Greener”
Solder Recycling

Conecsus, LLC, founded in 1980, and head-
quartered in Terrell, Texas, is a sophisticated
“green” recycler and refiner of solder dross, scrap,
wastes, and residues, as well as tin, tin-zinc, lead,
silver, gold, and copper, from a variety of manufac-
turing industries. 

Conecsus converts these wastes into usable
metal products. The company’s mission is to pro-
vide innovative and high-quality industrial
byproducts management, metal recovery, and re-
cycling options. Maine Radiator began talking
with Conecsus in late 2017.

“Many people don’t consider taking out the
trash to be an integral part of their business model,
yet most people understand that this material is
regulated and has to be handled in an environmen-
tally responsible way and through
legal avenues,” says Thomas Mitchell,
North American business manager for
Conecsus, LLC. “They often miss the
point that this material can be very
valuable.”

Mitchell says that because these
people are not recyclers, some recy-
clers might take advantage of their
lack of understanding about the actu-
al amount of contained base and pre-
cious metals. When people think of
dross, they mean “metal,” but people
are wrongly under the impression that
dross is very impure metal.

“In reality, solder dross is almost
pure metal, in the sense that it con-
tains some impurities, with the most
abundant usually being copper and
oxygen, but only around three to seven
percent concentration in total, versus
the commonly held misconception that
it’s closer to twenty,” he says.

Mitchell adds that many recy-
clers have actively helped perpetuate
that industrial legend to their own
benefit, by purchasing these materi-
als from generators on what is called
a “recovery basis,” meaning that the
generators are only paid for what the
recycler says they can recover.

“Conecsus pays on actual
pounds through the door,” he says.
“The pricing terms that we provide
are for material pick-up and paid for
on an ‘as-is’ basis, providing our cus-
tomers with the most competitive
price in the marketplace. Payments
are always prompt and on time.”

MAR’s dross was collected in a
55-gallon drum, and by the end of
2017, they had collected a full barrel,
enough for a shipment, which was
picked up in February of this year. In
early March, the company received a
check from Conecsus, and it was “Sub-

stantially more than what I had historically been re-
ceiving,” Lowit recalls.

“The whole process was easy,” Lowit says.
“And, the payment was fast. The amount of waste
we generate is below the threshold in terms of
quantity that would be required for hazardous
waste shipping, so when the dross and waste went
to Conecsus — no placard required, etc. We paid for
shipping, but the size of the payment back to us
certainly offset that cost. We’re certainly on board
with them now.”

Contact: Maine Radiator, 14 Forrestal Street,
Lewiston, ME 04241 % 207-784-0189 
Web: www.maineradiator.com and
Conecsus, LLC, 106 Tejas Drive, Terrell, 
TX 75160 % 855-846-5323 fax: 972-551-5901 
E-mail: info@conecsusllc.com 
Web: www.conecsusllc.com r

Continued from previous page

WACKER’s extensive product portfolio provides enhanced performance and reliability for:

• Wearable Devices – ELASTOSIL® LR self-adhesive liquid silicone rubber provides unique device construction 
flexibility and economics

• Electronic Component Protection – SEMICOSIL®, SilGel® and SILPURAN® products o�er reliable protection 
for sensitive components

• Die-Attach Adhesives – SEMICOSIL® adhesives for MEMS applications
• Optical Applications – LUMISIL® for primary/secondary optics and optical bonding adhesives  

for enhanced design flexibility
• Sensor Technology/EAP – ELASTOSIL® film for tomorrow’s high-precision application requirements

To learn more about WACKER’s portfolio of silicone rubber compounds, contact our specialists today.

Wacker Chemical Corporation, 3301 Sutton Road, Adrian, MI 49221, USA
TEL: +1 888 922 5374, www.wacker.com/electronics-lighting, info.usa@wacker.com ,      @wackerchemcorp

INNOVATIVE SILICONE SOLUTIONS  
FOR ENHANCED DEVICE 
PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY.

CREATING TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS

        

Smelter at Conecsus’ facility in 
Terrell, Texas.

See at The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 2120

http://www.wacker.com/electronics-lighting
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DATRON Intros High
Speed Milling Machine

Milford, NH — DATRON Dynamics
has launched its M8Cube Next high-
speed milling machine. DATRON
next CNC control software provides
an intuitive touchscreen ma-
chine control that functions
like a smartphone. 

Unlike other numbers-
based controls, DATRON next
is image-based and leads the
user swiftly through the steps
required to start milling.

Recognizable images re-
place numerical input for se-
lecting tools, projects, and
more. 

Using an onboard cam-
era and probe combination,
the software allows the opera-
tor to control the machine
with the swipe of a finger.
This includes positioning all
three axes in a single move-
ment. Plus, the camera/probe
combo can be used to locate and
measure workpieces for extremely
fast job set ups that minimize opera-
tor error. The M8Cube Next has a
footprint of 5.8 x 5.8 ft (1.8 x 1.8m).

The machine has a work area of
40 x 28 x 9 in. (102 x 71 x 22.9 cm).
This allows for multiple setups and
accommodates integrated work hold-
ers, such as vacuum chucks and
pneumatic clamping systems. DA-
TRON M8Cube Next contains brush-
less, direct drives that provide fast
acceleration, feed rates up to 72.2
ft/min (22 m/min) and short cycle
times. A 3 kW, 40,000 rpm, liquid-
chilled spindle delivers greater

horsepower for heavier machining,
as well as the flexibility to mill a
wide range of materials.

HSK-E 25 tool holders offer pre-

cision and 0.04 mil (1 µm) run out.
Other spindles available include a 2
kW, 60,000 rpm spindle and a heavy-
duty 4 kW spindle. The M8Cube
Next includes operation indicator
lights built in to the gantry and con-
trol that provide visible machine sta-
tus. The M8Cube Next is suitable for
precision, high- or low-volume pro-
duction of electronic, aerospace and
medical parts, and industrial engrav-
ing applications.

Contact: DATRON Dynamics,
Inc., 115 Emerson Road, Milford,
NH 03055 % 603-215-5850 fax: 603-
672-8067 E-mail: info@datron.com
Web: www.datron.com

M8Cube Next milling machine. 

See at SMTAI, Booth 233

http://www.picoelectronics.com
http://www.shenmao.com
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SCHMID Retrofits Line with 
New Etching Options

Watsonville, CA — Last year, one of the world’s
leading PCB manufacturers engaged SCHMID
to retrofit a SCHMID PremiumLine with its new
etching options (NEOs). The innovative etching
upgrades can be added to any SCHMID DES
line as optional expansion, providing customers
with state-of-the-art production processes. 

The PCB manufacturing company decided
to implement all available upgrades in its Pre-
miumLine to optimize its etching process and in-
crease capacity through reduced processing
times.

The upgrades include a process-phase-opti-
mized nozzle configuration for better etching
performance as well as extended
fluid dynamic equipment, which sig-
nificantly reduces defects during
etching and increases yield — espe-
cially with ultra-fine structures of
less than 2 mil (50 µm). The cus-
tomer is evaluating SCHMID’s vacu-
um etching, which is perfectly suit-
able for the etching of particularly
fine structures and enables a more
uniform etching rate as well as a
lower chemical consumption. 

An extension of the pressure
range of up to 3.8 bar spray pressure
and an optimized transport system
complete the range of the NEOs.

After installation of the up-
grades on the existing PremiumLine,
all specifications were fulfilled with-
out further process tuning. Due to the
smooth handling and the convincing
test results of the NEO upgrade,
SCHMID recently received two fol-
low-up orders from the customer for
upgrades of further PremiumLine
systems. 

In recent months, SCHMID re-
ceived numerous orders for NEO up-
grades in existing CombiLine and Pre-

miumLine systems from Asian and European cus-
tomers. In 2015, SCHMID launched the Infinity-
Line, which combines the main advantages of both
previous systems, such as the small module tran-
sition slots of the CombiLine or the spray manifold
connection of the PremiumLine. 

The InfinityLine offers a high level of user-
friendliness and environmental friendliness, and
features include lower wear and a significantly
longer system lifetime.

Contact: SCHMID Systems, Inc., 200
Westridge Drive, Watsonville, CA 95076 
% 831-763-0113 E-mail: info@schmid-group.com 

Web: www.schmid-group.comSCHMID is able to retrofit its PremiumLine 
systems with new etching options
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Automation for  

Every Application.
Phoenix, AZ — Alpine 4 Technologies’
subsidiary, Quality Circuit Assembly
(QCA), has entered a manufacturing
partnership with Cobalt Robotics.
Based in San Mateo, California,
Cobalt Robotics was founded by
Travis Deyle and Erik Schluntz in
2016. 

Cobalt fills a gap in the spectrum
of security solutions with its highly
trained remote specialists and a fleet
of autonomous robots. In March of
this year, Cobalt announced its suc-
cessful Series A funding round,
which was led by Sequoia.

Alpine 4 Technologies, is a pub-
licly traded conglomerate that ac-
quires businesses that fit into its dis-
ruptive business model of drivers,
stabilizers and facilitators. 

The company focuses on the
adaptation of new technologies, even
in brick-and-mortar businesses, to
drive innovation. 

The company has also devel-
oped a blockchain-enabled enterprise
business operating system named
SPECTRUMebos.

Contact: Alpine 4 Technologies,
Ltd., 2525 E. Arizona Biltmore Cir-
cle, Suite C237, Phoenix, AZ 
% 855-777-0077  
E-mail: iank@alpine4.com 
Web: www.alpine4.com

QCA Partners
with Cobalt
Robotics

See at SMTAI, Booth 311

http://www.nordsonasymtek.com/indispensable
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Watch  Making

Anda Intros Tabletop
Fluid Dispensing System

Fremont, CA — Anda Technologies
USA has introduced a line of precise,
high-performance fluid dispensing
and underfill systems. The iJet-
Table dispenser models 250 and 350
are useful for many applications, in-
cluding SMT and PCB packaging,
underfill, semiconductor packaging,
LED packaging, electromechanical
assembly, and flat panel assembly.
The machines boast a max speed of
23.6 in./s (60 cm/s) and ) 8 mil (20
μm) precision and repeatability. 

The iJet-Table offers conven-
ience, viscosity control, accuracy,
customization, a seamless process,
and quality assurance. The non-con-
tact injection technology eliminates
the need to move the z axis up and
down. The systems are designed with
automatic temperature (viscosity)
control, which ensures consistent
material flow. CCD vision correction
ensures greater fluid dispensing pre-
cision. Also, a selection of dispensing
valves are available to suit various
fluid dispensing applications. The
systems provide enhanced productiv-
ity without disruptions from PCB
warpage.

Anda offers precision coating,
high-speed dispensing, plasma clean-

ing, high-precision laminating, and
customized dispensing solutions. The
company serves the PCB, 3D glass,
camera module, CCM, fingerprint
module, and semiconductor indus-
tries.

Contact: Anda Technologies
USA, Inc., 47639 Lakeview Boule-
vard, Fremont, CA 94538 
 509-385-8765 fax: 844-546-3195 
E-mail: bstumm@anda.us 
Web: www.anda.us

See at SMTAI, Booth 1023

iJET-Table tabletop 
dispensing system.

KIC Demos Auto Profiling
and Networking Software

San Diego, CA — KIC is demonstrat-
ing its new RPI i4.0 automatic profil-
ing system with network software
and a real-time dashboard for
data sharing, traceability and
storage at SMTA Internation-
al 2018. KIC RPI i4.0 auto-
matically acquires profile
data from each product sol-
dered in the reflow or curing
oven in real time.

This new ecosystem of-
fers full thermal process
traceability, reduces scrap
and rework, improves produc-
tion line utilization and quick-
ly provides information about
defects. Advanced data search
and communication features save en-
gineers valuable time.

The profile is compared to the
relevant process window for trace-
ability and can send an alarm on out-
of-spec conditions immediately. Ad-
vanced search and filter functions on
product name, customer name, time
period and more, instantly provide
pertinent data for deeper insight and

effective troubleshooting.
With RPI i4.0, all relevant data

can connect to the factory MES or

factory data collection system to be
shared easily with personnel, and
can be accessed from any authorized
PC or mobile device.

Contact: KIC Thermal, 16120
W. Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA
92127  858-673-6050 fax: 858-673-
0085 E-mail: abailey@kicmail.com
Web: www.kicthermal.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 124

RPI i4.0 auto profiling software.
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Milwaukee, WI — HellermannTyton’s
extreme-duty ratchet P-clamp has
successfully passed validation tests at
Underwriter’s Laboratory and now
carries the UL-listed designation. The
adjustable wire, cable and hose clamp
offers end users a one-of-a-kind solu-
tion to route and fasten in a broad
range of applications. The clamp can
reduce the instances of part replace-

ments, and in solar applications, UL-
listed components streamline the in-
spection process.

HellermannTyton offers the fas-
tener with a standard zinc-plated
steel base and an upgraded version
with a stainless steel baseplate.
Stainless steel resists corrosion due
to dissimilar metals coming into con-
tact with one another.

All versions of the ratchet P-
clamp are designed to withstand ex-

treme weather and harsh chemicals.
A one-piece hinge allows the clamp to
open without prying. It can be
mounted to the work surface before
or after the wire, cable or hose bun-
dle has been inserted.

The clamp closes with an inter-
locking ratchet-style mechanism to
custom-fit the bundle. Four product
sizes accommodate any bundle from

0.25 to 2 in. (0.6 to 5 cm) in diameter.
If removal of the bundle is ever re-
quired, the ratchet P-clamp can be
opened by inserting a small, flat-blade
screwdriver, without disassembling
the clamp from the work surface.

Contact: HellermannTyton,
7930 North Faulkner Road, Milwau-
kee, WI 53224 % 414-355-1130 
fax: 414-355-7341 
E-mail: corp@htamericas.com 
Web: www.hellermann.tyton.com

YEARS

OF INNOVATION & EXCELLENCE

1992-2017

CELEBRATING

acculogic.com/easy
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See at SMTAI, Booth 1218

See at SMTAI, Booth 705
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Presto Develops Specialized
Test Equipment

San Jose, CA — Companies are push-
ing the boundaries with products
faster than manufacturers of test
equipment can keep up. Presto Engi-
neering offers testing solutions for
customers who need test equipment
for new technology.

In most cases, Presto creates a
hardware solution that is built into
the load board so that a standard
tester can be used rather than hav-
ing to buy and charge the customer
for a highly specialized tester. Test
costs are based on the time that a
tester is used. The small additional
costs of components on a load board
is significantly more cost-effective
than moving to a higher-feature or
specialized tester.

An example of adapting stan-
dard test equipment to outperform is
for ultra-low-current testing. By
adding a current amplifier onto the
load board, a standard tester can
now be used to measure currents as
low as one nanoamp. Similarly, one
customer needed 6.5 GHz testing,
but standard testers only handle up
to 6 GHz.

A tester that can handle up to
12 GHz is much more expensive. In-
stead of incurring this cost for the
customer, Presto devised a frequency
translator that was integrated onto
the load board so that a standard 6
GHz tester could be used beyond its
normal range.

In another case, Presto Engi-
neering faced a challenge when
asked to test the performance of a
photodiode that was integrated into
a chip. Each photodiode on the wafer
needed to be tested for its response to
light input. 

The normal wafer stepper mo-
tors could not provide the level of ac-
curacy needed to position the wafer.
So, instead of moving the wafer,
Presto created a solution using tiny

motors for the fine x and y alignment
of the laser beam that was used to
stimulate each photodiode.

Presto Engineering provides
outsourced operations for semicon-
ductor and Internet of Things (IoT)
device companies, helping its cus-
tomers minimize overhead, reduce
risk and accelerate time to market.
The company develops industrial so-
lutions for RF, analog, mixed-signal,
and secured applications — from
tape-out to delivery of finished goods.
The company’s proprietary, highly
secure manufacturing and provision-
ing solution is coupled with extensive
backend expertise.

Contact: Presto Engineering,
109 Bonaventura Drive, San Jose,
CA 95134 % 408-372-9500 
E-mail: sales-northamer@presto-eng.com 
Web: www.presto-eng.com

Presto creates customized testing
solutions for leading-edge 

technology. 

See at The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 1749

See at SMTAI, Booth 228

Manufacturing highest purity solder alloys 
in Altoona, Pennsylvania for 30 years 

Pb and Pb-free alloys, wire, bar solder,
flux and solder paste

Also COBAR/Balver Zinn and 
Sn-100C solder products

Dedicated to Customer Service and Support, 
sharing our process know-how

Family-owned American company.

Faster turn-around, local service and 
process assistance

Amerway’s solder pot analysis program 
monitors 17 elements; a Certificate of 
Analysis is provided with each shipment

Your L o c a l M a n u f a c t u rer of Solder & Flux for SMT/PCB Assembly
Global Reach with Local Service and Support

A m e rw a y, Inc. is your domestic factory - d i rect supplier.

Visit w w w. a m e rw a y. c o m or contact us directly at 

3701 Beale Avenue, Altoona, PA 16601 USA, 

Tel. (800) 829-6337 or (814) 944-0200

A         

http://www.purexinc.com
http://www.amerway.com


Wilmington, MA — XENON is now offering its
X-1100 high-energy pulsed light system, which
is gaining wide acceptance in R&D laborato-
ries. Since installations began in mid-2017, the
machine is now being used in more than 30 fa-
cilities, including universities, research insti-
tutes and the private sector. 

Applications include medical science, pho-
tovoltaics, semiconductor, printed electronics,
food packaging, pharmaceuticals, and govern-
ment projects.

The nature of laser technology gives rise to
issues that can restrict the work of researchers.
For example, laser beams are a point source,
which limits the area in which researchers have
to work.

The pinpoint light of lasers can also be
damaging to the materials with which they in-
teract. On the other hand, because
the X-1100 system is a wide area so-
lution, the pulsed light being emitted
not only provides researchers with
far more flexibility, but it also elimi-
nates potential harm to exposed ma-
terials.

Another limitation of UV laser
technology is that its light is mono-
chromatic. This gives researchers ac-
cess to only a narrow wavelength of
light to perform their work, while the
X-1100 produces the complete spec-
trum ranging from deep ultraviolet
(UV) to visible and far infrared. The

versatility that comes from working with a
broadband source is made more advantageous,
due to the fact that the X-1100 lets researchers
deliver this energy with precise control of
power, frequency and intensity.

An additional limitation of laser systems
is that they produce coherent light that can
cause speckle, brought about by the construc-
tive and destructive interference of the light.
This makes it extremely difficult to achieve
uniform illumination. Conversely, the pulsed
light produced by the X-1100 is incoherent, and
as such, does not create interference effects that
may impact uniformity.

Contact: XENON Corp., 37 Upton Drive,
Wilmington, MA 01887 % 978-661-9033 
fax: 978-661-9055 E-mail: info@xenoncorp.com 
Web: www.xenoncorp.com
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XENON X-1100 high-energy 
pulsed light system.

XENON Pulsed Light System Gains Lab Users

Need Flex?

 PHONE: 661.295.1295

Learn How To GO FLAT at

cicoil.com

GO FLAT!
Flat cables are inherently more fl exible 
than round cables. Cicoil Flat Cables 
combine Flexx-Sil jacketing and fi nely stranded 
wires, to deliver the ultimate in fl exibility, and 
also long fl ex life.

One Cable For Everything: Combine Power, 
Signal, and Tubing into a single fl at cable for 
the smallest packaging density.

Standard or Custom: A wide variety of 
standard cables are available, and our 
engineers can design custom cables for any 
requirement or industry.

Design Your Own: Our Online Confi gurator 
lets you design virtually any fl at cable in 
minutes! You get an immediate drawing, and 
your custom cable is delivered in less than 2 
weeks.

   1 1    9:51 AM

Nashville, TN — KYZEN is hosting
free “How Clean is Clean Myth
Buster Sessions” at SMTA Interna-
tional 2018. The sessions will be pre-
sented by the company’s team of
cleaning experts, including Michael
McCutchen, global product line man-
ager, along with Dr. Mike Bixenman,
CTO, and Tom Forsythe, senior vice
president.

Topics to be discussed include
environmental responsibility and its
impact on the cleaning process, sta-
bility and predictability in cleaning,
and the industry outlook on cleaning
from the perspective of multiple mar-
kets, such as aerospace, energy and
health care.

Process technicians and engi-
neers are invited to attend and ask
questions. Presenters will use the
latest papers and information to dis-
cuss what works and what does not
in today’s low-gap, high-performance
and high-demand market.

KYZEN is a worldwide supplier
of precision cleaning chemistries to
the electronics, metal finishing, med-
ical, semiconductor, and optical in-
dustries. The company connects lead-
ing science with care to create the
most effective cleaning solutions for
each customers’ unique manufactur-
ing process or challenge.

Contact: KYZEN, 430 Harding
Industrial Drive, Nashville, TN
37211% 615-831-0888 
fax: 615-831-0889 
E-mail: tom_forsythe@kyzen.com 
Web: www.kyzen.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 623

KYZEN
Hosts 
Expert
Cleaning
Sessions

http://www.cicoil.com


Cranston, RI — Lightweight (syntac-
tic) potting compounds have been
used for years in electronics, due to
their exceptional strength, stiffness,
dimensional stability, buoyancy, and
water resistance. They have low di-
electric constants, low shrinkage on
cure, low moisture absorption, and
outstanding thermal and mechanical
shock resistance. These polymers are
made by incorporating hollow glass
microspheres into a proprietary resin
blend. Using this technology, Epox-
ies, Etc.’s new 20-3035 was devel-
oped to be about half the weight of
most commercially available potting
compounds.

This two-component epoxy can
be used with a variety of curing
agents to create a tough, thermally
insulative and lightweight casting.
In addition to the standard bulk
packaging, 20-3035 can be supplied
in the ready-to-use FreezeBond®

premixed and frozen syringes for
elimination of waste and consistent
quality. 

Samples are readily available
and ship within three days.  

Contact: Epoxies Etc., 21 
Starline Way, Cranston, RI 02921 
 401-946-5564 fax: 401-946-5526 
E-mail: sales@epoxies.com 
Web: www.epoxies.com
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Sensing  |  Control  |  Safety  |  Vision  |  Motion  |  Robotics

We off er advanced
SPI, AOI and AXI
solutions

www2.omron.com/inspection

Largest global
supplier of 3D

AOI systems

The most
advanced 3D
CT AXI platform

Your trusted partner
for inspection

Visit us atSMTAI
Oct. 16-17booth #709

800 .424 .9850
401 .823 .5200
www.advanced.com 
i n f o @ a d v a n c e d . c o m

M a d e  i n  U S A

Solving Your
Board to Board
Connector
Design
Challenges

1.0mm Pitch
SMT Connector

Syntactic Epoxy 
Potting Compound
from Epoxies, Etc.

Elk Grove Village, IL — Nordson
SONOSCAN has introduced its
Gen7™ laboratory style acoustic
micro-imaging (AMI) tool. The new
Gen7 AMI tool enhances operator
productivity and throughput rate by
providing greater versatility in
transducer movement, faster scan-
ning of samples, and faster process-
ing of data.

Orders are now being taken for
the Gen7 AMI tool, which, like its
predecessors in the Nordson SONO-

SCAN C-SAM® line, is designed for
analytical work on small numbers of
samples, although it can also screen
modest quantities of components.

Features include: 50 percent
higher screening throughput; signifi-
cantly larger scan area; upward and
downward range of z-movement of
the transducer; Windows 10 operat-
ing system and Sonolytics 2™ user
interface; 33 percent faster speed,
due to Intel’s 7th generation chips;
and Waterplume™ technology, elim-
inating the need for a separate C-
SAM tool to image IGBT modules.

Users will notice that frequently
used menu items now appear in the
UI. Other changes include easy access
to the current timing mode in the A-
Scan and the ability to go to a TOF di-
rectly from the movement interface.

Contact: Nordson SONOSCAN,
2149 E. Pratt Boulevard, Elk Grove
Village, IL 60007  847-437-6400 
E-mail: william.zuckerman@nordson-
sonoscan.com 
Web: www.nordsonsonoscan.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 216

Gen7 acoustic 
micro-imaging system.

Nordson
SONOSCAN
Unveils Gen7
AMI system

See at SMTAI, Booth 709

http://bit.ly/2O9m9tn
http://www.advanced.com


D
igitization is already driving automotive
manufacturing, machine engineering, trans-
portation, and power generation, but can

also make work considerably easier when design-
ing a new machine or system. HARTING Technol-
ogy Group has created an online interactive config-
urator that allows designers to quickly put togeth-
er the interfaces they need to build heavy-duty in-
dustrial connectors.

Due to advancements in IT, configurators and
their associated programs and applications are be-
coming increasingly useful as a design support tool.
This has come about since they help developers face
the challenge of designing reliable and efficient ma-
chines in ever shorter cycle times.

Han Configurator

HARTING’s Han configurator
is entirely geared toward real-world
application and users can easily put
together interfaces for a design.
Three inputs — number of contacts,
required voltage and current — are
enough to come up with a basic so-
lution.

The current configuration is
viewed in 3D in a separate window,
while the user is selecting compo-
nents. The configurator can be pro-
grammed with special selection op-
tions. Also, components that cannot
be combined with a selection al-
ready made will not be displayed.

This configuration can be
placed directly into the shopping
cart or refined further. The program
also suggest alternatives that meet

the same specifications. The Han
configurator is designed to make
the wide-ranging subject of connec-
tors easily manageable, despite in-
creasingly complex product require-
ments and diversification. 

Users who already have the
product numbers or names of the
products they are looking for can set
up the interfaces easily in the con-
figurator, making them easily man-
ageable for subsequent processing.
The configurator includes an “ex-
pert mode,” which begins with the
choice of housing (top or bottom) or
insert (pin or socket).

There are a number of key ad-
vantages of using this new program.
The design process is sped up as
there is no need to search for compo-
nents and their specifications. The
system is also very flexible. At the
click of a mouse, the user can easily
switch between alternative inter-
face solutions. Due to the 3D visual-
ization, each item is visible in con-
text and the configurator offers so-
lutions at all levels that are compat-
ible with the design. Documentation
from a single source is another ben-
efit. Each configuration is assigned
its own number, which allows users
to make their specific configura-
tions available and continue to re-
vise them. After completion, the
technical data for the new interface
can be downloaded.

A HARTING service account

enables the use of additional functions. The complete
documentation of an interface can be downloaded
easily, including the STP file. Configurations can be
saved, loaded and shared with the team.

An application-oriented configurator can help
to advance the digital transformation in product de-
velopment. It helps generate specific solutions from
an extensive portfolio, without the user having to be
a component specialist. The right interface can be
designed from top to bottom with just a few clicks.

Contact: HARTING North America, 1370
Bowes Road, Elgin, IL 60123 % 847-717-9217 
E-mail: christina.chatfield@harting.com
Web:www.harting.com r
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Introducing the new MYPro series

The new MYPro series – the perfect fi t for any intelligent factory 
The future of high-mix production belongs to those who can mount any 
component on any board. Handle any batch or series with zero changeover 
times. And jet solder paste and adhesive deposits with high-precision at 
record speeds. The new MYPro series combines two of the industry’s most 
productive platforms – the MY300 and MY700 – giving you more capabilities 
than ever before within a 40% smaller footprint than previous generations. 
Simply put, it’s the smartest way to boost quality and utilization across a vast 
range of challenging applications. 

Whatever your ambitions, the future is already here. In fact, it’s just in time.

THE FUTURE 
IS ALREADY 
HERE. 
IS YOUR 
FACTORY 
PREPARED?

Meet us 
at booth 
# 1005

at
SMTA 

International 
2018

HARTING’s online connector configurator.

Designing Connectors Easily with an 
Interactive Configurator

By Timo Poggemöller, Technical Competence Center — Han, HARTING Electric

New online interactive
configurator allows 

designers to quickly put
together the interfaces

they need to build 
heavy-duty industrial

connectors.

See at SMTAI, Booth 1005

http://www.mycronic.com


Lewisville, TX — DEPRAG’s ADAP-
TIVE DFS is a patented technology
for fastening that heats with friction,
penetrates material, extrudes, forms
threads, screwdrives, and tightens to
final torque. These steps are per-
formed with the same tool, the same
fastener and in a single motion.

Aside from the savings in mate-
rial weight and processing time, flow-
type screws also minimize the amount
of waste left behind, since they do not
create metal chips during the drilling
process like conventional screws.

Because flow-forming relies on
many factors, such as speed, angle,
torque, axial force, and fastener
depth, it requires an advanced and
adaptive screwdriver to complete the
tightening procedure perfectly. This
process is usually fully automated
and the assembly system is generally
front- or rear-mounted onto a robot.

When paired with ADAPTIVE
DFS, the DPU 200 controller is user-
friendly and customizable. It has a

15 in. (38 cm) display and can be set
up in one of 13 different languages.

ADAPTIVE DFS uses an EC-
servo drive for feed stroke to generate
the substantial downforces needed, in-
stead of a pneumatic cylinder. This en-
ables automatic detection at the point
of penetration regardless of toler-
ances. By adjusting to actual condi-
tions, the effort of setting multiple pa-
rameters is greatly reduced and the
joining process always runs optimally.
Also, by recognizing of point of pene-
tration, the process automatically ad-
justs, resulting in an optimized cycle
with high reliability, short cycle times,
less material stress, and reduced set
up times.

Contact: DEPRAG, Inc., 640
Hembry Street, Lewisville, TX
75057 % 800-433-7724 
E-mail: sales@depragusa.com 
Web: www.depragusa.com

See at The ASSEMBLY Show,
Booth 631
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Pillarhouse
I N T E R N A T I O N A L

Large board single point selective 
soldering system

See the Pillarhouse Selective Solder Range 
SMTAI show 16-17 Oct. BOOTH #915

JADE MK IV
FEATURES:
610mm x 508mm (24"x20") Board size
Drop-Jet fluxer 
Enhanced PillarCOMM X Control software 
Auto-nozzle conditioning 
Auto-fiducial correction 
Electromagnetic pump (Optional) 
Top and bottom IR preheat (Optional) 

High speed, inline, multi platform,
selective soldering systemORISSA FUSION
FEATURES:
Available in 2, 3 and 4 station configurations
Up to 457mm x 1115mm PCB handling capability*
DC Servo drives with encoders on X, Y and Z axis
Solder wave height measurement and correction
Automatic solder wire feed and level detect
Process viewing camera(s)
*Configuration dependent

Pillarhouse USA, Inc.   
www.pillarhouseusa.com
Tel: +1 847 593 9080   
Fax: +1 847 593 9084
Email: sales@pillarhouseusa.com
Pillarhouse International Ltd.
www.pillarhouse.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1245 491333   
Fax: +44 (0) 1245 491331
Email: sales@pillarhouse.co.uk

Pillarhouse... Expect innovation

          

DEPRAG Patents Adaptive Fastening System 

ADAPTIVE DFS automated fastening system. 

Benbrook, TX — Electrolube is now
cooperating with Rehm Thermal Sys-
tems to offer protective lacquers that
are designed to work with Rehm’s
coating systems. Electrolube’s lac-
quers are designed to ensure optimal
results during jetting, dispensing,
spraying, or curtain coating.

The companies have worked to-
gether to reduce cycle times and in-
crease precision during coating and
dispensing in continuous production.
The collaboration between Rehm and
Electrolube is enabling the two com-
panies to research and develop new
products and processes in a dynami-
cally changing market.

One new challenge is the auto-
motive industry. Where previously
relatively slow temperature changes
have been common during hardness
testing, transitions from hot to cold
are now carried out in seconds. Some
lacquers are too brittle and may
crack when exposed to temperature
shocks. This makes the underlying
electronics susceptible to moisture.
In extreme cases, small soldered
components can be torn off the circuit
board during testing.

Rehm’s Protecto coating systems
are used for protective coatings and
were developed to meet the demands
for high quality, stability and produc-
tivity for automatic, inline coating
tasks. With Electrolube lacquers, sen-
sitive electronic assemblies can be
protected from damage by corrosion or
other environmental influences, such
as humidity, chemicals or dust.

Contact: Electrolube USA, P.O.
Box 126257, Benbrook, TX 76126 
% 1-800-474-1472 fax: 1-888-502-
2598   E-mail: info@hkw.us.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 1039

Protective PCB lacquer. 

Electrolube
Develops New
Protective
Lacquers

See at SMTAI, Booth 1212

See at SMTAI, Booth 915

http://www.fknsystek.com
http://www.pillarhouse.co.uk


Vista, CA — Nordson DAGE and Nordson YES -
TECH, divisions of Nordson Corporation, are
showcasing a suite of X-ray and AOI systems at
SMTA International 2018, including the Quadra™
7 X-ray inspection system, FX-940 Ultra AOI and
FX-940-UV AOI.

Nordson DAGE’s flagship system, the Quadra
7, represents the cutting edge of X-ray inspection.
Ultra-high-quality 6.7 MP images are displayed at
one-to-one resolution over two 4K monitors, ensur-
ing that the operator sees the clearest features
possible.

Nordson YESTECH’s FX-940UV makes in-
spection of conformal coatings simple and conven-
ient by automating the inspection
process. The system inspects for qual-
ity and consistency of coating cover-
age under proprietary ultraviolet
lighting with the use of proprietary
inspection algorithms. An optional
coating thickness measurement
package also is available.

The Nordson YESTECH FX-940

ULTRA 3D AOI, with cutting-edge 3D technology
is excellent for the inspection of solder defects, lead
defects and lifted leads, and component presence
and coplanarity of chips, BGAs and other height-
sensitive devices. With advanced fusion lighting
and comprehensive inspection tools, including an-
gled cameras, full-color digital image processing
and both image and rule-based algorithms, the FX-
940 ULTRA offers inspection coverage and 2D and
3D defect detection.

Contact: Nordson DAGE, 2370 Oakridge Way,
Suite B, Vista, CA 92081 % 510-683-3930 E-mail:
sales@nordsondage.com Web: www.nordson.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 207
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CondensoX-Series
Condensation Soldering

A patented principle with advantages

For more information visit
or call + 1 770 442 8913

Vac
uum › Voids ratios below possible

› Up to  less energy

› Prepared for 

Nordson DAGE Quadra 7 
X-ray inspection system.

Nordson Test & Inspection Unveils 
X-ray and AOI Lineup

See at SMTAI, Booth 408

Fujipoly 
Creates 
Compression
Testing Video
Carteret, NJ — Fujipoly® recently pub-
lished a video that demonstrates and
explains compression testing for ther-
mal interface materials, which has
been uploaded to Fujipoly America’s
YouTube channel. The video was pro-
duced at the company's customer engi-
neering resource center (CERC) in San
Jose, California. The resource center
allows customers in the Silicon Valley

area to quickly evaluate and test Fu-
jipoly products to see how they will
perform for their specific application.

Fujipoly’s CERC is fully equip -
ped to test thermal resistance, elec-
trical resistance and isolation, com-
pression force, hardness, viscosity,
tensile strength, reliability testing at
high and low temperatures, and heat
shock.

Fujipoly America Corporation is
a wholly owned subsidiary of Fuji
Polymer Industries Co., Ltd., of
Japan. An ISO 9001:2015-registered
company, Fujipoly America Corpora -
tion specializes in the fabrication of
silicone rubber technology. It offers
Zebra® elastomeric connectors, Sar-
con® thermal interface materials,
fusible tapes, and custom silicone
rubber extrusions.

Contact: Fujipoly America
Corp., 900 Milik Street, Carteret,
NJ 07008 % 732-969-0100 fax: 732-
969-3311 E-mail: info@fujipoly.com
Web: www.fujipoly.com

Video on compression testing for
thermal interface materials now

available on YouTube.

http://www.rehm-group.com
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50 Years of Thick Film: 
A Look Back and a Look Ahead

By David J. Malanga, Vice President, Heraeus Electronics — Americas

H
eraeus Electronics reaches an
important milestone this year
— its “golden” anniversary cel-

ebrating 50 years in the thick-film
business. Over the years, there has
been a dramatic transformation of
thick-film technology. If the past
pace of progress is any indication, the
future will be a time of even greater
innovation.

There have been a number of
“game-changer” moments as thick-
film technology has advanced. The
rapid acceptance and standardiza-
tion of PCBs in the 1970s and 1980s
was a huge challenge for the thick-
film industry. The industry had to
reinvent itself to sustain business by
focusing on areas where PCBs could
not be used, such as highly complex
multilayer circuits, harsh environ-
ments, automotive electronics and
sensors, and high-frequency applica-
tions.

Other changes include: the
adoption of low-temperature, co-fired
ceramic tapes (LTCC), used to fabri-
cate high-frequency circuits; the
transition from precious-metal-based
electrodes in multilayer chip capaci-
tors (MLCCs) to base metal electron-
ics, such as nickel; the advent of
strict environmental regulations that
limited the variety of elements and

materials that could be used in thick-
film materials; and the growth of
photovoltaics (PV) as a new, high-

volume application of thick-film
pastes.

As miniaturization continues,
how can thick-film technology deliver
greater performance as devices

shrink? This has been in constant
evolution since the beginning of mi-
croelectronics. To meet these targets,

as well as to reduce costs, the contin-
uous advancement in raw materials
is one of the main pathways to suc-
cess. This development is being aided
by new materials, such as nanopow-

ders, and highly engineered organics
with new formulations.

As thick-film continues to ad-
vance, so do the opportunities to ex-
pand into new applications. One of
the main strengths of thick-film tech-
nology is its ability operate at higher
temperatures and in extremely
harsh environments. Applications for
power electronics, down-hole well
drilling, and sensors and controls for
electric vehicles are currently in de-
velopment.

Much of Heraeus’ success comes
from continuous investment and in-
novation, as well as a true under-
standing of customers’ needs. Gain-
ing a deep understanding of the cus-
tomer’s applications and require-
ments is invaluable in process devel-
opment. 

With so much progress and in-
novation, the years ahead may come
to be seen as a “golden age” for the
thick-film industry. 

Contact: Heraeus, Inc., 24
Union Hill Road, 
West Conshohocken, PA 19428 
% 215-944-9981 
E-mail: jeffery.oddo@heraeus.com 
Web: www.heraeus-electronics.com r

See at SMTAI, Booth 808

Printable and etchable gold ink, which will be introduced 

by Heraeus at IMAPS 2018

http://www.jnj-industries.com
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See at SMTAI, Booth 1215

The iineo+ placement machine is Europlacer’s best-selling platform worldwide, priced to

be on your list.

For your operators, the latest RC 5.16 operating software, intuitive graphics interface and large
touchscreen monitor make iineo+ an easy decision. For your operations team, multi core
processing and client/server architecture that streamlines multi-machine networks make iineo+
an easy decision.

For your management team, the best warranty in the American industry covering parts for 5 years
and labor for 2 years makes Europlacer an easy decision.

Get ready to be impressed by what Europlacer can do for you. Put us on your list and see us on
Booth #1215 at SMTAi 2018.

www.europlacer.com/iineoplus

I I N EO +

Multi core processor

Integrated electrical tester

PROMON

New RC 5.16 operating software

Large touch-screen monitor

Track Pack upgrade option

See us at

SMTAi 2018

October 16-17 – BOOTH #1215

Donald Stephens Convention Center

Rosemont IL, USA

See us at

SMTAi 2018

October 16-17 – BOOTH #121

Donald Stephens Convention Center

Rosemont IL, USA

W E  N E E D  TO  B E  O N  YO U R  L I S T.

30 Factory Road
Upton Industrial Estate
Poole , Dorset BH16 5SL
UK
contact@europlacer.co.uk

Strada Monte d’Oro 4
34147 Trieste
Italy
contact@europlacer.it

Route de Cholet
85620 Rocheservière
France
contact@europlacer.fr

519 US Highway 301 South
Tampa, FL 33619
USA
contact@europlacer.com

Im Böning 24
63695 Glauburg
Germany
contact@europlacer.de

Floor 1, Building 1
No.80 Huashen Road,
Shanghai Waigaoqiao
Free Trade Zone,
P.R.China 200131
contact@europlacer.cn

www.europlacer.com

+44 (0)1202 266500+1 813 246 9500 +33 (0)2 5131 0303 +49 (0)60 419 692 300 +39 (0)40 0640 180 +86 (021) 5868 3500

2
YEARS

5
YEARS

http://www.europlacer.com
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#CRYSTALCLEAR

©
 e
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os

� High permeability nanocrystalline core material

� High I
R
 & low R

DC
 in a small size

� Broadband suppression

� Stable inductance values at high temperatures

� Improved isolation through plastic case and patented

winding spacer

The WE-CMBNC is a VDE certified series of common mode 

chokes with a highly permeable nanocrystalline core 

material. Despite the small size, it delivers outstanding 

broadband attenuation performance, high rated currents 

and low DC resistance values. Low profile and high voltage 

ratings can also be realized by the common mode chokes of 

the WE-CMB family.

For further information, please visit:

www.we-online.com/we-cmb

electronica Hall B6 Booth 404

crystal clear
frequencies.

The material matters in material handling Kolver Intros Transducer
Based Screwdriving System
Salem, NH — Kolver has introduced
its K-Ducer, a transducer-based
screwdriving system. The K-Ducer
includes the KDU-1 state-of-the-art
controller that works with a variety
of handheld and fixtured screw-
drivers, offering a torque range up to
15 N-m. Handheld drivers will come
in a variety of configurations, includ-

ing inline and pistol-style, with
sleek, lightweight, ergonomic designs
for operator comfort.

The K-Ducer’s design offers a
compact footprint and an innovative
mounting system. The mounting sys-
tem will allow the KDU-1 controller
to swivel and be comfortably viewed
by the operator, reducing fatigue.

Features include: touchscreen

interface; color display; intuitive pro-
gramming; programming with free
PC software, if preferred; final
torque displayed on screen; eight
programs for multiple torque capa-
bility, including min/max torque,
angle and time; different approach
and final speed strategies; screw
counting; data export; and full com-

munication capabilities with other
systems on the market.

Contact: Kolver USA, 8D Indus-
trial Way, Unit 1, Salem, NH 03079
 603-912-5886 
E-mail: dsmith@kolverusa.com 
Web: www.kolverusa.com
See at The ASSEMBLY Show,

Booth 1838

K-Ducer screwdriving system.

http://www.mfgtray.com
http://www.we-online.com/we-cmb
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See at SMTAI, Booth 208

http://www.mirtec.com


Chester, CT — INSPECTIS AB announces a new
generation of its U30 series digital microscopes.
The U30s, U30 and U30s EWD versions offer more
than twice the magnification (x168 with +10 macro
lens) of the current U10 series. INSPECTIS prod-
ucts are available in North America through As-
centech, LLC.

The microscope is not a replacement for the
company’s U10, which is aimed at less demanding
applications, but the new tool is excellent for man-
ufacturers with demanding fine features. The
extra clarity from 8 rather than 2 MP is a signifi-
cant benefit when studying board failures.

The U30 also includes quick-response autofo-
cus, making handheld inspection easy. The new

camera comes in both all-in-one and standalone
versions, with the same options for full ESD pro-
tection and light pointers. For those needing a
longer working distance 19.7 and 39.4 in. (50 and
100 cm) working distances are available.

The U30 is fully compatible with current ver-
sions of all existing accessories, including stands,
ring lights, extra macro lenses, and advanced con-
trollers, as well as all the newly-released control
accessories and INSPECTIS software editions.

Contact: Ascentech, LLC, 127 Goose Hill
Road, Chester, CT 06412 % 860-526-8903 
E-mail: info@ascentechllc.com 
Web: www.ascentechllc.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 723
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Vacuum Tweezer 
Solutions

For nearly thirty years we have been 
a leading supplier of vacuum 

handling solutions to the world’s 
high technology fi rms. Our 

patented ESD safe products are 
used by CLASS I clean room 

personnel, electronic assemblers, 
semiconductor manufacturers, the 

optics industry and universities 
around the world. Our success 

comes from developing innovative 
manual vacuum handling tools and 

pick-up tips based on customer 
requests and customer feedback. 

These tools provide customer specifi c 
solutions that make assembly and processing 

operations more productive and ergonomic. Parts 
range in size from 0.13mm (0.005”) up to 

300mm (12.0”) for easy handling.

• Self-contained vacuum tweezers

• Portable, battery-operated 
continuous vacuum handling 

systems

• Bench top 110/220 volt vacuum 
tweezer systems

• Low cost options

These hand tools replace tweezers 
and other gripping means for many 

applications, making them 
ideally suited for ergonomic 
manipulation of parts during 
assembly, inspection, rework 

and service operations. 

Virtual Industries offers a 
broad line of accessories 

including miniature rubber 
vacuum cups, PEEK wafer 

handling tips, and precision 
machined handling tips for critical 

handling operations.

Visit our website or contact us for additional information.

 2130 Victor Place, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80915 USA
Website: virtual-ii.com    E-mail: sales@virtual-ii.com    USA Telephone: 719-572-5566    Fax: 719-572-5504    

INSPECTIS Intros High Clarity 4K
Digital Microscope

U30 4K ultra-HD digital microscope.

Torrance, CA — PATLITE (U.S.A.)
Corporation has introduced its CWF,
an industrial-grade LED work light
designed to efficiently illuminate
workstations, machinery and control
cabinets.

Containing energy efficient,
long-life LEDs, the CWF provides
bright, even light through a diffused
lens, creating safe and productive
workspaces, free of hot spots. The
CWF consumes less energy than
comparable illumination products
and operates at 24 VDC within the

100 to 240 VAC range.
Built with a robust aluminum

base frame and encased in a shatter-
resistant polycarbonate shell, the
CWF withstands the rigors of indus-
trial and commercial environments.
It is available in three sizes: 11.8,
23.6 and 35.4 in. (30, 60 and 90 cm),
making it easy to find the right size
for any application. A rocker switch
located conveniently on the side
panel allows users to easily turn off
the light when not in use.

Flexible mounting options are
available, including standard and
swivel brackets for precise light an-
gling and a magnetic bracket for in-
stallation in tight spaces and easy relo-
cation. The CWF conforms to CE, UL
and KC standards for use around the
world and is supported by PATLITE’s
global network of offices and partners
for repair or replacement.

Contact: PATLITE (U.S.A.)
Corp., 20130 S. Western Avenue,
Torrance, CA 90501 % 310-328-3222 
E-mail: sales@patlite.com 
Web: www.patlite.com

See at The ASSEMBLY Show,
Booth 600

Industrial LED work light.

PATLITE
Introduces
Industrial
Grade LED
Work Light

http://www.virtual-ii.com


Schaumburg, IL — The TNC 640,
HEIDENHAIN's high performance
mill-turn control, is popular with
users due to its workshop-oriented

operational design. The system is
now available with touch technology
that supplements the TNC 640's
field-proven cycles and functions. It
allows the user to operate the control
screen with gestures that are similar
to smartphones or tablets.

With the touchscreen, the oper-
ator navigates quickly and intuitive-
ly through long lists, programs, ta-
bles, and other content by kinetic
scrolling. The kinetic scroll converts
the impulse of hand contact into a
particular scrolling speed. A short,
slow swipe scrolls the screen over a
few lines, while a long, fast swipe
scrolls it over many lines.

The user can stop dynamic scroll-
ing at any time with a short tap. That
makes it possible to easily find an NC
block, for example, or a tool in long NC
programs or tool tables.

The user moves the program-
ming and 3D test graphics directly
on the screen dynamically and
smoothly. The desired graphic view
can be adjusted conveniently by
touch. The operator can also use
touch gestures to zoom in for details
and back out again, as well as move
or rotate graphics.

The minimum requirement for
NC Software version is 340 59x-07
SP2. The hardware that enables
touch control includes the MC8532
main computer and the BF 860 color
flat panel. 

These units come without any
hardware keys as they have been de-
signed entirely for touch operation.
The MC 8532 contains a 19 in. (48.3
cm) touchscreen, an Intel Core i7-7-3
processor with 1.7 GHz, a solid state
drive and 4 GB RAM. The BF 860 of-
fers four USB ports. The TE 745 (FS)
remains unchanged and does not need
to be upgraded with the hardware.

Contact: HEIDENHAIN Corp.,
333 E. State Parkway, Schaumburg,
IL 60173 % 847-490-1191 
E-mail: jrenz@heidenhain.com 
Web: www.heidenhain.us
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flexlink.com

We move electronics.
Boost your production efficiency

Our new dual head laser marker combines speed with efficiency.   From laser marking to PCB 
handling solutions, FlexLink delivers automated production flow solutions that increases 
overall line efficiency.

With our range of stand-alone units to turnkey solutions, our PCB Handling solutions 
include independent modules with a wide variety of functions.

For more information, please contact us at 610-973-8200 or by email at info.us@flexlink.com.

FlexLink is part of Coesia, a group of innovation-based industrial  
solutions companies operating globally headquartered in Bologna, Italy.  
www.coesia.com

Visit us at
APEX

booth #2223 

TNC 640 mill-turn system with
touch control.

HEIDENHAIN Offers Mill-Turn 
with Touch Control

Belding, MI — Stahlin, a subsidiary of
Robroy® Industries, is now offering
its Classic Series of non-metallic en-
closures. The enclosures are designed
for use in highly visible locations in
both industrial and commercial appli-
cations.

The Stahlin Classic Series prod-
uct line has a hidden hinge design
and flush fitting cover that suits it
well for applications that include
control stations and operator inter-
face applications. Features include:
40 configurations in five sizes; size

ranges from 7 x 7 in. (17.8 x 17.8 cm)
to 15 x 13 in. (38.1 x 33 cm); opaque
and flush-bonded window cover op-
tions; long- or short-side hinges; six
cover securement options; flush
cover; optional mounting foot kit;
rated Type 1, 3, 4X, and 12; and UL,
cUL and CSA approval.

All of the Classic Series enclo-
sures by Stahlin are molded with the
company’s patented SolarGuard®

sheet molding compound (SMC) ma-
terial. 

Contact: Stahlin, 500 Maple
Street, Belding, MI 48809 
% 616-794-0700 fax: 616-794-3378 
E-mail: csr@robroyenclosures.com 
Web: www.stahlin.com

Durable non-metallic enclosures. 

Stahlin Offers
Non-Metallic
Enclosures

See at The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 2031

http://www.flexlink.com


Redmond, WA — Data I/O is investing
heavily in new technologies, such as
universal flash storage (UFS), manu-
facturing execution system (MES) in-
tegration and secure provisioning.  

Automotive flash memory de-
mands show no sign of slowing, with
UFS providing the next wave of per-
formance and density. Automotive
electronics programmable content is
projected to grow from 32 GB to over
1 TB and beyond by 2025, driven pri-
marily by infotainment systems, con-
nectivity and autonomous driving.

Data I/O has met this demand
with its LumenX™ programming
system. Data I/O’s ConneX traceabil-
ity and reporting software allows
manufacturing companies to inte-
grate preprogramming into their
MES systems. The SentriX™ secure
provisioning platform helps OEMs of
any size and volume provision secret
credentials into their devices secure-
ly and cost-effectively.

The PSV family of program-
ming systems is an automated pro-
gramming solution with speed, flexi-

bility, fast changeover, and small
parts handling. Engineered for veloc-
ity and versatility, the PSV family
combines robotics handling with Lu-
menX programming technology for
fast device programming and high
socket density. A comprehensive
suite of process control software ap-
plications, along with fiber laser
marking and 3D coplanarity compo-
nent inspection, meets the demand-
ing process requirements for automo-
tive electronics applications.

The PSV family supports both

FlashCORE III and LumenX pro-
grammers. Current customers with
PSV systems have built-in invest-
ment protection as they can upgrade
their systems to add LumenX pro-
grammers alongside their current
technology. The combination of ultra-
fast read/write and download speeds,
high socket capacity and high
throughput allows manufacturers
using one PSV system to program
what previously required multiple
systems to produce. 

Contact: Data I/O Corp., 6464
185th Avenue NE, Suite 101, Red-
mond, WA 98052 % 425-867-6922 
E-mail: higginj@dataio.com 
Web: www.dataio.com
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Data I/O Focuses on UFS and 
MES Integration

Macedon, NY — DAU, a part of
MIBA group, is now offering a fo-
cused product portfolio of heat sinks
that address a wide range of devices,
including high-end cooling applica-
tions. The company has an in-house
testing department, containing state-
of-the-art equipment, providing tech-
nical support for thermal challenges.

In power electronics, heat losses
occur that must be dissipated to pro-
tect the electronics from derating or
being damaged. Heat sinks made
from solid or hollow aluminum are

often used, onto which electronic
components are mounted. Reliability
and service life of every electronic
circuit depends on the operating tem-
perature, which highlights the im-
portance of adequate cooling.

DAU has positioned itself as a
competent development partner for
thermal solutions. Its main target
groups are electronics and mechani-
cal development engineers. The com-
pany’s goal is to engineer suitable so-
lutions for challenging thermal ap-
plications.

The company can delve into the
customer’s application and has the de-
velopment and test equipment to sup-
port the project all the way to hard-
ware validation. DAU strives to offer a
variety of technologies to engineer the
optimal cooling solution in close col-
laboration with its customers.

Contact: DAU Thermal Solu-
tions North America, 1657 East
Park Drive, Macedon, NY 14502 
% 585-678-9025 fax: 585-678-4027 
E-mail: sales@dauusa.com 
Web: www.dauusa.com

Heat sinks for power electronics. 

DAU Offers
Heat Sinks
for Power
Electronics

http://www.jtag.com
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Milledgeville, GA — TANAKA Pre-
cious Metals has introduced new
packaging for its power bonding
wire, designed to increase its storage
life. To prolong shelf life and mini-
mize handling issues, it is generally
recommended to store spools of
heavy gauge bonding wire in the up-
right position. Storing spools verti-
cally, with the hub parallel to the
shelf, reduces the potential for wire
entanglement during de-reeling.
However, old-style spools are suscep-
tible to accidentally lying flat with
the hub perpendicular to the shelf.

To decrease the likelihood of
wire entanglement during use,
TANAKA type No. 88K and No. 120K
spools orient the windings in the opti-
mal, vertical position during storage.
The new spool design virtually elimi-
nates accidentally falling over, during
storage on the shelf.

TANAKA’s new proprietary
spool design is a superior storage ves-
sel for TANW power aluminum wire,
as well as for TANAKA CP-1 power
copper wire. Heavy-gauge bonding
wire is typically used in the manufac-
ture of power semiconductor pack-

ages, as well as for welding of batter-
ies and a host of applications found in

the automotive industry.
TANAKA’s new see-through No.

88K and No. 120K spools are com-
pletely clear, allowing full viewing of
the wire without obstruction. Tanaka
offers heavy gauge wires in diame-
ters of 4 to 24 mil (100 to 600 µm). On
average, 328 to 3,280 ft (100 to
1,000m) of heavy-gauge wire can be
stored on the No. 88K spool.

TANAKA TANW power alu-
minum wire and type CP-1 power
copper bonding wire are stocked in
North America by TopLine.

Contact: TopLine Corp., 95
Highway 22 W., Milledgeville, GA
31061 % 800-776-9888 
E-mail: sales@topline.tv 
Web: www.topline.tv

See at SMTAI, Booth 631New spool for high-power bonding wire.

TANAKA: New Packaging for Power Bonding Wire

Plymouth, MA — Tech-Etch’s berylli-
um copper finger stock gaskets mount-
ed on tracks are designed to provide
the security of mechanical assembly.
Available in a wide variety of sizes and
a complete range of plating options,
the shielding will close gaps from 0.05
to 0.25 in. (1.3 to 6.4 mm).

The durable gaskets are useful
for bidirectional applications, such as
drawers and plug-in modules and re-
quire a low closing force. Shielding is
offered in lengths from a single fin-
ger in the OMNI style up to 24 in. (61
cm) long.

The track is installed with pres-
sure-sensitive tape, plastic rivets or
spot welding. Free samples of track
mount EMI/RFI shielding are avail-
able at www.tech-etch.com/shield/
shieldlit.html. 

A global provider of shielding
technology, Tech-Etch manufactures
a complete line of standard and cus-
tom shielding products for both com-
mercial and military markets.

Contact: Tech-Etch, Inc., 
45 Aldrin Road, Plymouth, MA

02360 % 508-747-0300 
E-mail: sales@tech-etch.com 
Web: www.tech-etch.com

See at MD&M Minneapolis,
Booth 1437

Beryllium copper 
finger stock gaskets. 

Tech-Etch
Offers Track
Mounted EMI
Shielding

Don’t blink or you’ll miss it.
SQ3000™ CMM is the World's Fastest.

Verify measurements in seconds, not hours. 
Our SQ3000™ CMM 3D scanning and inspection
technology leaves traditional CMMs in the dust.

Fast and highly accurate, repeatable and reproducible measurements for metrology applications in the 
manufacturing of a wide variety of products such as PCBs, semiconductors and consumer electronics.
 
The new SQ3000™ CMM system, powered by MRS technology utilizes CyberCMM™. This comprehensive 
software suite of 3D inspection and coordinate measurement tools provides highly accurate, 100% 
metrology-grade measurement on all critical points much faster than a traditional CMM, including 
coplanarity, distance, height and datum X, Y to name a few.

www.cyberoptics.com

Copyright © 2018. CyberOptics Corporation, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Powered by
MRS Technology

Join us at SMTAI 2018
Inspection Technologies Session
“Extending 3D MRS Technology to Address Challenging
Inspection and Measurement Applications”
Thursday, October 18, 11:30am CT • Presented by: John Ho�man, Ph.D.

SMTAI
2018

                8/24/2018   5:17 PM

http://www.cyberoptics.com


Kennesaw, GA — Yamaha Motor Corporation
USA’s Intelligent Machinery (IM) division has
launched its YSi-SP, the company’s first advanced
3D solder paste inspection (SPI) machine. It is de-
signed to inspect the printing quality (volume,
height, area, misalignment) of solder paste after it
has been printed onto a PCB, offering true volu-
metric measurement and powerful process opti-
mization capability.

The YSi-SP performs high-speed, high-accu-
racy 2D and 3D solder paste inspection with a sin-
gle head, employing high-resolution image
switchover for exceptional flexibility in a single
machine.

The YSi-SP seamlessly communicates with

other Yamaha machines to perform such Industry
4.0 tasks as automatic changeover, solder mis-
alignment adjustment and automatic conversion of
glue inspection data from the dispenser. While of-
fering a comprehensive statistical process control
(SPC) data package, the YSi-SP can also be
equipped with various optional features that in-
clude bonding and foreign matter inspection.

The launch of the YSi-SP enables the compa-
ny to supply all of the primary machines required
for mounting processes under the Yamaha brand.
This includes printers, dispensers, SPI, surface
mounters, and AOI systems. 

Contact: Yamaha Motor IM America, Inc.,
1270 Chastain Road, Kennesaw, GA 30144 

% 770-420-5825 
E-mail: info-yima@yamaha-motor.com 
Web: www.yamaha-motor-im.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 223
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Yamaha Launches Its First Advanced
3D SPI System

YSi-SP SPI system. 

Newburg, OR — D-COAX, Inc., has
introduced 1 ps skew-matched,
phase-stable, 0.15 in. (3.8 mm), flexi-
ble, male-to-female (0.1 to 0.1 in. [2.9
to 2.9 mm]) coaxial cable assemblies,
available through 40 GHz.

The standard assemblies are
designed to deliver excellent return
loss and low insertion loss. The cable
pairs are suitable for signal integrity,
channel modeling, jitter measure-
ments, BERT, differential measure-
ments, VNA measurements, and can
be used as a replacement for semi-
rigid cable.

D-COAX specializes in the de-
sign, prototype, test, and production
of microwave interconnects, such as
coaxial-to-coaxial, coaxial-to-micro
strip, coaxial-to-CPW, and others,
ranging from 50 to 150W and 50W up
to 65 GHz.

The company designs standard
and custom connectors and intercon-
nects to match specific cable imped-
ance, cable dimension and custom in-
terface with desired electrical and
mechanical performance.

The company also builds cus-
tom manual probe stations for specif-
ic customer needs. These probe sta-
tions can also be upgraded in the fu-
ture as needs change.

Contact: D-COAX, Inc., 401 
E. First Street, Newburg, OR 97132 
% 503-922-2436 
E-mail: info@d-coax.com 
Web: www.d-coax.com

Male-to-female 
coaxial cable assembly. 

D-COAX 
Introduces 
Coaxial
Cable 
Assemblies

http://www.nathantrotter.com
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www.hammondmfg.com (716) 630-7030

Hammond Manufacturing is a leading sup-
plier of  enclosures, transformers and datacommu-
nications infrastructure with stocking distributors 
across the globe.  Plus with over 10,000 products in 
stock in our massive distribution center, we have 
what you need when you need it now. 

Call your favorite authorized Hammond distributor 
for fast service.

We’re Ready For You

Need It Now?

http://www.hammondmfg.com
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Production

W
hen building a house, a strong foundation is critical, as well as reli-
able materials to make the structure stable. A shoddy job can easily
result in collapse. This is also true when reflow soldering SMT com-

ponents — a good solder paste is the most important material in the SMT as-
sembly and soldering process.

Preserving Solder Paste

Solder paste must be kept in a controlled environment for it to remain
useful for a long period of time. It should be stored in a cool place and will last
approximately 20 weeks at 39 to 50°F (4 to 10°C) in the refrigerator. At 68°F
(20°C), solder paste’s useful lifetime is considerably reduced, to around 6
weeks. If the solder paste is used for dispensing, the syringes should be flipped
regularly so that the paste does not sink down into the needle.

It is also important to calculate the amount of paste needed and not order
too much. It is easy to buy too much paste and have it dry out in stock, ren-
dering it unusable. The worst case is when the solder paste is stuck in the sy-
ringe and cannot be dispensed by the plunger.

Even if the paste looks good to the naked eye, it can still result in badly
soldered PCBs, including poor joint quality, solder balling and voids. When

soldering BGAs, the connections cannot be inspected visually, since they are
hidden under the package. Expensive X-ray inspection is currently one of the
best ways to verify BGA solder joints.

Never buy cheap paste whose production, batch or expiration dates are
not indicated or unclear. Also it is much better to place an annual order for
solder paste from a supplier and have it delivered at various times and small-
er quantities. This avoids having a large quantity of unused solder paste sit-
ting around in stock. 

Screen Printing Solder Paste

All these considerations can be applied to solder paste for screen printing,
as well. Through screen printing, solder pads on the PCB are supplied with just
enough solder paste for the reflow process. Solder paste consisting of 1.2 to 1.8
mil (30 to 45 µm) bullet-shaped granules and flux, forced through the openings
of a specially manufactured stencil by a stainless steel squeegee is one way to de-
posit paste precisely to PCB pad locations. The sensitivity of this part of produc-
tion and the number of variables involved have a fundamental influence on the
rest of the processes, including component placement and reflow. 

Of all the errors during SMT assembly, 60 to 70 percent of them can be
traced back to the printing process and the paste used. Never return leftover
paste from screen printing back to its container, and make sure that the paste

left on the screen has not been sitting
there for too long. Paste can dry out on
the screen, making it unreliable when
forced through the holes of the stencil.

In any construction job, getting
the first steps right is the most impor-
tant part of the process. In SMT assem-
bly, the if the solder paste is not print-
ed correctly, these errors cannot be
fixed at a later stage. Manufacturing
quality product starts with solder
paste that is stored correctly and is
well taken care of. 

Contact: IMDES Creative Solu-
tions, Schulstrasse 21, D-48455 
Bad Bentheim, Germany 
% +49-0-5924-997337  
E-mail: m.van.stralen@imdes.de 
Web: www.imdes.de r

How to Properly
Treat Solder Paste
By Marc van Stralen, IMDES Creative Solutions

HOW DO YOU 
CHOOSE 

THE RIGHT 
SPRING-LOADED 

CONNECTOR?

START BY 
CHOOSING THE 

RIGHT CONNECTOR  
PARTNER.

MILL-MAX MFG. CORP.   •  190 PINE HOLLOW ROAD  
OYSTER BAY, NY 11771  •  (516) 922-6000

MillMaxMfg Mill-Max Mfg. Corp.MillMaxMfg

Maximum Reliability. 

As new design challenges emerge every day, Mill-Max 
continues to lead the charge delivering high-quality, 
precision-machined spring-loaded contacts for 
critical design challenges. Now is not the time to fall 
behind, so it’s more important than ever to have an 
interconnect partner that understands today’s 
evolving technology and unique demands. But with 
hundreds of designs available, how do you decide 
which connector is right for you? 

Our Spring-Loaded Connector industry  
white paper is a great place to start. 
Download a copy today: 
mill-max.com/choose  

If you require additional information, 
give our engineers a call, we’ll 
be happy to chat. We’re Mill-Max. 
This is what we do.

      

An automated screen printer prints solder paste through a stencil. 

Run Run 

with us.with us.
There is no better way to

reach the Electronic High

Tech and Manufacturing

Community than advertising

in U.S. Tech.

www.us-tech.com.

http://www.mill-max.com/choose
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© Copyright 2018 Panasonic Corporation of North America. All rights reserved. Changes may be made without notice to specifications and appearance for product improvement.

US, Canada, Mexico: panasonicfa.com
Europe, Global:  industrial.panasonic.com

More inputs, tighter accuracy 
and expanded capability
The NPM-WX series delivers new innovative technology—
combining speed and autonomous control with single- and 
dual-beam motion—into a cost-effective, high-mix solution for 
 the Small- to Mid-market.

Optimized efficiency
•  Remote access to error conditions and recovery
•  Automatic recovery to improve your OEE
•  Seamless MES integration across full-line solutions via iLNB

Speed and power
•  Speeds up to 86,000 CPH
•  Versatile board handling and size capabilities
•  High-capacity feeder capability
•  Full-spectrum component range

Compatibility
•  Utilize with Panasonic and third-party equipment
•  Seamless pairing with the W2, D3 and TT2 models
•  Combine NPM-WX with NPM-DX for greater output in less 

floor space

 New NPM-WX/WXS
The next-generation platform
for the Small- to Mid-market

We’ve optimized the global
market success of our 

NPM platform in Tier 1 for 
the Small- to Mid-market

       
See at IMAPS, Booth 212 and SMTAI, Booth 823

http://www.panasonicfa.com


A
ccording to the most recent sta-
tistics from the National Insur-
ance Information Institute, an

average of 5,200 deaths in the U.S.
every year are caused by motorcycle
accidents. The cause of death in these
accidents is frequently brain injury
upon impact. KIRSH Helmets of Sch-
enectady, New York, has partnered
with Precision Valve & Automation
(PVA) to develop a system for produc-
ing uniform safety helmets for people
across many verticals, protecting
brains and saving lives. KIRSH Hel-
mets is developing a product that pro-
vides more for riders across all cate-
gories from safety to style. 

Patented Silicone Liner

What makes the KIRSH helmet
different is its patented FDL™ liner,

filled with a special silicone gel de-
signed to keep the rider cool and
comfortable and also to reduce angu-
lar rotation of the head in the event
of a crash. This silicone is mixed and
deposited into the liner by PVA ma-
chinery, providing repeatable results
across the entire manufacturing
process.

The engineers at PVA specialize
in automation, so while working with
KIRSH to find the best solution, the
two companies spent many months
brainstorming and refining the de-
velopment process. Once the final de-
cision was reached, both teams were
on the same page, with the exact re-
sults they were looking for.

For a company like KIRSH Hel-
mets, this kind of refinement time is
vital. Allowing the design to evolve

and change as more is discovered
about technology is a necessity in this
ever-changing industry. Making small
changes with big impacts, without
jeopardizing production quality allows
for optimization at every step.

The partnership has resulted in
much growth for both companies.
When KIRSH star ted out, the com-
pany mixed its formulas in a
home kitchen, batch by batch.
Working with PVA has allowed it
to expand on its original process-
es and develop far more consis-
tency with each new element.

PVA’s automated software
enables the machinery that per-
forms the construction to store
the information needed to make
each helmet lining identical, re-
gardless of where it is being
made. This also allows for minor
alterations throughout the
process to be made, without the
risk of damaging or altering the
product unintentionally. KIRSH
creates its products in the U.S.
and final assembly is performed
by American veterans and those
with disabilities.

Further Applications

This technology also as-
sists KIRSH Helmets when working
with the U.S. Department of Trans-
portation (DOT) for safety testing.
Impact testing with the DOT is one
of the most essential steps in the
process for the company. Given the

requirements for testing helmets,
maintaining consistency in each one
is a necessity and something that
PVA’s machinery ensures.

Beyond motorcycle headgear,
KIRSH is planning to share the hel-
met technology with other select in-
dustries as well. Professional sports
participants have some of the highest

rates for head injury across the board.
This is one of the driving factors that
the company has the capacity to
change. The NFL has found that near-
ly 300 football players per year end up
with concussions, some even leading
to early death. Most of the concus-
sions, 67.7 percent, are a result of the
impact a player’s helmet makes in con-
tact with the head of the player.

Personal safety is a never-end-
ing concern for those who put them-
selves in danger, whether it be on the
football field, or in public service,
such as firefighters. KIRSH Helmets
are built to serve a range of markets
and change the way we think about
personal safety. 

The partnership between PVA
and KIRSH Helmets has the poten-
tial to change the rate of injury for
the future and keep roads and homes
safer along the way.
Contact: KIRSH Helmets, 
251 State Street, Suite 201, 
Schenectady, New York, 12305 
% 1-855-504-4774 
E-mail: customerservice@kirshhelmets.com 
Web: www.kirshhelmets.com and
Precision Valve & Automation
(PVA), 1 Mustang Drive, Cohoes,
NY 12047 % 518-371-2684 
E-mail: kjakiela@pva.net 
Web: www.pva.net r
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PVA and KIRSH Partner to Protect
Riders from Brain Injury

By Emma Goldman, KIRSH Helmets
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Distribution

Digi-Key Adds to Würth Elektronik
Product Selection
Waldenburg, Germany — Digi-Key, longstanding distributor of Würth Elek-
tronik eiSos products, is now offering Würth wireless modules. The product
range encompasses highly efficient wireless transmission solutions, such as
Bluetooth and wireless M-Bus, as well as proprietary wireless modules in fre-
quency ranges of 169, 433, 868, 915, and 2.4 GHz. Due to their low power con-
sumption, these new modules are well-suited for decentralized Internet of
Things (IoT) and smart metering applications.

Contact: Würth Elektronik eiSos GmbH & Co. KG, Max-Eyth-Strasse 1,
74638 Waldenburg, Germany % +49-7942-945-5186 
E-mail: sarah.hurst@we-online.de Web: www.we-online.de

SMT Gains New Representative 
in Taiwan
Wertheim, Germany — SMT Thermal Discoveries has partnered with Kensho
Shyan Sheng Hitech Co., Ltd., as its representative for Taiwan. Taiwan is the
world’s second-largest producer of semiconductor applications and a pioneer
in automation. Kensho Shyan Sheng Hitech was founded in 1986 as a distrib-
utor of automation technology, offering high-tech equipment and accessories
for electronics manufacturing. SMT Thermal Discoveries is a manufacturer
and global supplier of machines for thermal processes, including reflow and
vacuum soldering, and curing, coating and tempering equipment.

Contact: SMT Maschinen und Vertriebs GmbH & Co. KG, Roter Sand 
5-7, D-97877 Wertheim, Germany % +49-9342-970-0 fax: +49-9342-970-800 
E-mail: smt@smt-wertheim.de Web: www.smt-wertheim.de

Scienscope Signs on Rep Restronics
Chino, CA — Scienscope International has partnered with Scott White from
Restronics as its newest manufacturers’ representative. White will represent
Scienscope’s X-ray and component counting technology in Colorado and Utah.
Scienscope cites White’s experience, energy and enthusiasm as reasons for the
appointment. Serving the electronics manufacturing industry for more than
35 years, Restronics has locations around the U.S. The company is a consul-
tative OEM sales rep that helps to educate its customers and improve their
processes and productivity.

Contact: Scienscope International Corp., 5751 Schaefer Avenue, Chino,
CA % 603-426-6172 E-mail: djeka@scienscope.com 
Web: www.scienscope.com

New Yorker Offers New Tepro 
Heat Sink Resistor
Northvale, NJ — New Yorker Electronics is now distributing a new Tepro
heat sink device, designed with an enhanced power size ratio, high stability
and optimal heat dissipation. The TO-220 non-inductive, thick-film heat sink
resistor in the TO-20 type is well-suited for switching power supplies and var-
ious types of pulse circuits. Tepro manufactures precision and power resistors
for military and commercial applications. The Tepro TO-220 is a miniature
device with a copper-plated heat sink, highly stable thick-film element and
tinned copper leads.

Contact: New Yorker Electronics, 209 Industrial Parkway, Northvale,
NJ 07647 % 800-536-1887 fax: 201-750-1174 E-mail: sales@newyorkerelec-
tronics.com Web: www.newyorkerelectronics.com

Avnet Now Global Distributor for 
Microsemi Corp.
Phoenix, AZ — Avnet has been named global distribution partner for Microse-
mi Corporation, a subsidiary of Microchip Technology. As an extension of
Avnet’s multiyear relationship with Microchip, customers now have immedi-
ate access to the complete Microsemi portfolio of semiconductor and system
solutions for aerospace and defense, communications, data center, and indus-
trial markets. Microchip completed its acquisition of Microsemi earlier this
year. New products include analog and mixed-signal, enterprise storage and
communications solutions, programmable solutions, power management, and
timing and ASIC devices.

Contact: Avnet, Inc., 2211 S. 47th Street, Phoenix, AZ 85034 % 480-643-
2000 E-mail: customer.care@avnet.com Web: www.avnet.com

Symmetry Signs Agreement with 
InvenSense
Hawthorne, CA — Symmetry Electronics has signed a distribution agreement
with InvenSense, a TDK Group company and provider of MEMS sensor solu-
tions. Under the agreement, Symmetry Electronics is franchised to sell In-
venSense products. InvenSense offers sensor technologies for motion track-
ing, optical image stabilization, location tracking, and audio microphones.
Symmetry Electronics specializes in wireless, Internet of Things (IoT) and
video technologies. The company also provides technical expertise and sup-
port though a team of trained applications engineers.

Contact: Symmetry Electronics, 5400 W. Rosecrans Avenue, Hawthorne,
CA % 310-536-6190 fax: 310-536-6188 Web: www.semiconductorstore.com

See at MD&M Minneapolis, Booth 1730
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T
he term “boundary scan” often
has different meanings depend-
ing on who is using it. For

hardware design and test engineers,
boundary scan refers to a widely
practiced test standard, also known
as JTAG IEEE-1149.1, which can
reduce costs, speed up development
and improve product quality for elec-
tronics manufacturers around the
world. Boundary scan solutions are
beneficial across multiple industries
and can meet a wide variety of test
requirements.

Boundary scan applications
require the addition of IEEE-1149.1
architecture to components. This
architecture is comprised of bound-
ary scan cells attached to each signal
pin on a component. These cells can
force data to, and capture data from,
external pins or internal core logic
signals. Test data is serially shifted
into the boundary-scan cells and cap-
tured data is serially shifted out by a
serial data path, called the scan path
or scan chain, and then externally
compared against expected results.

Boundary scan presents oppor-
tunities to extend test coverage and
in-system programming (ISP), with-
in and between components populat-
ed on PCBs. But, when does using
boundary scan tools make the most
sense?

Lack of Physical Access

In many cases, the decision is
an easy one because other test meth-
ods cannot accommodate the size of
the products. As PCBs have gotten
smaller, boundary scan tools are
often the only viable choice for test-
ing and debugging, due to a lack of
space to attach traditional test fix-
tures on the products.

This is especially true of PCBs
with BGA component packages,
where interconnects are not accessi-
ble with external probes and other
test methods are extremely costly.
Access is further limited by increased
circuit density and the use of fine-
pitch components.

Boundary scan test solutions
take advantage of capabilities built

into the components, using only four
signals (plus one optional asynchro-
nous reset) to control component
pins, regardless of package, form fac-
tor and probe accessibility. A single,
small connector or a set of test points
on a PCB can provide electronic
access to test capabilities for open,
short and bridging faults, as well as

embedded functional test capabilities
within the components.

The increased signal speed of
today’s PCBs has brought on new
failure modes, such as timing related
defects, driving new areas of concern
for test. These issues can be tested
and diagnosed by utilizing a micro-
processor’s JTAG port to execute
tests at full speed, allowing defects to
be discovered early in the prototype
and production processes. JTAG-con-
nected processor cores enable at-
speed testing of high-speed memory,
transceivers, and many other inter-
faces utilized by embedded systems.

High-Mix Manufacturing

Accessibility and decreased
product size are not the only reasons
companies choose boundary scan
over more traditional testing meth-
ods. Manufacturing processing and
cost savings can also be key factors,
especially when portable, desktop

boundary scan systems are compared
with expensive and bulky test equip-
ment, such as bed-of-nails systems
and flying probes.

Many industries have seen a
manufacturing shift from low-mix,
high-volume to high-mix, low-vol-
ume. When companies are creating
multiple products that require test-

ing, boundary scan solutions can be
used in an agile manner to test a
wide variety of products with mini-
mal shop floor footprint. By selecting
boundary scan as a testing method,
the cost of developing testing fixtures
for each individual product is elimi-
nated.

By utilizing IEEE 1149.1,
Corelis tools are designed to deploy
boundary scan solutions at any scale,
quickly, easily and inexpensively.
This method has a lower start-up
cost than most other structural and
functional testing methods, including
bed-of-nails, automated optical
inspection, and fixtureless in-circuit
flying probe testing.

Companies can begin boundary
scan testing with only a PC-connect-
ed benchtop system. Corelis covers a
wide range of boundary scan solu-
tions to fit many applications.
Systems range from simple start-up
systems to extensive hardware and

software packages that integrate
with large scale military and aero-
space test stations.

One of the principal benefits of
having a JTAG port on a board is
that it is always there, regardless of
where the product is in its lifecycle.
New developments and applications
of IEEE-1149.1 and related stan-
dards have enabled the use of JTAG
in many other product lifecycle
phases.

Hardware engineers can use it
to help debug prototypes, software
engineers can use it to gain confi-
dence in the hardware, allowing
them to focus on software issues or to
load and execute code on an embed-
ded system. Manufacturing and pro-
duction can use it for acceptance test-
ing, and field service engineers can
use it for in-system programming
capabilities to perform firmware
upgrades in the field.

Design and test applications
that utilize the JTAG port include:
PCB manufacturing test; program-
ming devices, such as flash, SEEP-
ROM, FPGA, and CPLD; circuit
board bring-up and debug; compo-
nent/device verification; reduction of
test points for bed-of-nails test
access; and processor debug, emula-
tion and functional test.

Design for Test

While a JTAG port can provide
many conveniences throughout a
product’s lifecycle, it is important to
understand that there is a hardware
design element involved in which the
JTAG devices must be properly con-
nected to one another and accessible
by a JTAG controller. A circuit board
design for test (DFT) analysis is an
integral part of the design process to
allow access to the JTAG port.

Without a functional scan chain
connecting the JTAG devices, PCBs
will not be testable using boundary
scan testing methodologies, leading
to reduced test, diagnostic, and in-
system programming capabilities.

Not only do all JTAG compo-

When Does Using Boundary Scan

Make the Most Sense?

Boundary scan uses only four signals to check for 
opens, shorts and bridging.

By Ryan Jones, Senior Technical Marketing Engineer, Corelis, Inc.
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A
twisted cable that passes a
continuity test alone is not a
fail-safe indicator that wire

twists are wired correctly. Some
twist errors can be detected with a
simple continuity test, while others
require a twist wire measurement.

The greater the number of
twisted pairs in the cable, the greater
the probability of a mis-twist error
during characterization. A mis-twist-
ed wire that passes a continuity test
will experience faulty signal trans-
mission during its intended opera-
tion. To guarantee proper wiring, a
twisted pair relationship test should
be carried out.

Although Ethernet cables are
used here as examples, multiconduc-
tor continuity testers, such as
CableEye® from CAMI Research, will
measure twisted pairs — and even
triplets — in any cable.

Why Bother?

Twisted pair wires of the type
found in Ethernet cables provide a
low-cost approximation of coaxial
cable. The more twists per foot, the
higher the category number (as in
Cat 5 or Cat 6) of the cable, the more
it appears like a coaxial cable and the
more faithfully it carries the signal
without distortion.

Unlike coaxial cables, twisted
pair cables can be mis-twisted, lead-
ing to incorrect signal transmission.
Normally, for each signal line, a com-
plementary signal line winds around
it to create one pair. Typically, an
Ethernet cable contains four pairs
and should be wired +Signal1/
–Signal1, +Signal2/–Signal2, etc. If,
through mis-wiring, we have two
pairs in the cable wired +Signal1/
+Signal2 and –Signal1/ –Signal2, the
cable will be faulty and unusable.

Unfortunately, this type of error
cannot be determined by continuity
measurements alone — the continu-
ity would appear correct for either
twist arrangement. To arrive at an
erroneous twist relationship like
this, an identical assembly error
would need to be made at each end of
the cable, certainly an unlikely sce-
nario.

Nonetheless, manufacturers and
cable assembly shops must ensure
that the pairs are twisted correctly.
This can be accomplished by capaci-
tance measurement. Capacit ance
meas urements acquired during twist-
ed pair check on reels and cables can
be used to verify reel-to-reel and cable-
to-cable consistency and quality.
Ideally, the cable tester will log all con-
nection measurements for record
keeping and analysis.

Testing Twisted Pair Cables

In one twisted pair, the two
wires involved come much closer to
each other (two insulation thickness-
es) than they do to adjacent pairs. As
a result, the capacitance of a twisted
pair would be expected to be higher
than the capacitance between other
wires in the cable. With this informa-
tion, the relationship can be deter-
mined.

Using CAMI’s CableEye conti-
nuity tester, the “pass” indicator on a
twisted pair test shows that the wire
resistances comply with the thresh-
old and that the wires are paired cor-
rectly. If a capacitance value is

entered into match data, as well as
tolerance, then the values shown in
the test data are within the preset
tolerance.

When connecting both ends of a
cable to the tester, the minimum
length to acquire proper pairing for
unshielded Ethernet cable is approxi-
mately 6 ft (1.8m). For shielded
Ethernet cable, the minimum length
is a couple of feet longer, because the
shield couples with the internal wires.

Resistance measurements are
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Verifying Twisted Pair Relationships 
with a Continuity Tester

By Christopher E. Strangio, President, CAMI Research, Inc.

Capacitance relationship in a correctly wired twisted pair cable. Continued on page 67
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D
emand for speed and accuracy in inspection
is continually growing in the electronics
industry, but incremental progress in cam-

era and projector setups is not a long-term
solution. New multifunctional sensors that can
be applied to a broader range of 3D optical
inspection and measurement application are
raising the bar for the electronics and semicon-
ductor markets.

CyberOptics’ customers span a variety of
different vertical sectors, from consumer elec-
tronics to aerospace, automotive and medical
devices. The needs of these different customers
are actually quite similar, whether it be for
automated optical inspection (AOI), solder-
based inspection, semiconductor inspection, or
parts inspection. In each case, the customer is
looking to improve operating efficiencies, pro-
duction yields and quality.

As a company, CyberOptics develops and
manufactures high-precision 3D sensors for
the industrial metrology, SMT and semicon-
ductor markets. The company’s proprietary,
advanced sensor technology sharpens the cus-
tomer’s competitive edge as the demand rises
for higher accuracy at faster production speeds.

Key Market Drivers

In the SMT market, main drivers include
the decrease in size of electronics packaging and
the increase in density of PCBs, challenges from
tall components near very small components, and
complex applications. There is definitely a
greater need for precision, accuracy and speed
that continues to shift the market toward 3D
optical inspection.

We are seeing more and more challenging
applications from customers in SMT, semiconduc-
tor and industrial metrology, where CyberOptics

has successfully demonstrated capabilities far
beyond those of its competitors.

CyberOptics’ 3D multiple reflection suppres-
sion (MRS) sensor technology has proven effective
for flux inspection, wirebond inspection, die-attach
applications, shiny flip chip packaging, microelec-
tronics, sub-100-micron solder paste deposits, very
small LEDs, micro-LEDs, paste printing onto chip
products, socket metrology, molded parts inspec-
tion, and various other complex applications.

MRS is a technology that enables metrology-

grade accuracy by inhibiting optical measurement
distortions and reflections. Essentially, it digitally
“tags” the light to ensure that multiple reflections

are suppressed, allowing high-quality meas-
urement and inspection.

This is vastly different from what our
competitors are doing. Their systems typically
comprise a single camera and multiple projec-
tors in series, but CyberOptics’ solution revers-
es that by incorporating multiple cameras and
a digital projector. The secret sauce, however,
is really the algorithms.

The fact that MRS technology is now at
the heart of the world’s smartphone manufac-
turing inspection and increasingly used in var-
ious applications where high accuracy and
speed are vital, underscores its importance.

CyberOptics has been pioneering optical
sensing technology for three decades, due to its
sensor expertise, sophisticated algorithms,
rich patent portfolio, and continuous advance-
ment. Its core technology, MRS sensors, enable
microscopic-level inspection at production
speeds and are deployed in all target market
segments.
The company has invested a great deal in this

technology and believes that it is a class apart
when compared with alternative technologies.
Customers value the significant advantages and
benefits to their yields and productivity.

Coordinate Measurement

Demand is growing for fast, accurate, x, y and
z measurements of circuits and devices. This is the
case regardless of whether the manufacturer is
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Ahead of the Curve: The Future of 
3D Optical Inspection

By Dr. Subodh Kulkarni, President and CEO, CyberOptics Corp.
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made before those of pairing and
capacitance. When a conductor re -
sistance exceeds the current resist-
ance threshold, pairing and capaci-
tance measurement will not be made
on that conductor and the cable will
fail for reason of excessive resistance.
When resistances are acceptable, the
tester automatically moves on to
check pairing and capacitance.

The conductor order detailed
here applies to straight-through
Ethernet cable. For crossover Ether -
net cable, the conductor order will be
different, but the pairing will be the
same as viewed from one side of the
cable. 

When there is a mix of wire
types within a cable, i.e. when only
some are twisted pairs, prior to test-
ing, the pairs can be defined in the
match data only for those wires that
are twisted.

Multiconductor continuity tes -
ters can test twisted pair cables to
check for correct twisted pair rela-
tionships. A pass indication will

show that the wire resistances are
correct and that the wires are paired
well. If a target capacitance value
and tolerance has been specified,
then the values shown in the test
data are within the capacitance tol-
erance. 

This method can also be used to
verify spool-to-spool consistency of
wire twist quality.

Contact: CAMI Research, Inc.,
42 Nagog Park, Suite 115, Acton,
MA 01720 % 978-266-2655 
fax: 978-266-2658 
E-mail: info@camiresearch.com 
Web: www.camiresearch.com r
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nents need to be connected on a scan
chain, but that scan chain must be
designed with good signal integrity
practices to ensure reliability. As
with all well-designed PCBs, a power
and ground layer should be utilized
to help signal integrity and reduce
EMI. If possible, every JTAG signal
should be paired with a ground con-
nection.

If performing boundary scan
test through a fixture and making
connections with pogo pins, multiple
ground connections should be used,
and each ground contact point should
be placed as close to the signal con-
tact point as possible. Finally, each
JTAG signal should be terminated to
minimize reflections and ensure a
working and reliable scan chain.

Each person that needs access
to a JTAG port may have different
requirements in terms of component
access and speed. Circuit designers
need to be aware of each set of
requirements and that those require-
ments can be met by configuring the
JTAG port as needed.

For example, it may be benefi-
cial to place a microprocessor on a
scan chain separate from other, slow-
er JTAG devices to enable high-speed
JTAG communication with that
processor. By following good DFT
practices, companies can ensure suc-
cessful, reliable, and fast boundary
scan test at all phases of the product
lifecycle.

Contact: Corelis, Inc., 13100
Alondra Boulevard, Suite 102,
Cerritos, CA 90703 % 562-926-6727
fax: 562-404-6196 
E-mail: ryan.jones@corelis.com 
Web: www.corelis.com r

Boundary
Scan — When
Does Using It
Make the
Most Sense?
Continued from page 64

Verifying Twisted Pair Relationships 
with a Continuity Tester
Continued from page 65

Twisted pair cable with two wiring errors. This defect will pass a
continuity test and must be discovered through capacitance 

measurement. 
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building PCBs, semiconductors or
consumer electronics.

CyberOptics’ SQ3000™ coordi-
nate measurement machine (CMM),
an extension of the company’s
SQ3000 AOI system, was developed
in close consultation with customers.
This machine can measure any object
and deliver hundreds of thousands of
dimensions simultaneously in less

than 10 seconds. Traditional CMMs
are invariably less accurate, far more
complicated to use and usually take
hours to measure.

Many customers making high-
end products are asking for more
measurement capabilities. It is no

longer sufficient to say whether a
part is good or bad from a simple
pass/fail inspection report. Custo -
mers need to know why and how.
Once that is determined, it is easy to
feed back the data to quickly identify
the initial problem and eliminate
subsequent defects. Measure ment,
as well as inspection, is vital to the
smart factory.

Ultimately, the quicker the
manufacturer can obtain meas-
urements, the faster he or she
can analyze it, make the neces-
sary changes and continue pro-
duction. Custo mers are also
looking for multifunctional capa-
bility — AOI, SPI and coordinate
measurement.

In socket metrology, there
are thousands of pins on a cir-
cuit board and before the CPU or
GPU is mounted, it is critical to
ensure that all of the pins have
the correct heights, dimensions
and an gles. Typical coordinate
measurement involves sampling
pins, which takes hours, is not
accurate enough, and does not
provide 100 percent inspection.

With MRS sensor technol-
ogy deployed for coordinate
meas urement, inspection of the
thousands of pins can be accom-
plished in less than 10 or 15 sec-
onds.

Semiconductor Market

In the semiconductor market,
MRS sensors are currently being
used in KLA-Tencor’s backend pack-
aging inspection systems. There is
also a significant opportunity to
leverage the sensor’s combination of

speed and accuracy in applications in
the mid-end, where its advantages
have been demonstrated. 

CyberOptics’ ultra-high-resolu-
tion MRS sensors have been shown to
be highly effective for IC packaging,
wafer bump inspection and mid-end
semiconductor applications, where it
delivers a high degree of accuracy and
precision, with a significant speed
advantage. The company sees poten-
tial in the frontend semi market for
MRS, where CyberOptics currently
offers its WaferSense and Reticle -
Sense wireless measurement devices
for semiconductor tool applications.

In the future, we will see a con-
tinued merging of the SMT and semi-
conductor markets, due to the growing
area of advanced electronic packaging.
The latest smartphones, such as the

iPhone X or Samsung Note S9, are
good examples. Instead of incorporat-
ing a traditional PCB, these devices
typically house an advanced package
developed by Apple or Samsung.

We are likely to see the PCB
industry change dramatically for
these kinds of advanced packages,
where accurate measurement is vital
to ensure that yields are high. As the
number of advanced products contin-
ues to grow, established providers
that reach across SMT, semiconduc-
tor and metrology industry segments
have a great opportunity.

Contact: CyberOptics Corp.,
5900 Golden Hills Drive,
Minneapolis, MN 55416 
% 763-542-5000 fax: 763-542-5100 
E-mail: info@cyberoptics.com 
Web: www.cyberoptics.com r
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The Future of 3D Optical Inspection

MRS sensors have been shown to be
highly effective for IC packaging

inspection. 

Continued from page 66
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CableEye®  by CAMI Research Inc.
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SCS Intros PrecisionCoat
Automatic Quick Change

Indianapolis, IN — Specialty Coating
Systems (SCS) is demonstrating its
SCS PrecisionCoat automatic quick
change (AQC) feature at SMTA
International. The AQC allows the
use of five separate tools within a
single machine. In standard systems,
using multiple valves on the same
machine limits head travel, which
reduces the overall work envelope of
the system. 

AQC allows customers to use up
to five valves or heads, which are
individually positioned with inde-
pendent materials and functionality.

This feature enables users to

automate and control the application
of multiple materials, including cure
functionality, and control how they
integrate with one another within a
single coating profile. For example,
in a single profile, a user can isolate
components with a masking matthen
spray the balance of the board, with-
out operator intervention.

Contact:  Specialty Coating
Systems, 7645 Woodland Drive,
Indianapolis, IN 46278 
% 317-472-1290 
E-mail: cgillespie@scscoatings.com 
Web: www.scsequip.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 331

http://www.camiresearch.com


E
ffective use of email marketing is a highly
relevant issue for electronic component man-
ufacturers. With the right techniques, email

marketing can promote products and brands, as
well as increase sales. Seeking to learn what mod-
ifications companies can make to ensure that their
email campaigns are successful, a group from
Cornell University and Torrey Hills Technologies
conducted real-world experiments with approxi-
mately 3,000 email recipients. The group found
that certain characteristics about crafting subject
lines, call-to-action slogan lines and other impor-
tant details correlate with a strong increase in
activities among recipients. That is, more email
newsletters being opened or viewed,
and more clicks on hyperlinks within
the email newsletters.

Market Challenges

Electronic component manufac-
turers face different marketing chal-
lenges than those in other industries.
Key challenges include building rela-
tionships with a diverse customer
base and inviting relevant dialogue
with leads that can trigger sales.
Email marketing has become an inte-
gral marketing technique used by
companies in manufacturing indus-
tries to engage with their customers
and promote products and brands
more effectively.

Over the past few years, there
has been a noticeable shift in how con-
sumers respond to newsletter market-
ing. Given the volume at which email
marketing has grown over the past
decade, most consumers are inundated
by a variety of email newsletters every
day. In order to stand out from the
crowd, it is essential for electronic com-
ponent manufacturers to cater to the
discerning email recipient and employ
meaningful practices to reach their
desired audience.

Many email newsletters are not
as successful as anticipated. In fact,
the majority are deleted without ever
being opened. In order to enhance the
open rate and the click rate in email
newsletters, the research group con-
ducted a variety of experiments to
identify the most critical factors of
successful email newsletters.

Based on the experiments, the
group found that using special sym-
bols, such as “**” and call-to-action slo-
gans, such as “Final Hours!” in the
subject line will increase a newsletter’s
open rate. Sending email at 2 PM PDT
will be better than 11 AM PDT for
increasing open rate. Showing any
detailed price change information in
an email newsletter will decrease the
click-to-open rate. Email newsletters
with many hyperlinks are better than
those with only one hyperlink for
increasing click-to-open rates. Call-to-
action slogans like “Wait no more!”
shown above hyperlink click buttons
will increase click-to-open rates.

Experimental Design

The samples in the study with
approximately 3,000 email recipients
were drawn from the email database
of Torrey Hills Technologies, LLC, a
fast growing company in developing
and delivering electronics compo-
nents and equipment.

The group conducted two exper-
iments with different samples for two
products: T50 ointment mill and
ceramic packages. The group regard-
ed the open rate and the click-to-open

rate as the criteria of an effective email newsletter. 
In the experiment, open rate refers to the num-

ber of recipients who opened or viewed a successful-
ly delivered email newsletter in a 24-hour period,
divided by the number of recipients to whom the
same email newsletter was successfully delivered.

The click-to-open rate refers to the number of
clicks on hyperlinks in the email newsletter.
Rather than calculating the ratio of clicks per
delivered email, the group calculated the ratio of
clicks per opened email to obtain a more accurate
measurement of the effectiveness of an email
newsletter in motivating recipients who opened
the email and clicked on a hyperlink.

The researchers assumed that several factors
might influence a newsletter’s open rate, including
the subject line attributes and the email sending
time. The features that the group used to test the
effects on the click-to-open rate were the number of
hyperlinks provided in the newsletter, the call-to-
action slogan right above the hyperlinks and the
detailed price information shown.

Based on a fractional factorial design, the
researchers divided the samples into eight groups
to test the effectiveness of the factors. Eight differ-
ent versions of email newsletters about a flash sale
event were designed and sent to these groups.
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By Yingying Yu, SC Johnson College of Business, Cornell University
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G
uaranteeing the cleanliness of a PCB is key
to the reliability of its circuitry. But, what
kinds of contamination do manufacturers

have to contend with and how can they measure
cleanliness to ensure the device’s reliability?

PCBs today are multilayered and highly com-
plex assemblies. Technology is advancing and the
demand is growing for smaller and more intelli-
gent devices. The miniaturization of electronics
is making the management of faults even more
critical to longevity.

Causes of Contamination

There are two types of contamination,
ionic and non-ionic. Ionic contamination is usu-
ally flux residue left behind during the manu-
facturing of a PCB, or after the soldering
process, and is usually inorganic salts or acids.
This ionic residue contains molecules that are
conductive when in a solution.

If it is exposed to levels of moisture, the
ionic residue can split into negatively or posi-
tively charged ions, increasing the overall con-
ductivity of the solution. If left untreated, it will
degrade and may lead to corrosion and dendrite
growth causing leakage and short circuits. This
will ultimately result in the failure of a device.

Non-ionic contamination is a non-conductive
molecule that can remain on the surface of the
PCB after assembly. The main culprits include
rosin, oil, inert flux residue, and grease — all of
which can cause circuitry problems.

Ionic contamination causes the highest per-
centage of electronic device failures and can be the
trickiest to eliminate. One of the common forms of
ionic contamination is called “white residue.”
These residues are usually metal salts, which are

the activators in fluxes or pastes, resulting from
insufficient cleaning methods.

White residue is one of the biggest annoyances
in the electronics manufacturing industry. There
are dozens of different possible sources, including
the boards, the cleaning fluid and fluxes, the people,
the processes, the way the fluxes and solder paste

are stored, and even the weather. It is very hard to
determine precisely what might be causing the
problem. The most likely causes are the contamina-
tion, the cleaning fluid or the process.

To identify the source, it is important to first
look for any change that has recently occurred in
what what is being cleaned. Was a process just
changed to lead-free? Or, did a spool of RMA solder
get slipped into a no-clean process? These materi-
al changes can cause unexpected residues and
cleaning problems.

Next, look for any disparity between the

cleaning fluid and the contamination. If the
residues are an even, smooth layer of white film
across a large area, this usually indicates that the
wrong solvent is being used for that flux. Or per-
haps the fluid is reacting with no-clean fluxes and
producing white residues.

Finally, assess the cleaning procedure being
used. Very often, white residue problems are
due to a process problem. Look for streaks or
spots of white residues. These are the indicators
of improper cleaning techniques.

Validate Cleaning through Inspection

There are many ways to validate a clean-
ing process and measure the level of contami-
nants. Some use visual evaluations as a bench-
mark, while others use analytical testing, such
as ion chromatography. The validation process
is unique to the cleaning requirements of the
type of contamination being removed and the
final product.

Visual inspection is the easiest method. If
there are no visible flux materials and no white
residues, most people just call it “clean enough.”
Although there are no quantitative results, it is

an important method to use alongside other
processes. A cautionary note: some ionic contami-
nant is not visible in optical inspection and can
still be lurking around the components of the PCB.
For this reason, it is important not to rely solely on
this method.

At the other end of the scale is surface insula-
tion resistance (SIR) testing, which concentrates
more on the actual outcome of the cleaning being
performed and less on the actual cleaning process
itself. SIR testing specifically focuses on determin-
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ing the reliability of an electrical component based
on the strength and quality of the signal that
comes through the component after cleaning.

A full SIR test takes 28 days and is usually
performed offsite in a lab. It consists of measuring
the difference in an electrical current over time
and in differing temperatures and humidity levels
after cleaning. SIR also measures the corrosive-
ness of a residue by looking at the formation of
dendrites. Any contamination will lower the resist-
ance of electrical flow across the traces on a PCB
caused by conductive contamination, such as the
ionics from fluxes. High resistance is good and
means the board is clean.

A less precise, but faster and far more user-
friendly, measurement of cleanliness is the indus-
try accepted practice of ionograph or resistivity of
solvent extract (ROSE) testing. This
measures the degree of ionic contam-
ination. During the process, the PCB
is immersed in a bath of deionized
water for 15 minutes or so.

After the water has had a few
moments to circulate around the com-
ponents, the water is tested automat-
ically for ionic contamination. Since
the deionized water will dissolve ion-
ics from the boards, any change in
resistivity of the water would indicate
the relative dirtiness or cleanliness of
the board.

Although an industry staple,
ROSE testing cannot ensure contami-
nation is not present under dense,
low-standoff areas of the PCB, or if
the entire flux residue was removed
and examined.

The best practice available to
the industry is to assess and control
contamination through ion chro-
matography (IC) testing, currently
the gold-standard for judging cleanli-
ness. IC is the only test that detects
and quantifies “weak organic acids”
and individual ions. It is an excellent
process to quickly troubleshoot the
source of contamination and predict

the effect of each ionic type. Because
of the expense, very few PCB manu-
facturers define quality standards
based on IC results.

The only way to offer peace of
mind when it comes to cleanliness is
to run the time-consuming and more
expensive methods of SIR or IC test-
ing. These will certify that the prod-
ucts being used to clean are doing the
job right the first time. If this is not a
possibility, then the choice of cleaning
solvent will make a huge difference.

Choosing Cleaning Fluid

Finding a cleaning fluid that can
ensure the cleanliness of the newest
PCB designs is critical. There are com-
panies developing modern cleaning sol-
vents that make a substantial enhance-
ment to the performance, reliability
and longevity of electronic devices.

These new cleaning solvents
have all the desired chemical traits,
for example, they are non- flammable,
have low viscosity, low surface ten-
sion and high Kauri-butanol (Kb) val-

ues, which allow them to de-flux PCBs very effec-
tively, even under tight-stand-off components.
They can guarantee that all the surfaces of the
PCB are successfully cleaned, with no white
residues. This assurance can eliminate vigorous
testing.

Innovative advances in cleaning fluids and
technology mean not only impressive cleaning
results, but better economics as well. Modern crit-
ical cleaning processes offer new solutions for
design engineers in the electronics industry.
Progressive cleaning fluids allow for better PCBs
to be built and deployed, therefore creating new
capabilities for the future of electronics.

Contact: MicroCare Corp., 595 John Downy
Drive, New Britain, CT 06051 % 860-827-0626 
E-mail: info@microcare.com 
Web: www.microcare.com r
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Factors were each set at two levels as
control variables in the email newslet-
ters. The first factor was the attributes
of the subject line versus a subject
with symbols and a call-to-action slo-
gan. Then, the time of day for sending
the newsletters and the number of
hyperlinks within the newsletters, as
well as having a call-to-action slo-
gan right about the hyperlinks.
The last factor was the detailed
price change information shown.

Data Analysis

The open rate and click-to-
open rate were calculated after
24 hours from the time the
newsletters were sent. The data
was analyzed using a factorial
design analysis ANOVA test with
Minitab software.

For the factors that tested
the effect on the open rate, from
the pareto chart of standardized
effects, the group found that the
characteristic of having a subject
line with special symbols and call-
to-action slogan, i.e. “** Final
Hours: Flash Sale!” is positively
significant to the open rate. In fit
linear model, the coefficient of the
factor of 2 PM PDT to send the
email newsletters was found to be
0.0035, indicating that it is positively
correlated to the open rate.

For the factors that tested the
impacts on the click-to-open rate,
from the pareto chart of standardized
effects, the researchers found that
the factor of detailed price change
information shown, i.e. “Sale price:
$200 $160” turned out to be negative-
ly significant to the click-to-open
rate. In fit linear model, the coeffi-
cient of having many hyperlink but-
tons within the newsletter was found
to be 0.009287, indicating that it is
positively correlated to the click-to-
open rate. The coefficient of the fac-
tor of displaying a call-to-action slo-

gan right above the hyperlink was
found to be 0.002437, indicating that
it is positively correlated to the click-
to-open rate.

Conclusions.  Recommendations.

Based on the data analysis, the
experiment found that using a sub-
ject line with special symbols and

call-to-action slogan significantly
improve open rates, while displaying
specific price change information will
negatively affect open rates.

Marketers using email should
consider the following when crafting
newsletters. Use special symbols and
call-to-action slogans in the subject
line to attract the customer’s atten-
tion. Send email newsletters at 2 PM
PDT instead of at 11 AM PDT. Do not
display specific price change infor-
mation in the email newsletter to
avoid lower click-to-open rates. One
possible reason might be that show-
ing detailed prices in the newsletter
will satisfy some subscribers’ curiosi-
ty and keep them from clicking the
hyperlinks.

Email newsletters with many
hyperlinked click buttons provided
are better than only one hyperlink
for increasing click-to-open rates.
Call-to-action slogans, such as “Wait
no more!” shown above hyperlink
buttons are better for increasing
click-to-open rates. Finally, compa-
nies should perform their own inves-
tigations of email newsletter cam-
paigns to find factors that might
influence marketing success.

Despite observing clear results,
the experiments do have limitations,
since the group could not totally con-
trol all the variables. Specifically, two
experiments were conducted for dif-
ferent products with distinct email
newsletters; also, some recipients
bounced the emails so the researchers
could not regulate the exact number
in each group, which made them
slightly different. 

Regardless of these limitations,
this experimental design can be
applied to similar marketing research
and improved for further use by elec-
tronic component manufacturers.

Contact: Torrey Hills
Technologies, LLC, 6370 Lusk
Boulevard, Suite F111, San Diego,
CA 92121 % 858-558-6666 
fax: 858-281-0020 
E-mail: info@torreyhillstech.com 
Web: www.torreyhillstech.com r
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I
n the two years since its Americas debut, ASM
Assembly Systems’ E by SIPLACE placement
machine has continued to expand its capabili-

ties in the mid-speed sector. Hundreds of plat-
forms are now installed around the world, while
the systems’ feature set is growing and evolving.

The system handles a wide spectrum of appli-
cations — from long-strip LEDs to advanced, high-
reliability medical devices — and serves the needs
of EMS and OEM companies alike. E by SIPLACE
has many of the robust capabilities found in ASM’s
high-speed systems, while addressing the cost and
quality requirements so critically necessary for a
competitive advantage in the mid-range market.

Continuous Improvement

Continuous improvement is an
integral component of ASM’s philoso-
phy. This approach is applied across
the product range, including E by
SIPLACE. To that end, every platform
is now available with SIPLACE Pro,
making the platform’s software capa-
bility excellent among mid-speed
placement systems. From the start,
users have the same programming
experience as those running produc-
tion with ASM’s high-speed SIPLACE
SX placement machine. This client-
based software allows all program-
ming to occur offline with multiple
users. CAD data and Gerber images
can be imported easily for offline vir-
tual product build for debugging,
placement simulation and the elimi-
nation of first article builds.

With SIPLACE Pro as the foun-
dation, other ASM software modules
are now accessible with the E by
SIPLACE. Well-known productivity
enhancement functionality including
component verification, offline set up,
advanced changeover strategies,
traceability and third-party software
integration are available with this
powerful mid-range platform for
adaptability as process needs change.
SIPLACE Pro and these other pro-
ductivity tools can now be integrated
with new equipment orders or retro-
fitted to systems already in the field.

“Compared with other systems
we’ve used, the ASM software is
much easier. For example, to manip-
ulate a new part, all it takes is a click
and drag on the screen to program it,”
says Michael Johnson, president of
Hi-Tech Electronics. “Compare that
with having to input component
pitch, diameter, length, and height
and the time difference is incredible.
With the SIPLACE Pro, component
measurements are managed by the
software automatically.”

A new addition to E by SI PLACE
in recent months is its odd-shaped com-
ponent (OSC) placement capability,
allowing automation of parts place-
ment through accurate vision system
recognition of irregularly shaped pack-
ages. Not only does OSC effectively
handle odd-shaped components, but
also leverages powerful 3D stereoscopic
vision technology to provide better
detection of defective leads or pins.

This capability helps avoid
placement of substandard parts, and
also ensures better alignment of
usable part pins to through holes for
improved placement accuracy and
yield. With the ability to automate
what is generally an end-of-line man-
ual placement process, the OSC
placement function of E by SIPLACE
helps improve product quality,
increases automation and placement

speed, optimizes floor space and allows for the
integration of new components when required.

Rotary Head Technology

At the heart of the machine is its workhorse
placement head, which differentiates E by
SIPLACE significantly from common gang-pick
systems. ASM’s rotary head technology is designed
to offer a true, accurate representation of cph
based on IPC ratings, since real-world perform-
ance does not derate as much as gang-pick place-
ment solutions.

The E by SIPLACE placement heads allow for
process control and adaptation with the ability to
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E by SIPLACE Boosts Capabilities for 
Mid-Speed Market

At the heart of the E by SIPLACE is its rotary
placement head with standard placement

force control.

By Mark Ogden, Senior Manager — Regional Marketing Americas, ASM Assembly Systems

Continued on next page
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place a remarkably wide range of components. One
gantry is fitted with heads that can be configured
for high speed or flexibility for exceptional han-
dling of varied components.

As both accuracy and quality are essential for
mid-speed customers, both collect-and-place and
pick-and-place head technologies have placement
force control as standard. This ensures no stress is
applied to components when they are picked up,
there is automatic compensation for board
warpage and programmed placement force is
applied with each part placed.

“ASM’s E by SIPLACE has the best blend of
our two types of business — the quick-turn, NPI
and the high-cph, high-repeatability requirements,
along with multi-machine job integration,” says
Scott Tate, president of Tate Technology. “The
ability to be flexible between the two production

scenarios is tremendous.”
A comprehensive digital vision system pro-

vides 100-percent lead and bump inspection,
adjusts to new products and parts with simple and
robust component teach capabilities, and can iden-
tify bent pins or leads and component orientation,
based on known component data. Combined with
ASM’s smart E feeders, which are self-calibrating
and hot-swappable, E by SIPLACE’s component
delivery systems are advantageous for the mid-
speed sector’s high-mix, multi-changeover environ-
ments.

Ultimately, performance, reliability, product
quality, and operational profitability are the true
measures of success and ROI. Acquisition cost is
extremely competitive, especially when considering
that the E by SIPLACE is a platform for the long-
haul. Future-proofed technology from the hard-
ware to the software ensures an investment that

addresses every mid-speed eventuali-
ty for advanced assem bly operations.

While competitive systems can
be stripped down with ease-of-use
and quality features removed to
reduce initial cost, the answer to
today’s balance sheet challenge will
not be the solution for tomorrow’s
technology demands or profitability
expectations.

“We can build more products
with the same staff and can now take

on more advanced technology assem-
blies,” says Tate. “With the ability to
accurately place parts as small as
01005s (0402 metric) and as large as
1.8 x 3.9 in. (4.5 x 9.8 cm), we are
well-positioned in our niche and can
expand into other areas.”

The mid-speed sector is evolving
alongside high-volume manufactur-
ing. EMS and OEM companies in this
space are demanding advanced place-
ment technology to be competitive as
densities increase, component range
widens and profit margins are
squeezed. NPI challenges, build-to-
order complexity, reduced planning
cycles, and high product variation are
the norm. E by SIPLACE offers a
solution.

Contact: ASM Assembly
Systems, LLC, 3975 Lakefield Court,
Suite 106, Suwanee, GA 30024 
% 770-797-3000 fax: 770-797-3457 
E-mail: easales.sea@asmpt.com 
Web: www.siplace.com r
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T
here are more than 30,000 individual parts
in a vehicle, and each one requires its own
production and testing before being assem-

bled into a working vehicle.
If any part is not properly produced, there

could be a wide range of consequences. A slight
leak in a fuel filter seal can turn on the bothersome
check engine light, but an airbag sensor that is not
properly tested can have dire repercussions if it is
not triggered to inflate during a collision.

Vehicles are not the purely mechanical crea-
tures they once were. Today, they are more akin to
computers on wheels. Today’s vehicles contain
multiple embedded electronic control units (ECUs)
that control their electrical systems. ECUs include
control module subsystems, such as engine, power-
train, transmission, brake, body, power steering,
telematic, battery, and suspension
control modules.

Each of these modules is essen-
tially its own electronic computer
within the car. In the past, it did not
matter if a piece of metal in the vehi-
cle was exposed to the elements, but
now, every electronic component
inside must be properly sealed and
tested.

As auto parts have become more
sensitive to the elements, quality
testing is more important than ever.
There are about 75 types of nonde-
structive tests (NDTs) that vary from
visual inspection to laser and electro-
magnetic testing. 

Importance of Leak Testing

While not all NDTs are required
for every part of the vehicle, one of
the more pertinent types of quality
testing in the automotive industry is
leak testing. The general idea of leak
testing is to test for defects in manu-
factured parts, whether it be during
the prototyping phase or on the pro-
duction line.

Engineers predetermine an
acceptable leak rate reject limit and
then leak testing instruments are
programmed to see if parts pass the
test by leaking less than the reject
limit.

“If components aren’t properly
leak tested, the defective parts could
get to consumers, causing dissatisfac-
tion, and replacement parts will have
to be continually reproduced, wasting
money, time and materials,” says Zac
McGraw, ATEQ automotive applica-
tions manager.

Many people picture a leak as
water leaking out of a container, but
it is just as important to consider
ingress, such as air leaking into a bag
of chips or liquids and vapors leaking
into a waterproof watch. There are
several popular leak testing methods
used in every manufacturing indus-
try. Besides the automotive industry,
the medical, packaging, appliance,
industrial, and electronics industries
also heavily rely on accurate leak
tests.

The most primitive form of leak
testing was performed by dunking
each finished assembly into water to
see if any air bubbles escape. Like the
manufacturing industry, leak testing
has also become more automated and

digitized over time. Most leak testers today are
automated, hands-free testers that are seamlessly
integrated into production lines, while data is col-
lected and analyzed remotely in a lab.

ATEQ instruments are fast and accurate and
are designed with high-quality materials and
patented valves and transducers that all help to
reduce test cycle time. The company’s instruments
also have a small internal volume, which detects
smaller leaks faster when testing with the pres-
sure decay method.

Pressure Decay Testing

While there are several types of leak testing
methods, such as tracer gas and mass spectrome-
try, the most common method used today involves
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Leak testing system for hermetically sealed
components. 

Leak Testing Hermetically Sealed Components
By Heidi Franklin, Marketing Coordinator, ATEQ Corp.

Cars are far from the
mechanical creatures they
used to be. Today’s vehicles

are more akin to 
computers on wheels.
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pressure decay leak testing. This
type of testing uses compressed air or
vacuum to pressurize a cavity in a
component and sensors measure how
much the pressure in the part drops
and compares that with the designat-
ed acceptable leak rate.

The pressure decay leak testing
method is capable of testing a large
percentage of manufactured parts,
but there are also many components
that are hermetically sealed, mean-
ing there is no opening in the part to
pressurize for testing. Often, parts
are leak tested mid-production, when
there is still an opening to be tested.
If the part passes the leak test, the
opening is capped or a final weld
occurs, sealing it.

Well-tested hermetic seals
throughout a vehicle are essential for
maintaining reliable, consistent
vehicle performance in a variety of
environments with fluctuating pres-
sure and temperature. In order to
perform a leak test on an assembly
that no longer has an opening to test
directly, a leak-tight chamber is
required to test if air could penetrate
into a component.

This sealed inflow testing, also
known as enclosure integrity testing
or ingress leak testing, is a less com-
mon and more difficult type of test
that puts a spin on traditional pres-
sure decay testing. It can be chal-
lenging to determine a leak-rate
reject limit for ingress leak tests.

In typical direct-outflow leak
testing, there is a correlation
between a drop in pressure and a
leak coming out of the component.
Ingress leaks are more strict,
because they are often testing for
tiny molecules, such as water vapor,
entering an assembly.

The nature of ingress leak test-
ing makes coming up with a leak rate
specification difficult. “It’s difficult,
because the leak rate will change with
time on a sealed component,” says
Anne Marie Dewailly, technical direc-
tor of ATEQ Corp. “There’s a finite
amount of space inside the compo-
nent, so the longer you test it, the less
the leak rate will be. Pressure will
build up inside the part.”

Typically, a pressure decay test
is used to test hermetically sealed
components. The test component is
placed into a custom-made leak-tight
chamber. The chamber is then pres-
surized to a predetermined pressure
with compressed air. When the
chamber is cut off from the pressure
source, air will flow into the test part
if there is a leak, causing the cham-
ber’s pressure to drop.

This pressure change over time
is then used to calculate a leak rate.
Occasionally, assemblies tested with
the sealed component chamber test
have a leak rate reject limit that is so
large that parts that pass the test
would not actually be considered her-
metically sealed, because some air
would be able to leak into the part,
but not enough to have consequences
for the consumer.

Testing Vehicle Cameras

ATEQ was tasked by an OEM
automotive electrical device supplier
to provide a stable and repeatable
leak testing solution for its vehicle
camera with a connected cable. In
order to provide a testing solution

superior to a standard ingress leak
test, ATEQ had to take its testing fix-
ture to the next level using differen-
tial sensor and pressurized valve
technology.

As opposed to using one testing
chamber for the test part, ATEQ used
two testing chambers. One reference
chamber contained a copied 3D print
of the product and one test chamber
contained the test product so that the
reference and test volumes could be

compared for consistency. Instead of
just using one fixed-volume tank,
ATEQ’s adjustable volume “transfer
tank” corrects for more subtle volume
differences. A custom fixture with sil-
icone tubing was also strategically
built to hold the rubber cable steady
for more accurate testing.

As shown by the vehicle camera
with cable case study, having a good
leak testing instrument is only half
the battle. Figuring out how to incor-
porate the tester into a custom fix-
ture to test the component is a whole
other challenge. For bench testing, a
simple tester connected to a test part
is often sufficient for a standard out-
flow leak test, but when a customer
wants an automatic leak test incor-
porated into a production line, a leak
testing engineer needs to work close-
ly with a machine builder to meet the
customer’s testing specifications.

Well-Designed Fixtures

When leak testing an applica-
tion, the test fixture must be well-
designed to produce the most accu-
rate, efficient and repeatable results.
Test fixtures use air or hydraulic
cylinders to seal the test part in the
fixture. It is important to take into
account the design of the entire
machine, the fixture and the seal.
The design of a good seal is essential
in ensuring a shorter test stabiliza-
tion time and decreasing the chance
for test-altering volumetric changes.

For accurate test and better
repeatability, the fixture, test part
and test lines should be made from
rigid materials to avoid minute vol-
ume changes caused by flexible
materials. Protect test fixture areas
from vibrations, air drafts, water, oil,
and debris accumulations by placing
fixture seals and test inlets on the
upper part of the machine. Vibration-
proof fittings should be glued and
any tubing tied to the frame of the
machine.

Once a fixture is ready to be

Fixtures are used to secure parts
during testing.

Continued from previous page
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A
utomation in electronics manufacturing has
become the rule, rather than the exception.
In order to achieve even greater efficiencies,

as well as a reduction of manufacturing costs,
SEHO has been focusing on expanding its portfolio
of automation solutions.

The company’s continuous research and close
cooperation with partners in science and industry
has allowed the company to convert innovative sol-
dering technologies quickly into systems ready for
serial production.

SEHO is committed to a single-source strate-
gy: offering complete solutions for soldering
processes and automated production lines. The
company offers its customers systems
for all areas of automated soldering,
solder joint AOI and automation
designs for board handling and mate-
rial management.

Headed by Philipp Trabold,
SEHO has assembled a dedicated
team of engineers, technical product
designers, industrial mechanics, elec-
tricians, and software specialists,
who have worked together to turn
this product group into one of the
company’s largest revenue drivers.

“Our portfolio includes pure
board handling using conveyors or
elevated conveyors, the ergonomic
design of workstations, as well as
buffer units, rotating and turning sta-
tions, or lift stations that move
boards or workpiece carriers from the
return conveyor level to the place-
ment belt level,” explains Trabold.
Versatile collaborative robots (cobots)
and other robotics are another fixture
of this business unit.

“For each project, the customer’s
specific requirements provide the
starting point from where we work
together to develop the optimal man-
ufacturing system,” he says. “Of
course, we always keep an eye on the
budget.”

In addition to introducing a
greater degree of automation into the
manufacturing process, another chal-
lenge is to integrate as much func-
tionality as possible into the smallest
footprint for the greatest boost to pro-
ductivity.

THT Production Line

In one recent project, SEHO was
tasked with fitting a complete
through-hole-technology (THT) pro-
duction line with automatic soldering
frame management on less than
1,300 ft2 (120m2) of floor space. The
entire system, including a SEHO
wave soldering system, had to be set
up in a “U” shape and designed for
high-volume production.

The eight required component
placement workstations were
arranged in four opposing pairs that
share a main conveyor segment.
When planning the workstations, the
focus was on the workers and the
ergonomics of the system. The unit
where the component placement is
performed can be tilted to allow work-
ers to be comfortable. 

Material trays and line-side
racks that hold the components are
laid out in a way that is easy to see
and to reach. From a logistics perspec-
tive, the integrated line-side racks
offer the additional advantage of
mobility during set up, avoiding inter-
ruptions at the placement stations.

The ergonomic design of the

workstations includes individual height adjust-
ment. “This allows workers to choose between
standing up or sitting down,” says Trabold. “Each
person can adjust the working height to their pref-
erences at any time.”

Workers do not need to put the soldering
frame onto the main conveyor segment manually
when they are done. A handling unit between the
workstation and main conveyor accomplishes this
at the push of a button. The unit automatically
adjusts to the specific workstation and compen-
sates for the height difference. Safety transfer
units with safety guards prevent any risk of injury
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Elevated conveyor for handling 
solder frames.

Creating the Best Automation Solution
for Unique Applications

By Heike Schlessmann, Marketing, SEHO Systems GmbH
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Creating Automation
Solutions for Unique
Applications

to the operators.

Conveying Between
Workstations

All workstations share
the main conveyor that
moves the soldering frames
to a 90° turning station,
which changes their direc-
tion of travel and orienta-
tion for component place-
ment. Opposite worksta-
tions are always synchro-
nized. Regardless of the
workstation, the worker’s
placement task stays the
same.

An AOI system inte-
grated into the production
line then inspects each
assembly to verify the cor-
rect component placement.
An adjacent automatic sep-
aration station separates
fault-free soldering frames from the
ones with defects. The fault-free
frames go through another 90° turn-
ing station and then enter the wave
soldering system. The frames with
placement errors are lowered auto-
matically to the return conveyor
level, where they are sent back to the
relevant placement workstation.

After wave soldering, the
assemblies are also lowered to the
return conveyor level and pass
through the AOI system again for
solder joint inspection. Fault-free
frames are then moved to their next
workstation.

To prevent bottlenecks if assem-
blies with soldering defects cannot be
processed immediately, the produc-
tion line includes a central rework
buffer that can hold bad boards
awaiting rework. With the push of a
button, an operator can request a sol-
dering frame, which is then delivered
to the workstation. The handling
unit automatically adjusts to the cur-

rent height setting of the operator’s
workstation.

This application uses RFID to
perform the automatic control of the
soldering frames within the produc-

tion line. Barcode readers or other
identification systems could be used
instead, in similar production lines.

In another project that used sol-
dering frames, the customer was
using frames of different lengths. The
production line design included four
component placement workstations in
parallel with the main conveyor, as
well as handling units for feeding and
picking up the soldering frames. Each
of the handling units is equipped with
six buffer stations between the place-
ment and return conveyor. The SEHO
team developed inward transfer units
that adjust automatically to the
required length of each frame. By
reading each frame’s transponder, the
inward transfer units for the main
conveyor adjust to the required length
within seconds.

Versatility in Automation

“We have realized some cus-
tomer projects that didn’t have any-

Layout of a high-volume, automated 
THT production line.

Continued on page 80
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thing to do with electronics manufac-
turing. Those really allowed to us to
bring all of our creativity to the
table,” says Trabold. The focus is
always to improve ergonomics
and make it easy for workers to
do their jobs. The goal of one
project was to automate han-
dling processes that involved
material packages weighing 55
lb (25 kg) or more that needed
to be managed within the man-
ufacturing area, which also
required a logistics connection
between a regular manufactur-
ing environment and a clean-
room.

Trabold’s team had the
idea of using roller conveyors

with Smartmotor control. Heavy-
duty turning stations with hoists for
redirecting the material packages
were a key component of this
automation design. Docking stations

transferred the packages from the
industrial trucks to the handling sys-
tem. The highlight, however, was an
automatic pass-through airlock in
the wall for moving the packages

from the production facility
into the cleanroom.

SEHO’s single-source
philosophy has another great
benefit for users. All compo-
nents of the production line,
including SEHO’s soldering
and AOI systems, are
designed to harmonize per-
fectly in their technology and
in the production process.

“We love what we do,
and that’s why we’re good at
it,” says Simone Neukirch, an
electronics specialist in the
team. Trabold adds, “Produc -

tion line automation is really excit-
ing, because each customer faces
unique challenges in their manufac-
turing operations. From our first cre-
ative idea, all the way to the commis-
sioning of the complete production
line, we are constantly in touch with
our customers to ensure that we
make their specific automation solu-
tion a reality.”

Contact: SEHO North America,
Inc., 1420 Jamike Drive, Suite 300,
Erlanger, KY 41018 
% 859-371-7346 
E-mail: sehona@sehona.com 
Web: www.sehona.com r
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Turning station to change the frames’ 
direction of travel.

Creating Automation Solutions for Unique Applications 
Continued from page 78

used, there are several safety precau-
tions that must be followed. Discon -
nect the air supply and depressurize
all air lines connected to the fixture
before installation or servicing.
Operate within the manufacturer’s
specified pressure, temperature, air
quality, and other conditions listed in
the manual.

Installation, service and cali-
bration of the instrument or fixture
must be performed by knowledgeable
personnel who understand how
pneumatic and electronic products
are to be handled.

There are several steps to eval-
uate before selecting a leak testing
instrument. When a quality engineer
is tasked with determining a new
component’s specifications, produc-
tion process, and testing procedures,
he or she should first consider the
costs and benefits of leak testing that
specific part.

If leak testing is determined to
be necessary for the manufactured
component, the next step is to identi-
fy the potential leak paths. Common
areas can include welds, seals, micro-
cracks, and pinholes. Most leaks are
so small they are not visible to the
human eye, which is why precise,
data-rich testing results are neces-
sary. After potential leak paths are
identified, engineers establish a leak
rate reject limit for the application
based on theoretical calculations,
industry specifications, and compar-
isons to specs of similar existing
applications.

One of the most common meth-
ods used to establish a reject level is
to measure leak rates on customer-
returned products. Next, the manu-
facturing engineer can work with a
leak testing engineer to determine
the most appropriate leak testing
method for the application, whether
that be differential pressure decay,
tracer gas, or sealed component
ingress leak testing.

Finally, based on the company’s
budget, application specifications,
determined testing method, and
service requirements, the manufac-
turer can select the most suitable
leak testing company and testing
instrument to fit their needs.

Contact: ATEQ Corp., 35980
Industrial Road, Livonia, MI 48150
% 734-838-3100 
E-mail: leaktestsales@atequsa.com 
Web: www.atequsa.com r

Leak Testing
Hermetically
Sealed
Components
Continued from page 76
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Heat trapped inside electronics and not dissipated by design can lead to 
premature component failure and costly repair/replacement. To move heat 
out of sensitive heat producing areas, heat sinks have been developed that 
absorb excess heat and transfer energy to cooling gases or liquids. To hold 
substantial amounts of heat energy, heat sinks are structured with a broad 
metallic base. Attached to the base are a series of thin rods or prongs which 
stick out and are designed to maximize the surface contact area with the 
cooling gases or liquids. This allows the heat sink to transfer heat from its 
base to the coolant. This passive heat transfer process is often assisted 
with fans or pumps.

To keep heat sinks in place and ensure a good path to dissipate excess 
heat, thermally conductive adhesives are often used. They provide a bond 
that does not insulate heat like typical adhesives. These special adhesives 
are often created by suspending powdered materials which are highly 
thermally conductive in the adhesive formula. With a variety of materials 

the powdered materials. Each choice has tradeoffs.

Powdered copper may seem a desirable choice because due to  
exceptional thermal conductivity, but it is highly electrically  
conductive, making it a poor choice for use around electronics where  
circuits could be shorted or misrouted. A material must be used which offers  
moderate/high thermal conductivity while insulating electrically at a low cost. 
Some adhesives manufacturers may select certain powdered ceramics 
which are thermally conductive while others choose powdered metals and  
compounds with electrical resistance such as aluminum nitride. For  
example, Hernon Manufacturing, Inc.®, a manufacturer of adhesives and 
sealants in Sanford, FL., incorporates powdered metal compounds in some 

of 0.808 for their Dissipator® 745, while insulating with a dialectic strength 
of 26.7. Higher (or lower) thermal conductivity is available via the Hernon 
Manufacturing custom formula development program that designs new  

Advantages of using thermally conductive adhesives include:
•    Reduced cost and time over alternative fastening methods
•    Conducts heat through an adhesive bond
•    Diffuses stress across the entire bonded surface
•    Bonds using lightweight polymers
•    Resists vibrations and impacts
•    Can insulate electrically

•    Strong thermal cycling tolerance
•    Self-shimming option

While bonding heat sinks is by far the largest application for thermally  
conductive adhesives, they are also used for potting components to  
ensure even heat distribution. Other applications include fabrication of  
printed circuit boards and adhering LEDs or encapsulating sensors. 
Heat sinks can also be attached using threaded fasteners, but these  

 
combination of adhesives and mechanical fasteners. Advantages of using 
thermally conductive adhesives include:

When materials are pressed together during bonding, excessive or  
uneven pressure can lead to areas where too much adhesive is squeezed 
out from between the substrates. This results in diminished bonding  
performance. Dissipator® 745 is self-shimming and creates a uniform layer 

shimming property is accomplished by mixing in small glass beads and the 
resulting even layer ensures predictable and consistent dissipation of heat 
and electrical insulation.

Dissipator® 745: 
o Thermally conductive adhesive
o Room temp. curing
o Fixture < 5 minutes
o Bonds electrical components to heat sinks
o Controlled gap 
o Insulates electrically
o Dialectic strength of 26.7
o Self-shimming to 0.005 in. to 0.006 in.

Dissipator® 746: 
o Thermally conductive adhesive
o Room temp. curing
o Fixture < 5 minutes
o Bonds electrical components to heat sinks

Contact Hernon Manufacturing with any questions you may have 
about thermally conductive adhesives or to discuss any of your unique  
production needs! 

HERNON MANUFACTURING, INC.®
888-724-4071  sales@HERNON.com

HERNON.com

Hernon Manufacturing offers two thermally conductive adhesives  
under the family name Dissipator® with grade numbers 745 and 746. The  
adhesives are chemically cured using an activator which triggers  
crosslinking and hardening. Application is as simple as applying adhesive to 

Dissipator® 745 
and 746  

 
meaning they become less viscous when shaken or squeezed and both 
operate in a temperature range of -55°C to 150°C (-65°F to 300°F). 

See at The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 443

http://www.HERNON.com


Duluth, GA — Viscom is showcasing
its S3088 ultra chrome 3D AOI sys-
tem at SMTA International. The sys-
tem is designed to meet the demand
for high-throughput production lines
and inspect the most leading-edge
electronics at a competitive price.

The S3088 ultra chrome is
based on the company’s proprietary
3D AOI technology and combines
accurate defect detection with high
inspection speeds. Some of the key
features of the system include
inspection speeds of up to 10.1 in.2/s
(65 cm2/s) and 65 MP of information
in each 2 x 2 in. (5 x 5 cm) field of
view. Resolution can be easily
changed, and with 0.4 mil (10 µm)
per pixel, even 0.012 x 0.006 in.

(03015 metric) components can be
inspected reliably. Nearly shadow-
free inspection is achieved with eight
angled-view cameras.

For optimal process control and
comprehensive defect coverage, the
results from automatic optical inspec-
tion can be intelligently linked with
SPI, AXI and MXI results through
Viscom’s Quality Uplink software. The
intuitive user interface, vVision,
makes operation simple and inspec-
tion program generation quick.

Contact: Viscom Inc., 1775
Breckinridge Parkway, Suite 500,
Duluth, GA 30096 % 678-966-9835
fax: 678-966-9828 
E-mail: info@viscomusa.com 
Web: www.viscomusa.com
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Viscom Displays High-Volume
3D AOI System

Ask about our IPC-CC-830 / MIL-I-46058C conformal 
coatings designed for easy dip or spray application on 

printed circuit boards and surface mount devices.
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S3088 ultra chrome
3D AOI system. 

See at SMTAI, Booth 315

TopLine Gets
Patent for
Vibration
Damping
Milledgeville, GA — TopLine Corpor a -
tion has been granted U.S. Patent No.
10,021,779 for an apparatus and sys-
tem for attaining a quick response to
vibration damping of PCBs and other
planar surfaces. The patent covers the
use of a single spherical tungsten (or
other material) ball in a particle
impact damper (PID). Vibration
damping of PCB assemblies increases
life in harsh environments.

Contact: TopLine Corp., 95
Highway 22 W., Milledgeville, GA
31061 % 800-776-9888 fax: 478-451-
3000 E-mail: sales@topline.tv 
Web: www.topline.tv

See at SMTAI, Booth 631

Essemtec Displays
Dispensing and

Placement System
Pitman, NJ — Essemtec is demon-
strating its FOX2 micro valve system
at SMTA International 2018, which
is able to dispense paste for 0201 and
01005 (0603 and 0402 metric)
components and then place
them.

The machine has a foot-
print of 10.8 ft2 (1m2) and can
accept PCB sizes up to 12 x 16 in.
(30.5 x 40.6 cm). The system can
place components from 01005
(0402 metric) up to 1.3 x 3.1 in.
(3.3 x 7.9 cm) in size. The
machine achieves 10,800 cph,
per IPC-9850, and is accurate to
2 mil (50 µm) at three sigma,
with a two-nozzle head.

The new version is based on
the original platform, which has
linear motors and a mineral cast
frame. These features provide
excellent speed, stability, accura-
cy, and make it well-suited for
use in low- to mid-volume pro-
duction environments.

Essemtec AG is a privately
held Swiss equipment manufac-
turer, specializing in high-
speed fluid dispensing as well as flex-
ible, high-mix SMT placement solu-
tions. Both divisions leverage the
company’s equipment and process
expertise to provide customers with
significant competitive advantages.
The company’s goal is to improve its

customers’ workflows, set up times,
defect rates, traceability, and overall
manufacturing efficiency, through
superior software and SMT storage.

Contact: Essemtec USA, 420
Andboro Drive, Unit 3-US, Pitman,
NJ 08071 % 856-218-1131 
E-mail: sales@essemtec-usa.com 
Web: www.essemtec.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 902

FOX2 dispensing and 
component placement system.

See at SMTAI, Booth 515
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Deerfield Beach, Florida — Inovaxe
is now offering a range of smart stor-
age systems, including its SMART
MSD storage solution and SMART
stencil storage system. The SMART
MSD cart improves on the company’s
patented InoMSD cart by adding
intelligence to each individually iso-
lated hive. 

The SMART MSD cart detects
when a hive is opened and closed,
and can light up to indicate to users
where a moisture-sensitive device
(MSD) is located. When an MSD hive
is accessed, the SMART MSD cart
shuts down its air circulation, so that
no other location sees a rise in
humidity. This patented design gives
customers true moisture control for
moisture-sensitive devices. 

The SMART MSD cart can be
used in conjunction with Inovaxe’s
other smart storage solutions and
software, including InoAuto, InoView
and the InoMSD tracking software
that tracks the life of MSDs on the
line, based on MSL standards.

Inovaxe is also offering its new
SMART stencil storage cart, which
allows customers to quickly put away
and retrieve solder stencils. When
putting a stencil away, the customer
indicates the stencil number by typ-
ing or scanning and simply adds the
stencil into any open location. The
SMART stencil storage cart detects
where the stencil is placed. When a
stencil needs to be retrieved, its loca-
tion is illuminated.

Inovaxe provides other InoAuto
SMART storage solutions, including
reel storage, mechanical bins and
more. The SMART InoAuto ultra-lean
material handling systems enable
users to locate parts in less than four
seconds and return a part in less than
eight seconds. The carts are mobile,

store 560 reels in 2.5 ft2 (0.23m2) or
store 1,120 reels in 4.5 ft2 (0.42m2).

Key benefits of Inovaxe’s storage
systems include: more than 90 percent
labor reduction in pulling kits and
returning parts; more than 90 percent
space reduction for storing SMT parts
and kits; reduction of set up time and
machine downtime; reduction of oper-
ator travel time by 60 percent; elimi-
nates paper for kit pull and feeder
loading operation; drastically en -
hances inventory accuracy without
counting parts; substantially reduces
errors in feeder set up; and a typical
ROI of three to six months.

Contact: Inovaxe Corp., 260
S.W. 12th Avenue, Deerfield Beach,
FL 33442 % 954-531-1363 
E-mail: info@inovaxe.com 
Web: www.inovaxe.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 715
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Kurtz Ersa, Inc.
1779 Pilgrim Road
Plymouth  WI 53073 | USA
Tel: +1 920 893 1779
wave.info@kurtzersa.com

Kurtz Ersa México, S.A. de C.V. | Mexico
Kurtz Ersa Asia Ltd. | China
Ersa Shanghai | China
Kurtz Ersa Vietnam Company Limited | Vietnam
Ersa GmbH | Headquarters | Germany

Wave soldering system POWERFLOW

Spray fluxer with intelligent spray pattern programming

Modular, flexible and individually expandable preheating concept 
with convection heating and emitters; variable configuration in 
length and performance

Motorized height adjustment of the soldering nozzle

Long wetting period

Extremely stable solder wave height (up to 16 mm)

3 nozzle combinations for every requirement

Exchangeable solder pot with trolley

Sequential soldering

Automatic production with code operation possible

Ready for Traceability

Ersa POWERFLOW 
High-performance wave soldering system 
with flexible soldering bath technology

INDUSTRIE 4

.0

KU

RTZ ERSA 4.0

4.0 READY

Stable solder wave height up to 
16 mm possible

Preheating with convection modul

SMART MSD storage cart. 

Inovaxe Highlights Smart Storage Systems

See at SMTAI, Booth 616

Atkinson, NH — Exact inventory
knowledge and permanent inventory
is mandatory to increase productivi-
ty, for on-time delivery and immedi-
ate reaction in the event of bottle-
necks. Monitoring and controlling
inventory to run the lines is equally
critical for the production process.
The OC-SCAN® CCX.3 X-ray compo-
nent counting system from optical
control simplifies electronics manu-
facturing work and provides exact
inventory data.

As far as programming, the
CCX.3 is fully automated. There is
no library and no need for customer
input to get started. It is a plug-and-

play system that can X-ray any size
reel in the same cycle time, no matter
how full or empty the reel. The
machine also offers an excellent ROI.

The system can be configured
for complete automation, without an
operator, which is done by installing
the loading and unloading unit. After
the count, the reel is removed and
can be placed in a bin, on a trolley or
an AGV, meeting the requirements
of Industry 4.0.

Contact: optical control GmbH
& Co. KG, P.O. Box 182, Atkinson,
NH 03811 % 833-932-6868 
E-mail: infona@optical-control.com 
Web: www.optical-control.de

See at SMTAI, Booth 702

OC-SCAN CCX.3 
X-ray component counter.

Plug-and-Play
Component
Counting
from optical
control

http://www.kurtzersa.us


Manchester, NH — The new CoaxStrip 6580 from
Schleuniger delivers a performance increase of 20
percent over previous versions and an increase in
blade life. Highlights of the new coaxial stripping
machine include better stripping quality and
newly implemented processing functions.

A further highlight of the CoaxStrip 6580 is
its high-performance control software and intu-
itive color touchscreen and user interface. The new
design of the stripping head will also increase
stripping quality.

Schleuniger’s innovation includes newly imple-
mented processing functions that enable optimum
processing of diverse wires and cables for a wide
range of applications. Cable diameter verification
prevents incorrect cable from being processed and
automatic cable retraction helps when processing
flexible cables with longer strip lengths. Numerous
programmable processing parameters offer high pro-

cessing flexibility and quality.
S.ON control software saves raw material

data in stored libraries, and processing parame-
ters are calculated automatically based on the raw
material data. Cable programs can also be loaded

using a barcode scanner for quick, errorless
changeovers. The cutting blades, as well as the
centering and clamping jaws, are suitable for use
with a wide range of coaxial, triaxial, multi-con-
ductor cables, and discrete wires.

All processing parameters are stored in mem-
ory and easily recalled. No mechanical adjust-
ments are required to cover the full range of possi-
ble applications. Machine maintenance has also
been made easier as the safety cover can be
removed without any tools.

The four-blade design ensures that even very
thin, hard-molded or slightly out-of-round insula-
tions can also be stripped. The cutter head adapts
precisely to the cable diameter, reducing wear and
significantly increasing blade life. The CoaxStrip
6580’s blades are positioned in the same plane and
do not generate any transverse forces when incis-
ing and removing insulation. By making incisions

that are linear and perpendicular to
the cable axis, the CoaxStrip 6580
ensures clean, precise incisions. The
four-jaw centering system is mount-
ed adjacent to the blades and
ensures that the cable is centered
during the stripping process.

Contact: Schleuniger, Inc., 87
Colin Drive, Manchester, NH 03103
% 603-668-8117 
E-mail: sales@schleuniger.com 
Web: www.schleuniger-na.com

See at The ASSEMBLY Show,
Booth 231
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Haverhill, MA — Seica has created
an online video that showcases its
DRAGONFLY next> series AOI sys-
tem. The AOI system is designed for
optical inspection of through-hole
(THT series) technology components
and conformal coating (CC series).
The video can be found on Seica’s
YouTube channel.

Both THT and CC versions of
the DRAGONFLY have the ability
inspect one or both sides of the board,
which is conveyed on a standard
SMEMA-compliant rail conveyor.

The system is driven by intuitive and
streamlined management software
that enables application and program
development in a few hours.

The DRAGONFLY technology
is also available in customized solu-
tions, providing the best integration
in existing automated production
lines. Additional conveyors, buffers,
loaders/unloaders dedicated to
boards for repair, and inline or
standalone repair stations, are also
available.

Contact: Seica, Inc., 110 Avco
Road, Haverhill, MA 01835 
% 603-890-6002-76-78 
E-mail: sigillo@seica.com 
Web: www.seica-na.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 424

DRAGONFLY next> series 
AOI system.

Seica Video
Highlights
AOI System

Schleuniger: Improved Coaxial Stripping Machine

CoaxStrip 6580 wire stripping machine. 

See at SMTAI, Booth 731

http://www.Simplimatic.com


Morrisville, NC — Juki Automation Systems (JAS)
is exhibiting a full range of screen printing, compo-
nent storage and component placement systems at
SMTA International 2018. The company is high-
lighting its new G-Titan screen printer, ISM
UltraFlex 3600 storage system and RS-1 place-
ment machine.

The new G-Titan screen printer is equipped
for lights-out manufacturing and quality print con-
trol, designed to sustain optimal print conditions.
The printer has been updated with a new interface
with a modern look and many standard features,
such as a touchscreen LCD, stencil inspection, sol-
der paste rolling measurement, stencil flattener,
support block crash prevention, and automatic sol-
der paste dispensing for 1.1 lb (500g) jars.

The ISM UltraFlex 3600 offers flexibility, large
storage capacity, intelligence, and an excellent ROI.
It can communicate across a wide vari-
ety of vendor platforms. The storage
system is designed to replace vertical
carousels. Capable of providing up to

50 reels, 7 in. (17.8 cm) in diameter and 0.3 (8 mm)
wide, for production simultaneously, the ISM 3600
can read low parts, and send a warning to output the
required reel in advance.

The mid-speed RS-1 contains one multifunction
head, the LNC-120 with a 0.5 in. (12 mm) pitch and
eight nozzles, as well as a diffuser for vision. The
LNC-120 head laser moves up and down depending
on component height, boosting cph. Combined with
the company’s RF electronic feeders, the system has
an optimal throughput of 40,000 cph. With new odd-
form recognition technology, the RS-1 provides easy
data entry for odd-form parts.

Contact: Juki Automation Systems, 507
Airport Boulevard, Morrisville, NC 27560 
% 919-460-0111 E-mail: gryden@jas-smt.com 
Web: www.jukiamericas.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 839
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G-Titan screen printer.

Juki: Printing, Component Storage and Placement Systems

Shingle Springs, CA — PDR offers a
range of SMT/BGA rework stations,
from the entry-level Chipmate rework
station to its IR-E3 Evolution series of
infrared (IR) rework stations.

Current market conditions are
creating a demand for lower-cost and
upgradeable equipment, without a
loss in soldering quality. PDR’s
Chipmate SMT/BGA rework station

uses the company’s patented, focused
IR technology and has been engi-
neered specifically to address this
challenge. The IR-C3 Chipmate comes
with a range of standard features
allowing the operator to quickly and
safely rework all types of components.
The station is tool-free, gas-free, easily
controllable, clean, and modular.

PDR’s IR-E3 series of SMD/
BGA IR rework systems are engi-
neered to cope with the challenges of
repairing today’s PCB assemblies.
The systems use PDR’s patented
focused IR technology, which uses
dual-band visible IR heating. The
stations are nozzle-free, gas-free, and
easy to use.

The IR-E3 series provides ex -
tremely high levels of profiling and
process control necessary for the effec-
tive rework of the most advanced pack-
ages, including SMDs, BGAs, CSPs,
QFNs, LEDs, flip chips, 0201 and
01005 (0603 and 0402 metric) compo-
nents, and all lead-free applications.

Contact: PDR Americas, 3869
Dividend Drive, Shingle Springs, CA
95682 % 530-676-6262 
E-mail: sales@pdrxy.com 
Web: www.pdr-rework.com/americas

See at SMTAI, Booth 527

IR-C3 Chipmate SMT/BGA
rework station. 

PDR Offers
Entry-Level
and Advanced
Rework
Stations

What is your PCB profile now?
...and now?

Automate
Profiling – Traceability – Dashboard – Data Sharing

Consistent quality
Reduced production cost

Improved productivity
Connected reflow process

kicthermal.com
kic.cn

Making 
Ovens 
Smarter

KIC RPI i4.0

See at SMTAI, Booth 124

http://www.kicthermal.com


Cypress, CA — Metcal is now offering
a range of hand soldering and associ-
ated products, including its Connec -
tion Validation (CV) system with
new handpieces, the MX-5270 sys-
tem with solder wire feeder, digital
hot air pencil, solder tip cleaner, and
the VFX-1000H volume fume extrac-
tion system.

Metcal’s latest CV handpieces
and assorted cartridges transform
the CV-5200 soldering system into a
solution for a variety of soldering
applications. All of the new hand-
pieces are now available with a num-
ber of tip cartridge geometries. The
tip cartridges come in a range of tem-
perature series to satisfy the most

challenging applications.
The new digital hot air pencil

was developed for very small surface
mount component and package sizes
and low board densities. As compo-
nent miniaturization continues, the
ergonomics of a pencil allow a user
freedom to access and rework compo-
nents on the board without affecting
adjacent parts.

The company’s solder tip cleaner
has a replaceable brush system that
pulls excess solder away from the tip
into a removable collection tray for
disposal, while removing oxidation
from the tip. Solder tips represent a
significant portion of the cost of own-
ership for a solder station, and the sol-

der tip cleaner removes oxidation and
extends the life of the solder tip.

Metcal’s SmartHeat® MX-5270
soldering and rework system is also
available with a solder wire feeder.
The digital controls, along with the
system’s high performance and abili-
ty to handle multiple diameters, pro-
vides repeatability and functionality.

The company’s volume fume
extraction system with HEPA filter
offers a deep pleat pre-filter, a filter
change/system fail signal, and long-
life filters with low replacement
costs. Additional features include
built-in silencing, remote speed con-
trol, a remote start/stop interface,
and universal voltage.

Contact: Metcal, 10800 Valley
View Street, Cypress, CA 90630 
% 714-799-9910 
E-mail: jsimmons@metcal.com 
Web: www.metcal.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 330
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Metcal Releases Handpieces for CV Soldering System

Handpieces for 
Connection Validation (CV) 

soldering systems.

• Forged steel blades
• 63-65 HRC hardness rating
• Designed for most demanding cutting applications
• Screw joint construction for precise blade alignment
• Ergonomic ESD Safe comfort hand grips
• Dual leaf springs 

• High carbon Japanese stainless steel cutters
• Smooth cutting performance
• 55 HRC  hardness rating for superior blade durability
• Non-reflective satin finish
• Dual leaf springs
• Screw joint construction for precise blade alignment
• Ergonomic ESD safe comfort hand grips

Technik
S t a i n l e s s  S t e e l  C u t t e r sS t

Tools for
Advancing
InnovationAVEN

Email | sales@aventools.com Phone | 734.973.0099aventools.com

• Manufactured from 400 series stainless steel
• Box joint construction provides superior blade alignment 

and durability
• Induction hardened jaws
• Dual leaf springs
• ESD Safe cushion grips
• Perfect blend of value and durability

D u r a b l e   R e l i a b l e   P r e c i s e

The Right Tools To Help You Innovate

         See at SMTAI, Booth 1116/1118, MD&M Minneapolis, Booth 623, and The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 2111

East Hanover, NJ — The Weiss-Aug
Group is now offering customized
solutions for medical components
and subassemblies, from prototype
and product development to serial
production.

New projects are managed from
early stages with a focus on design
for manufacturing, materials,
process efficiency, and repeatability.
Initial concept development and pro-
totype production is fulfilled using
the latest equipment and technology.
CAD models are used with CNC
machines, 3D printers and high-
speed laser cutting and etching
equipment to drastically reduce time
to market.

The surgical products division
of Weiss-Aug employs the latest tech-
nologies for laparoscopic and endo-
scopic applications. The company has
extensive experience in the develop-
ment and production of a wide vari-
ety of customized medical device
components, as well as subassem-
blies, including general surgical
instruments, medical and surgical
electronic connectors, forceps, spe-
cialty instruments and devices, oph-
thalmic implant devices, endoscope
biopsy devices, diabetic devices, and
safety products.

Contact: Weiss-Aug, 220 Merry
Lane, East Hanover, NJ 07936 
% 973-887-7600 
E-mail: marketing@weiss-aug.com 
Web: www.weiss-aug.com

See at MD&M Minneapolis,
Booth 1237

Weiss-Aug:
Medical
Product
Concept thru
Production

http://www.aventools.com


Oxford, CT — MIRTEC is showcasing its MV-6
OMNI 3D AOI and MS-11e 3D SPI systems at
SMTA International 2018. The MV-6 OMNI con-
tains MIRTEC’s exclusive OMNI-VISION® 3D
inspection technology, which combines its 15 MP
CoaXPress camera technology with a digital tri-fre-
quency moiré 3D system to provide precision inspec-
tion of SMT devices on finished PCB assemblies.

The 15 MP camera system is designed and
manufactured by MIRTEC for use with its complete
product range of inspection equipment. The compa-
ny’s digital tri-frequency moiré technology provides
3D inspection of devices up to 1 in. (25 mm) in
height, using a total of four programmable digital
moiré projectors. This system yields precise height
measurement data that is used to detect lifted com-
ponents and lifted leads, as well as measure solder
volume post-reflow. 

Fully configured, the MV-6 OMNI contains
four 10 MP sideview cameras, in addition to the 15

MP top-down camera. 
The MS-11e 3D SPI machine is configured

with an exclusive 15 MP CoaXPress camera sys-

tem, designed to provide excellent image quality,
superior accuracy and fast inspection rates. 

The system uses dual-projection, shadow-
free, moiré phase shift imaging technology to
inspect solder paste deposits on PCBs for insuffi-
cient solder, excessive solder, shape deformity,
shift of deposition and bridging after screen print-
ing. The MS-11e uses the same robust platform as
the MV-6 OMNI series. 

MIRTEC’s total quality management system
software, INTELLISYS® also will be on display.
This software suite promotes continuous process
improvement by allowing manufacturers to track
and eliminate defects on inspected assemblies.

Contact: MIRTEC Corp., 3 Morse Road,
Oxford, CT 06478 % 203-881-5559 fax: 203-881-
3322 E-mail: bdamico@mindspring.com 
Web: www.mirtec.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 208
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MV-6 OMNI 3D AOI system.

MIRTEC Presents Latest 3D AOI and SPI Systems

Chino, CA — Scienscope Inter -
national is demonstrating its AXC-
800 X-ray table top component reel
counter and X-SPECTION 6000 X-
ray inspection system.

Scienscope’s AXC-800 automat-
ic component counter is designed for
the inspection of components on tra-
ditional reels, from 01005 (0402 met-
ric) components to odd-form devices.
However, this machine goes beyond
standard inspection of components in
7, 13 and 15 in. (17.8, 33 and 38 cm)
reels, with the ability to inspect com-
ponents in JEDEC trays (including
BGA ball counting), ESD storage
bags, storage tubes, or just about any
form, by using simplified algorithms
built into the system.

The X-SPECTION is Scien -
scope’s most technologically ad vanced
cabinet-style X-ray inspection system. 

Standard features of the X-
SPECTION 6000 X-ray system
include: 130 kV micro-focus X-ray
tube; 5 x 5 in. (12.7 x 12.7 cm) or 4 x
3 in. (10.2 x 7.6 cm) high-resolution
CMOS digital flat-pane image detec-
tors; 60° camera tilt for oblique angle
viewing; 22 x 18 in. (56 x 46 cm)
inspection stage with 350° rotation;
and a color mapping camera with
zoom window to provide easy location
and identification of faults.

Contact: Scienscope
International Corp., 5751 Schaefer
Avenue, Chino, CA % 603-426-6172
E-mail: djeka@scienscope.com 
Web: www.scienscope.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 229

AXC-800 tabletop 
X-ray component counter.

Automatic
Tabletop
Component
Counter from
Scienscope

Email | sales@aventools.com Phone | 734.973.0099aventools.com

SharpVue
I n s p e c t i o n  S y s t e m

Tools for
Advancing
InnovationAVEN

Premium Technology
Everyday Affordability

Starting at 

$3,495

Features
• Up To 30x Optical Magnification

• Up To 300x Digital Magnification

• Continuous Auto Focus

• 1080p HD Resolution

• HDMI + USB Output

• ESD Safe

• Calibrate Measurements

• Infrared Remote Interface

• Capture Images and Videos

• SharpVue Measurement Software 

Included

Connects To PC

or HD Monitor!

9" Fixed Working Distance
Inspect objects of all sizes

Watch 
Video

See our full product line:
Stereo Zoom Microscopes | Mighty Scope | Cyclops Digital Microscope | Magnifying Lamps | Work Lights | Precision Hand Tools

Optional 
Accessories

X-Y Gliding Stage 360 Tilt Table 4D Lens

          3:22:32 PM
See at SMTAI, Booth 1116/1118, MD&M Minneapolis, Booth 623, and The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 2111

http://www.aventools.com


San Jose, CA — With the YXLON
CTScan 3, YXLON has launched a
completely new line detector to
replace its Y.LineScan predecessor.
As of now, the company’s CT
Compact computed tomography (CT)
system will be equipped with the new
line detector as standard. In the
future, YXLON’s FF85 CT and CT
Modular systems will also use the
new detector. Technological advance-
ments and optimized production
methods deliver excellent image

quality and a significant reduction in
the system’s susceptibility to noise.
Specially developed photodiodes
ensure an extremely uniform signal.

Previously, crystals had to be
manually split by specialists, but
production is now machine-support-
ed by the CTScan 3, resulting in an
improvement in crystal uniformity
by a factor of five. This leads to
reduced ring artifacts, and the high
repeatability of the signal allows
optimal calibration.

Due to the system’s higher
dynamic range and better signal sta-
bility, greater material thicknesses
can be tested with the same X-ray
energy. The solid housing is particu-
larly resistant to temperature fluctu-
ations, keeping electronics cool. At
the same time, it allows very little
scatter within the detector, resulting
in much sharper images, cleaner
edges and improved detail.

The CT Compact system is an
efficient fan-beam CT system for

medium-to-large castings designed
for the automotive and aerospace
industries, but it is also suited for the

non-destructive analysis of dense art,
historical and archaeological objects,
as well as large-scale geological sam-
ples. Multiple CT projections can be
generated in a single test run, each
with different parameters for the dif-
ferent object areas. More than one
component can be displayed in each
test cycle using the multi-part test-
ing function.

Contact: Comet Group Lab One,
3055 Orchard Drive, San Jose, CA
95134 % 408-325-8770 
E-mail: paul.smith@cometusa.com 
Web: www.comet-group.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 810
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YXLON CT System Equipped with 
New Line Detector

CTScan 3 X-ray line detector.

Los Alamitos, CA — Practical Com -
ponents, Inc., a supplier of dummy
components and test boards, is now
offering a FC150JY Type B, 0.4 x 0.4
(10 x 10 mm), full-area glass chip,
extending its line of available chips.
The chips are 28 mil (700 µm) thick,
±3 mil (70 µm), with a bump pitch of
6 mil (150 µm). They can be ordered
in copper pillar versions with SnAg
solder caps.

The glass chips provide the
solution to checking the mechanical
bonding between chip and PCB with
underfill. They have been proven to
be valuable in evaluating SMT adhe-
sives and applications used in SMT
assemblies, when fixing components
to the board during wave soldering or
double-sided reflow.

The chips are available as an
uncut 8 in. (20.3 cm) wafer contain-
ing 208 chips per wafer, or ordered
diced as required with available sub-
strate kits. 

Practical Components strives to
offer value pricing, on-time delivery
and excellent customer service. The
company’s team is ready to provide
project assistance in the areas of
technical component knowledge,
drawings, component land patterns,
and PCB practice kits.

Contact: Practical Components,
Inc., 10762 Noel Street, CA 90720 
% 714-252-0010 fax: 714-252-0026 
E-mail: mkennedy@practicalcomponents.com 
Web: www.practicalcomponents.com

See at IMAPS, Booth 827

Practical
Components
Offers New
Fine-Pitch
Glass Chips

See at SMTAI, Booth 933

HTTP://WWW.MENTOR.COM/NPI


Fremont, CA — Saki Corporation has
introduced its Saki Self-Program -
ming Software (SSP) installed on its
3D SPI and AOI systems. The soft-
ware makes programming fast, easy
and does not require any special pro-
gramming skill or training. All that
is required is the Gerber and cen-
troid CAD data. The software does
the rest.

Saki SSP is a seamless system
that does not require DFM software.
It combines technology that captures
complete height and x/y data and
images, while simultaneously scan-

ning multiple fields of view. The abil-
ity to select from over 300,000 com-
ponents from Saki’s Golden Library
offers nearly unlimited possibilities.

In a matter of minutes, with
only a few clicks, SPI/AOI inspection
data can be programmed automati-
cally, using a defined set of stan-
dards and criteria, such as name, ori-
entation, and parameters recognized
by IPC standards for AOI and SPI
systems. 

This eliminates the program-
ming discrepancies and variations
that arise when programming is
done by different programmers.

With Saki SSP, one program can
be used for all inspection systems —

SPI, pre-reflow and post-reflow. The
inspection program can be generated,
without first preparing a golden PCB.
This saves time, especially for busi-
nesses that are primarily based on
NPI and those with customers
requesting high-mix, low-volume pro-
duction with short delivery times. 

An offline debug function allows
fine-tuning to be done remotely, with-
out stopping the production line.

Contact: Saki America, Inc.,
47338 Fremont Boulevard, Fremont,
CA 94538 % 510-623-7254 
E-mail: alex.malek@sakicorp.com 
Web: www.sakicorp.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 407
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Visit us at IWLPC in San Jose,

October 23-25, 2018!

Saki has developed 
self-programming software for

its AOI and SPI systems.

Erlanger, KY — SEHO is introducing
its StartSelective, a “plug-and-pro-
duce” selective soldering system for
those just entering into automated sol-
dering at SMTA International 2018.

The system has a compact
design, is easy to operate and has
many technical features. With a foot-
print of 26.9 ft2 (2.5m2), the
StartSelective provides high-quality,
reproducible soldering results for
assemblies up to 20 x 20 in. (51 x 51
cm) and an outstanding ROI.

All process-relevant components,
such as the micro-drop jet fluxer, pre-
heat systems and maintenance-free
electromagnetic soldering unit have
been in use for years in other soldering
systems from SEHO. While all
processes are fully automated and
monitored, loading and unloading of
assemblies is done manually.

The preheat section of the
StartSelective is equipped with pulsar
heaters over the full area that provide
high energy density and quick reaction
time. This reduces energy consump-
tion, especially in standby mode. A top-
side heater allows processing of high-
mass assemblies, and can be activated
individually with a preprogrammed
temperature.

Another highlight is the opti-
mized soldering area with non-wet-
ted miniwave solder nozzles, with a
7° soldering angle. The nozzles offer
stable and reproducible flow proper-
ties for excellent soldering quality.
Even difficult geometries can be sol-
dered easily. Non-wetted solder noz-
zles are maintenance-free and have a
nearly unlimited lifetime.

The StartSelective is equipped
with a complete package for automat-
ed process control including spray jet
control in the fluxing area, automatic
wave height control and solder level
monitoring with automated solder
wire supply. Loading and unloading of
assemblies is done from the front side,
and all set up, retooling and mainte-
nance can be done from one side of the
machine. This design allows users to
integrate the StartSelective in any
production island with minimum foot-
print requirements

Contact: SEHO North America,
Inc., 1420 Jamike Drive, Suite 300,
Erlanger, KY 41018 % 859-371-7346
E-mail: sehona@sehona.com 
Web: www.sehona.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 423

SEHO Debuts
Entry-Level
Selective
Soldering
System

Saki Intros Self-Programming Inspection Software

See at IMAPS, Booth 602

http://www.pactech.com
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“ The bitterness of poor quality remains long after the  sweetness of low price is forgotten.”– Benjamin Franklin

W
hile there is no “silver bullet”
for Industry 4.0, there are
numerous solutions avail-

able that claim to be Industry 4.0-
ready or compatible. This is due in
part to the recent work done on stan-
dards and the way that technology is
advancing. Industry 4.0 is clearly
moving from theory to reality.

The topic is becoming increas-
ingly important to EMS companies of
all sizes, but it is even more signifi-
cant to the OEMs or brands that are
selecting EMS partners. Some com-
panies, particularly in high-reliabili-
ty markets, such as automotive or
medical, now expect some degree of
Industry 4.0 readiness from their
entire supply chains and are begin-
ning to audit for connected, digital or
smart factory elements. This comes
up repeatedly as OEMs ask for ther-
mal process data and traceability,
often insisting that their vendors use
specific solutions, such as those pro-
vided by KIC.

It Starts with Strategy

While it is difficult or impossi-
ble to audit a strategy, most OEMs
are keen to know that their vendors
are on the path to Industry 4.0 and
have a plan. This means showing a
strategy with a real timeline, as well
as a clear idea of what they expect to
achieve.

Much has been said about
Industry 4.0 and how it can be

achieved, however, little has been
said about the real benefits it offers
manufacturers, their customers and
the eventual consumers. An Industry
4.0 strategy must begin with objec-
tive. The “why” must lead to the
“how.” The objectives should define
the plan.

If the goal of Industry 4.0 is fac-

tory-wide intelligence, then the foun-
dation should be connectivity first
and data management second. OEMs
want to know how much of the man-
ufacturing environment is Industry

4.0-compatible. This means more
than the SMT line, but rather the
entire factory, including discrete
processes. The manufacturing envi-
ronment may also include multiple
factories in different locations.

An Industry 4.0-ready environ-
ment is an environment that has
infrastructure in place to connect

every machine — where data is
extracted, shared and used. Some
auditors look for machinery that can
“read, record, relay, and react.”
These four “Rs” are the fundamen-

tals of Industry 4.0 readiness, ensur-
ing that each part of the ecosystem
can read the data that comes into it,
record everything that happens on it,
including process parameter details,
relay that data to a system or anoth-
er machine, and then react to incom-
ing data.

Complete Traceability

The top priority for auditors is
traceability. The change comes in the
level of that traceability, its granu-
larity and how extensive the need for
the data is. For an auditor, the best
part of Industry 4.0 is the real-time
nature of the data provided. When
auditing a process, the last thing
anyone wants to hear is that a report
will take several hours or even days
to generate. The best solution is to
deliver real-time data in simple
dashboards or reports that can be
reviewed, and if data needs further
investigation, then drill-down data
should be readily available.

Traceability should cover as
much detail and as much of the sup-
ply chain as possible. In the case of
the thermal process, that data is
often required to be granular enough
to trace a profile to a single board,
rather than a batch. It also should be
contextual, with the addition of a
timestamp, the machine used, opera-
tor information, recipe information,
adherence to established process

KIC connected reflow oven.

Key Features of an 
Industry 4.0-ready EMS Partner

Continued on next page

By Vitor Barros, General Manager, KIC Europe

http://www.mtaautomation.com/OfferDetails


window, and much more.
In any audit process, the veracity of data is

essential. The adage “garbage-in, garbage-out” has
never been truer than in a digital factory environ-
ment. If decisions are made using poor quality
data, the outcome will likely be wholly inaccurate.
Good process control relies on good process data,
and with so much data flowing into an ecosystem,
bad data risks contaminating good data.

At every process, good data comes from ven-
dors who can combine their ability to connect to
the digital ecosystem with domain expertise to get
the right data quickly and accurately. In KIC’s
case, this concerns the thermal properties of the
oven, but for a solder paste inspection system or an
X-ray machine that may be getting the right
image.

A Connected Team

Industry 4.0 is also about con-
necting teams of committed people
working toward common goals. The
companies that have enjoyed the
most success in deploying Industry
4.0 are those that have built the right
internal teams and external collabo-
rations.

There are few companies that
claim to offer a one-stop solution for
Industry 4.0, but those that do are
probably unable to supply everything.
For that reason, collaboration is
essential, starting internally. At its
heart, Industry 4.0 is cooperation
between IT and operations, and if
both departments are not involved at
the start, silos can form and connec-
tivity will break down. Establishing
diverse, multidisciplinary, internal
teams is the start, before bringing in
external experts to create the right
connected digital ecosystem.

To turn data into actionable
intelligence requires some form of
management software. One of the
first things auditors look for is a con-
nected software ecosystem, where all
the subsystems work in harmony.
Software is needed at a granular
machine level, across the factory
floor, in production planning, across
larger multisite ecosystems, and at
an enterprise level.

Getting the MES, ERP, PLM,
and whatever other software is pres-
ent working in concert will help deliv-
er a seamless connected solution.
Having to move data manually from
one system to another presents
opportunity for errors to occur.

Proof of Concept

OEMs visiting EMS sites are
impressed by companies that have
carried out pilot or proof-of-concept
projects to learn about the deploy-
ment of Industry 4.0. Where they see
specific results, even in a small part
of the overall process, they recognize
that the companies are able to deploy
Industry 4.0 on a larger scale.

Defining the return on invest-
ment (ROI) of these pilot projects,
creating a team to carry them out
with key performance indicators
(KPIs), and being able to report on
them, shows both intent and ability.

At the end of the day, every
investment must deliver, and this one
is no different. If it delivers internal-
ly, management will want to continue
and do more. If it delivers externally,
customers will be satisfied and will
want to do more business. Never
undertake such a project without
knowing precisely why it’s being
done.

It may be because it delivers
efficiency and allows a business to

increase margins, something hard to do in the
EMS world. It may be that an Industry 4.0 strate-
gy will open opportunities with new accounts in
new sectors or industries. It may be to lower the
risk of product failures in the field due to poor pro-
duction quality. Or it may be as simple as keeping
existing accounts happy and maintaining or grow-
ing the business.

Whatever the reason, Industry 4.0 will cer-
tainly form a larger part of customer audits in the
future. Being ready for the questions, rather than
being blindsided, will make the next audit a sim-
pler and more successful process.

Contact: KIC Thermal, 16120 W. Bernardo
Drive, San Diego, CA 92127 % 858-673-6050 
fax: 858-673-0085 E-mail: bjorn@kicmail.com 
Web: www.kicthermal.com r
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FASTEST & MOST ACCURATE
 Granite chassis eliminates vibrations

LOW COST OF TEST

FLYING PROBE TESTER

FULL TEST CAPABILITIES

NEW

@
www.spea.com

The barcode is a cornerstone of the 
smart factory. 

Key Features of an Industry 4.0-ready EMS Partner
Continued from previous page

See at SMTAI, Booth 824

http://WWW.SPEA.COM
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www.westbond.com
1551 S. Harris Court Anaheim, CA 92806      Tel 714·978·1551

Manufactured in the U.S.A. since 1966

TAGARNO Develops
Image Comparison App

Greenwood, SC — TAGARNO has
developed a new app for its digital
microscopes, which enables the user to
capture an image of a golden sample to
compare with a live screen image of a
circuit board or other captured sample
image. The app is used to perform
quality control of circuit boards after

component placement or reflow.
By comparing PCB samples to a

reference image of a golden sample in
various ways, the application enables
the operator to achieve high levels of
quality in production and efficiently
catch mistakes and misplaced com-
ponents.

A mouse and keyboard connect-
ed directly to the microscope controls
a variety of features displayed on the
monitor. Since it is crucial to detect

differences and faults in production,
having the reference and sample
images displayed next to each other
easily shows any discrepancies.

Panning and zooming in on the
reference image makes it possible to
take a closer look at the sample and
to get a full overview of results. 

Toggling between various refer-
ence and sample images on the
screen with a one second interval
allows a quick comparison of two
boards, revealing any mismatches
and deviations.

Contact: TAGARNO, 111
Runnymeade Court, Greenwood, SC
29649 % 864-229-9769 
E-mail: sam@tagarnousa.com 
Web: www.tagarno.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 1024

Image comparison app for PCB reference. 

See at SMTAI, Booth 305

http://www.westbond.com
http://www.seikausa.com


Irvine, CA — Henkel has developed and commer-
cialized a new series of die attach materials to
facilitate package-level sintering, addressing the
regulatory challenges of high-lead solders, the
thermal conductivity drawbacks of conventional
die attach pastes, and the processability shortcom-
ings of traditional sintering products.

The patent-pending LOCTITE® ABLESTIK®

ABP 8068T portfolio includes high-thermal, semi-sin-
tering die attach pastes that offer simple processing
and excellent thermal and electrical performance,
along with reliability, for high power density devices.

These new die attach pastes provide a lead-
free alternative for die attach applications in high
power density semiconductor packages. LOCTITE
ABLESTIK ABP 8068T materials
can be implemented using standard
processes, without the need for high
pressure and temperature, as is the
case with conventional silver sinter-
ing materials. The die attach pastes
form an interpenetrating network of
sintered silver and resin. They estab-
lish excellent contact with the inter-
face for void-free bond lines to
achieve outstanding thermal conduc-
tivity, resulting in high thermal
cycling performance.

The materials are a drop-in replacement for
standard die attach applications, can be cured in
nitrogen or air, and adhere to a variety of surfaces,
including silver, copper, nickel-palladium-gold,

and gold.
Other attributes of LOCTITE ABLESTIK ABP

8068T series include applicability on a range of die
sizes up to 0.2 x 0.2 in. (5 x 5 mm), excellent thermal
performance with bulk thermal conductivity up to
110 W/m-K and low in-package resistance of about
0.5 K/W for silver, copper and nickel-palladium-gold
lead frames. The materials can be used for up to 24
hours continuously, and have an open time of two
hours and a stage time of as long as four hours.

Contact: Henkel Electronic Materials, LLC,
14000 Jamboree Road, Irvine, CA 92606 
% 714-368-8000 E-mail: doug.dixon@henkel.com 
Web: www.henkel-adhesives.com

See at The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 2201
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KYZEN goes way beyond just getting the CLEANING SCIENCE right. We care enough to 

get to know you and understand your specific needs in order to create the most effective 

CLEANING TECHNOLOGIES for your process. When you need expert answers for your 

cleaning challenges, call KYZEN . When science and care converge, it makes all the difference.

Enjoy a free Q&A with the industry’s top cleaning experts.

SCIENCE 
knows why it works.

CARE 
knows why it’s 

important that it does.

Visit KYZEN in Booth #623 at SMTA International 2018.

         

ABLESTIK ABP 8068T die attach paste. 

Henkel Formulates Breakthrough 
Die Attach Paste

Bromont, Quebec, Canada — Cogi -
scan is unveiling significant develop-
ments and changes to its Co-NECT
connectivity platform and Factory
Intelligence software at SMTA
International 2018.

Cogiscan’s Co-NECT is de signed
to support all existing and future
industry standards, such as
SECS/GEM, CAMX, ZVEI, and CFX,
as well as proprietary interfaces from
leading software and machines ven-
dors. Co-NECT is a standalone and
neutral connectivity solution that con-
nects different machines, software and
enterprise systems, enabling Industry
4.0 for electronics assembly.

The company’s new Factory
Intelligence — Analytics package
offers a series of capabilities to analyze
metrics and KPIs over a period of
time. The ability to collect and analyze
key metrics, such as mach ine OEE, is
key to enabling manufacturing staff to
quickly identify any deviation from
expected performance and drill down
to root causes for corrective action.

Factory Intelligence runs on the
standard Cogiscan platform, which
makes it a simple upgrade for cur-
rent Cogiscan customers. With a
large library of machine interfaces,
the company can deliver a complete
solution, including connectivity mid-
dleware, material control, traceabili-
ty and analytics capabilities.

Contact: Cogiscan, Inc., 28-B
boulevard de l’Aeroport, Bromont,
Quebec, Canada J2L 2N8 
% 450-534-2644 
E-mail: info@cogiscan.com 
Web: www.cogiscan.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 1218

Cogiscan
Unveils
New Smart
Factory
Software

See at SMTAI, Booth 623

http://WWW.KYZEN.COM
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STI Sponsors SMTA
International Keynote

Madison, AL — STI Electronics is
sponsoring both the keynote address
and the fiesta party buffet at SMTA
International 2018. An IPC-author-
ized training center for J-STD-001,
IPC-A-610, IPC/WHMA-A-620, IPC-
A-600, and IPC-7711/7721, STI pro-
vides both Certified IPC
Application Specialist
(CIS) and Certified IPC
Trainer (CIT) courses. 

STI’s training serv-
ices department devel-
ops custom ized training
cour ses to fit specific
training needs. Typic -
ally, STI builds these
classes around company-
specific standards and
specifications.

Other courses in -
clude basic soldering,
wave soldering, ESD
training, BGA rework,
and many others. The company pro-
vides operator and inspector training
for through-hole and SMT soldering,
conformal coating, and training to
the requirements of NASA-STD-
8739.1 and NASA-STD-8739.4 for
Marshall Space Flight Center and its
support contractors. 

In addition to its standardized
training program support materials,
STI Electronics’ training materials
division provides unique or custom
training materials that include fine-
pitch, lead-free solder training kits.
STI is an approved distributor for
IPC training materials.

From product design and manu-
facturability analysis to pre-produc-

tion prototype and development,
STI’s prototype and development lab
is a full-service design review and
preproduction facility. The compa-
ny’s microelectronics lab was estab-
lished to meet the rising need for
advanced systems development and

assembly. STI’s engineering services
division provides engineering sup-
port and specialized contract manu-
facturing services for the electronics
manufacturing industry.

The microelectronics lab spe-
cializes in state-of-the-art engineer-
ing design, including current tech-
nologies such as chip-on-board (COB)
and multi-chip module (MCM), as
well as emerging technologies, such
as embedded component and die
technology.

Contact: STI Electronics, Inc.,
261 Palmer Road, Madison, AL
35758 % 256-461-9191 fax: 256-461-
9566 E-mail: draby@stiusa.com
Web: www.stiusa.com

STI offers a variety of electronics 
training services. 

ONLINE AUCTION Complete Closure of 150,000 ft. sq. CNC Maching and SMT Facility

Bid: November 6th - 7th            Inspection / Preview: Nov 6th, 9-4          Location: Jamestown, NY

2007 Ekra X4 Screen Printer
 2007 Accu�ex Screen Printer

(3) Quad QSP-2
(2) Siemens S20 SiPlace 80

2000 Siemens SiPlace  80 FS w/ Loader
2001 Siemens SiPlace 80 FS

Heller 1800W Oven
2005 Rehm Compact 2 Nitro 1.8 B

Yestech YTY-B2 Desktop AOI
Nordson Asymetek Dispense-Mate D-585

(3) Asys PS30 Bu�ers/Tray Loaders
Systronics Stencil Cleaner Sys 152/2
Quad Feeders, Carts and Accessories

Siemens Feeders, Carts and Accessories
Simplimatic Conveyors
(2) Schleuniger CS9100

20+ Mantis & Leica Scopes
Complete CNC Machining Dept

& Much More

TheBranfordGroup.com
(203) 488-7020

Over 750 Lots!

610-592-0167
1055 West Germantown Pike
Norristown, PA 19403 USA

Only NorCom optical leak technology
detects both gross and fine leaks in
hermetically sealed packages, this fast.
Instead of using multiple technologies

and processes, you can leak test virtually any type of package with one high-speed
system. The NorCom 2020™ series inspects hermetically sealed components to

MIL-STD 883 requirements either in seam seal trays, or when already mounted
to circuits boards and assemblies. It automatically rejects failed

devices, and reports the leak rate for each part, eliminating
“divide and conquer” leak testing.

Try it free. Send us your package samples today,
for a leak test evaluation and report at no charge.

*Note: Test time is dependent on package volume

www.norcomsystemsinc.com

Test for gross and fine leaks
in as little as 6 minutes.*

NorCom 2020™

         

See at IMAPS, Booth 808

http://www.norcomsystemsinc.com
http://www.TheBranfordGroup.com


Kennesaw, GA — ViscoTec has
expanded its portfolio of dispensing
systems with the vipro-DUOMIX for
the aerospace industry. The static-
dynamic mixer is well-suited for two-
component materials with very dif-
ferent viscosities, extreme mixing

ratios and high pressure sensitivity.
Like all products in the ViscoTec
portfolio, the vipro-DUOMIX relies
on the endless piston principle.

However, the two-component
dispenser augments the existing tech-
nology by allowing the mixing helix to
rotate in both directions, without
valves inside the mixing head. The
dynamic mixing allows a reduction of
the mixing section and the resulting
back-pressure by approximately one

half. The individual components to be
metered are dosed volumetrically into
the mixing tube.

The compact design of the vipro-
DUOMIX, in which both individual
dispensers are arranged in parallel,
makes it easy to integrate the dis-
penser into automated applications.
Nozzle adaptation is also flexible,
due to the bayonet.

The vipro-DUOMIX is particu-
larly suitable for compressible mate-
rials whose back-pressure must be
kept as low as possible. Flow and
counter-pressure optimized product
channels prevent fluid compression,

ensuring that the mixing ratio is
maintained. By increasing the speed
of the mixing spiral, direct influence
can be exerted on the mixing process.
The mixing quality can then be
dynamically adjusted.

Compression is largely prevent-
ed by low back-pressure in the sys-
tem. The residual expansion of the
material is compensated or absorbed
by the possibility of rotating the fila-
ment in the opposite direction.

The progressive cavity pump
technology ensures shear-sensitive
and low-pressure fluid handling. The
density remains unchanged during

the entire dosing process. The vipro-
DUOMIX can be used for dot dosing,
bead application and potting applica-
tions. Various two-component mate-
rials, such as those based on poly-
ether, epoxy resin, silicone, or
polyurethane, can be dosed.

Contact: ViscoTec America, Inc.,
1955 Vaughn Road, Suite 209,
Kennesaw, GA 30144 
% 770-422-4281 
E-mail: sales@viscotec-america.com 
Web: www.viscotec-america.com

See at The ASSEMBLY Show,
Booth 2112
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Find out more at
www.nordsondage.com/4600

Take control with automation
Operator free handling

Eliminate alignment errors
Remove handling issues
Maximum traceability

Operator free testing
Take away operator bias
No tool displacement errors
Highest test repeatability

Error Free Bond Testing

  Remove all errors with our     
automated Bondtesters

vipro-DUOMIX two-component
dispenser.

ViscoTec Intros Two-Component Dispenser

Chateauguay, Quebec, Canada —

Visual Knowledge Share (VKS) is
highlighting its VKS software solu-
tion at The ASSEMBLY Show 2018.
Designed to be quick and easy to use,
the software allows users to create,
view and share digital work instruc-
tions. VKS provides operators with
the tools they need to improve pro-
ductivity, reduce defect rates and
standardize operating procedures.

As companies are at different
stages when it comes to adopting
new technologies, Visual Knowledge
Share offers three different packages
of the software: Lite, Pro and
Enterprise. Lite offers users an easy
way to standardize operating proce-
dures with a paperless solution. Pro
contains all the features from Lite,
but adds data capture and report
generation. Enterprise expands on
these features further with the
power of the Internet of Things (IoT)
and global control. With Enterprise,
other software solutions can be con-
nected through APIs.

Contact: Visual Knowledge
Share (VKS), Ltd., 1241 Cascades
Street, Chateauguay, Quebec,
Canada J6J 4V2 % 1-866-376-6204
E-mail: info@vksapp.com 
Web: www.vksapp.com

See at The ASSEMBLY Show,
Booth 1723

VKS to Demo
On-the-Floor
Manufacturing
Instruction
Software

See at IMAPS, Booth 505 and SMTAI, Booth 207

http://www.nordsondage.com/4600


San Jose, CA — SHENMAO America
is now offering a range of solder
materials, including SMT solder
paste, laser soldering paste, cored
solder wire, wave solder bar, semi-
conductor packaging solder spheres,
wafer bumping solder paste, flux,
and solar PV ribbon. The company is
also introducing its PQ10 low-tem-
perature solder paste and PF606-
P245 next-generation, lead-free,
halogen-free solder paste.

PQ10 is made with the Sn42 -
Bi58 alloy with a melting point of

280.4°F (138°C). In comparison with
SnAgCu, PQ10 offers reduced peak
reflow temperature, lower energy
consumption, and less warpage of
PCBs and components.

PF606-P245 provides continu-
ous high-speed printability, which
produces excellent solder paste print
quality, as well as a wide reflow
process window. With minimal flux
residue gathering near the outside of
the solder joint on the PCB sub-
strate, SHENMAO’s PF606-P245
offers a significant improvement over
its predecessors.

SHENMAO has successfully
been approved by many international,
well-known electronics manufactur-
ers. The company strives to offer the
best quality, without compromising
cost and time-to-market, while pro-
viding maximum value. SHENMAO
America blends SMT solder paste at
its facility in San Jose, California, for
distribution in North America.

Contact: SHENMAO America,
Inc., 2156 Ringwood Avenue, San
Jose, CA 95131 % 408-943-1755 
E-mail: watson_tseng@shenmao.us 
Web: www.shenmao.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 233

Norwood, MA — Built from the
ground-up for touch interaction,
Bluehill Universal is the next gener-
ation of Instron’s materials testing
software. While maintaining all of
the power and flexibility found in
previous versions, Bluehill Universal
introduces a wide range of new fea-
tures designed to make the user
experience simpler and smarter.

To provide users with an even

better service experience, Instron
has introduced Instron Connect, a
powerful new communication plat-
form that speeds up the technical
support process, allowing users to
connect with Instron support engi-
neers through the testing system.
This new feature also helps users
keep their testing systems running
in optimal condition with scheduled
calibration and preventative mainte-

nance reminders, and automatic soft-
ware update notifications.

One of Bluehill Univ -
ersal’s most groundbreak-
ing features is its built-for-
touch architecture, which
offers large touchpoints,
intuitive gestures and a
simplified workflow to help
users save time on a num-
ber of testing tasks. 

In stron has also intro -
duced the Operator Dash -
board, a stunning large-for-
mat touch monitor with an
integrated controller that
can be conveniently moun -
ted to the side of the test
frame for improved ergo -
nomics and accessibility,
in creas ing testing throughput.

Many materials test system
operators want to run a simple test
without having to build a new test
method, which can be intimidating
for users who haven’t been trained or
who are new to materials testing.
QuickTest is perfect for new or infre-
quent testers. Users can simply tap
the QuickTest button, enter a test
speed and tap start. A predefined
graph and results table populates the
most common results, including max-
imum force and displacement at
break.

Enhanced exporting tools give
users the ability to customize results

and raw data export files so that
they can easily interface with labo-

ratory information management sys-
tems (LIMS). Files can be exported
in the default CSV format, or as a
customized text file, in any format
needed. 

Bluehill Universal’s enhanced
exporting tools save users time in
setting up and managing data trans-
fer, ultimately increasing the effi-
ciency and productivity of the lab.

Contact: Instron®, 825
University Avenue, Norwood, MA
02062 % 800-564-8378 
Web: www.instron.com

See at MD&M Minneapolis,
Booth 1318
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LIGHT WEIGHT  
SMALLEST FOOT PRINT  
ULTRA RELIABILITY
MICRO D AND NANO  
MINIATURE  
CONNECTORS

714-637-7099
www.UltimateConnector.com
714-637-7099
www.UltimateConnector.com

Instron Intros Bluehill Universal Testing Software

Bluehill Universal touch-based 
testing software. 

SHENMAO Exhibits
New Solder Pastes

PQ10 low-temperature 
solder paste. 

SIKAMA INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Small Footprint • Efficient Power Use

Consistent High Yields • Precise Temperature Gradient

FALCON ULTRA PROFILE 1200

REFLOW 
    SOLDERING 
SYSTEMS

www.sikama.com

See us at

IMAPS 2018

Booth 408

See at IMAPS, Booth 408

http://www.sikama.com
http://www.UltimateConnector.com
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See at SMTAI, Booth 315

WINNER
Winner
innovation
award 2017

Viscom’s new automatic 3D inspection system, the X7056-II, is based on 

cutting edge X-ray technology that combines extremely rapid handling 

(under 4 seconds) with unsurpassed inspection coverage, so even con-

cealed components or solder joints and material defects can be identified. 

This prize-winning system has the option of combining optical and X-ray 

inspection for maximum throughput in an in-line installation, providing 

electronic manufacturing with unmatched flexibility and efficiency.

Automatic X-ray inspection system 
for industry leaders

www.viscom.com3D SPI 3D AOI 3D AXI 3D MXI CCI Bond

Solutions for me.

“We rely on the outstanding inspection 

capabilities of the X-ray technology 

with its rapid handling.”

      

http://www.viscom.com
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630.629.6646
www.matr.com

121 Exchange Blvd Glendale Heights, IL 60139

Surface Mount Axial / Radial

Trays Vacuum Sealers Programming

MID AMERICA
Taping and Reeling, Inc.

Custom Carrier

Tape and Reel Service & Supplies

Kurtz Ersa: Stencil Printer
with Integrated 3D SPI

Plymouth, WI — Kurtz Ersa is now
offering its VERSAPRINT 2 Ultra,
which according to the company, is the
first stencil printer worldwide to incor-
porate 3D SPI. The system can be used
for the inspection of complex PCBs
after the printing process. The system
can detect errors before they appear.

Zero reference measurement of
the unprinted PCB can be performed
before every print. The stencil print-
er also includes integrated closed-
loop print offset compensation and a
single software platform for print
inspection. Other benefits include
maintenance and service for a single
machine, one contact for both
processes, and less space required on
the shop floor.

The company is also offering its

HR 550 hybrid rework system, which
contains a 1,500W high-performance
hybrid heating element to desolder
and solder SMT components up to 2.8
x 2.8 in. (7 x 7 cm) in size. A 2,400W
infrared bottom heater in three heat-
ing zones provides homogeneous bot-
tom-side preheating of the complete

assembly. The system is designed for
all users with the highest electronics
assembly and rework precision and
process safety requirements.

Contact: Kurtz Ersa North
America, 1779 Pilgrim Road,
Plymouth, WI 53073 
% 920-893-1779 
E-mail: ernie.grice@kurtzersa.com 
Web: www.ersa.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 616

VERSAPRINT 2 Ultra stencil printer.

See at SMTAI, Booth 733 and The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 2247

See at The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 545

http://www.matr.com
http://www.techcon.com
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Osage Beach, MO — Nihon Superior
has introduced its new SN100CV™
P608 D4 solder paste, NS-F851
rosin-based flux, ALUSAC-35 alloy,
and Alconano nano-silver paste.

SN100CV P608 D4 is a com-
pletely halogen-free, lead-free, no-
clean solder paste. Unlike silver- con-
taining alloys that derive their

strength from a dispersion of fine
particles of eutectic Ag3Sn, SN100CV
gains its strength from solute atoms
in the tin matrix of the joint. The
paste provides excellent wetting and
reduces voiding.

Nihon Superior’s NS-F851 is
the improved version of the NS-F850
rosin-based flux for lead-free wave
soldering. The new, no-clean flux is
designed to ensure excellent wetting
of all PCB and component substrates
to deliver maximum through-hole fill
and facilitate the solder drainage for
minimal creation of bridges and ici-
cles. It is an excellent flux for lead-
free wave soldering. The rosin-based
flux ensures that the full reliability

potential of SN100C lead-free solder
is realized.

ALUSAC-35 is a lead-free alloy
designed for soldering aluminum.
Despite the cost and the performance
advantages of aluminum, its com-
mercial adoption has been slow,
because of the concern about the gal-
vanic corrosion that results from dif-
ferences in the electrical potential of
the constituent phases. Joints to alu-
minum made with this new alloy
retain reasonable strength even after
30 days of saltwater immersion.

Alconano nano-silver paste is
based on a patented technology that
makes it possible to effectively join
most metals, as well as silicon and

silicon carbide at low sintering tem-
peratures, if necessary in nitrogen,
without the nitrous or sulfurous
residues that are the byproducts of
the sintering of some other nano-sil-
ver pastes. The highly active surface
of the nano-silver particles and the
consequent strong capillary forces
make it possible to achieve strong
bonds even on copper with high elec-
trical and thermal conductivity at
low temperature.

Contact: Nihon Superior USA,
LLC, 1395 Hawk Island Drive,
Osage Beach, MO, 65065 
% 573-280-2357 fax: 619-923-2714 
Web: www.nihonsuperior.co.jp/english

See at SMTAI, Booth 511SN100CV P608 D4 solder paste. 

Nihon Superior Intros New Solder Pastes

San Diego, CA — Torrey Hills
Technologies (THT) is showcasing its
slow roll mixer at IMAPS 2018. The
company’s rollers can be used for a
variety of applications, including
those that require uniformity of sol-
der and thick-film paste to be strictly
maintained. The machines have an
adjustable shaft distance to accom-
modate containers of different sizes,
and the jar speed is adjustable from 0
to 5 rpm.

THT slow rollers can thorough-
ly de-air to avoid paste separation.
With a stainless steel casing for easy
cleaning, as well as a safety emer-
gency stop button, these slow rollers
are designed with the success of the
end-user in mind.

Torrey Hills Technologies devel-
ops and delivers quality, affordable
equipment and supplies for multiple
industries. Since its establishment,
the company has expanded its busi-
ness from microelectronics packag-
ing components to mixing equipment
and furnace equipment manufactur-
ing. Headquartered in San Diego,
California, the company now has cus-
tomers located around the world in
North America, South America,
Europe, Asia, and Australia.

Contact: Torrey Hills
Technologies, LLC, 6370 Lusk
Boulevard, Suite F111, San Diego,
CA 92121 % 858-558-6666 
E-mail: info@torreyhillstech.com 
Web: www.torreyhillstech.com

See at IMAPS, Booth 406

Slow roll mixing machine.

Torrey Hills
Technologies
Highlights
Slow-Roll
Mixer

See at SMTAI, Booth 330

http://www.metcal.com


Gilbert, AZ — Finetech is showcasing
its high-accuracy, production bonder,
the FINEPLACER® femto 2, at
IMAPS 2018. This die bonding plat-
form was developed for advanced
packaging and bonding in automated
precision manufacturing, with a
focus on high yield.

With a placement accuracy of
0.02 mil (±0.5 μm), at three sigma,
and process flexibility, the machine
supports a wide range of applications
at both chip and wafer levels. As a
“Prototype2Production” system, it
accommodates applications that
migrate from process and product
development to automated low-vol-
ume production environments.

The system is suitable for opto-
electronics, semiconductors, silicon
photonics, medical engineering, sen-
sor production, and R&D. Supported
applications include laser diodes,
laser bars, VCSEL/PD, LED packag-
ing, active optical cables (AOC), opti-

cal engines, TOSA/ROSA, lens
attach, MCM, MEMS, sensors,
3D/2.5D IC, C2C, C2W, chip-on-sub-
strate, chip-on-glass, chip-on-flex,
and more.

The bonder can be configured
for specific applications with a wide
range of process modules, enabling
many bonding technologies, such as
eutectic and epoxy die attach, adhe-
sive bonding and curing, thermo-
compression bonding (force from 0.05
up to 1,000N) and thermo-sonic
bonding, diffusion bonding (SLID,
TLPB, Cu-Cu), as well as laser-
assisted die bonding, bump bonding,
and copper pillar bonding. High-
quality dispensing options allow
lines, dots and patterns, as well as
micro-dipping solutions for small
components and contact areas.

The FPXVision™ vision align-
ment system is designed for high-
precision requirements. Maximum
resolution and real-time optimized
camera images enable a uniformly
sharp representation of fine struc-
tures across the entire field of view.
Numerous illumination options allow
for a larger scope of variations when
working with different materials and
surfaces.

For applications that require
particularly fast temperature process-
es, a high-speed heating plate provides
ramps of greater than 108°F/s
(60°C/s).

Contact: Finetech, Inc., 560 E.
Germann Road, Suite 103, Gilbert,
AZ 85297  480-893-1630 
E-mail: adg@finetechusa.com 
Web: www.finetechusa.com

See at IMAPS, Booth 512

Ann Arbor, MI — Aven’s ProVue
Solas magnifying lamps are designed
to offer the flexibility of utilizing
multiple, interchangeable lenses in a

durable and stylish housing. Users
can enhance working distance, mag-
nification, or field of view without
having multiple lamps on hand.

The ProVue Solas is available in
two models. The Solas XL35 includes
a five-diopter lens (2.25x magnifica-
tion), but also accommodates an
optional three-diopter lens (1.75x
magnification). The Solas XL58
includes an eight-diopter lens (3x
magnification), but also accommo-
dates an optional five-diopter lens
(2.25x magnification).

The ProVue Solas has a fasten-
ing ring that is placed over the
installed lens and is easy to loosen
and tighten when switching out lens-
es. 60 ultra-bright, white LEDs pro-
vide shadow-free illumination with a
lifespan of 20,000 hours. The lamp
head includes micro-touch buttons to
adjust the brightness intensity of the
LEDs. The 36 in. (91.4 cm) covered-
spring, balanced arm meets inspec-
tion needs without any exposed
springs or pinching hazards. A ten-
sion knob allows optimal lamp head
positioning. The ProVue Solas comes

complete with a heavy-duty table
clamp and power adapter.

Contact: Aven, Inc., 4330
Varsity Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108
 734-973-0099 
E-mail: markk@aventools.com 
Web: www.aveninc.com

See at SMTAI, Booths 1116 
and 1118
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To Be Precise.

CoaxStrip 6380
New Powerful, Yet Precise Coaxial Cable Stripping Machine

Providing Reliable Protection for:g f
•   Military & Defense    •   Aerospace  Military & Defense Aerospace

 •   Consumer Electronics    •  AutomotiveConsumer Electronics Autommotive
 •   Wearable Technology •   MedicalWearable Technology Medicca
 •   Printed Circuit Boards    •  LEDsDsD

•   Parylene (XY) •   Urethane (UR)   • Epoxy (ER))Parylene (XY) Urethane (UR)
 •   Acrylic (AR) •   Silicone (SR)

We also offer Parylene machine sales and consulting. 

Aven Releases Interchangeable-Lens Magnifying Lamps

ProVue Solas magnifying lamp.

Finetech Showcases 
Sub-Micron Die Bonder

FINEPLACER femto 2 
die bonding platform.

See at The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 231 and 
MD&M Minneapolis, Booth 729

See at MD&M Minneapolis, Booth 2441

http://www.schleuniger-na.com/cs6380_us
http://www.PCTconformalcoating.com


New Britain, CT — MicroCare has extended its port-
folio of cleaning products with new chemistries, flux
remover pens and aerosols. Now offered in conven-
ient pen-style packaging are three popular
MicroCare flux removing chemistries, including the
RMA flux remover, no-clean flux remover and water-
soluble flux remover pens. Each has been designed
to remove flux quickly and safely from PCBs.

The no-clean flux remover pen is
based on MicroCare’s VeriClean™ no-
clean flux remover, which is available in a
variety of sizes, from aerosol canisters to
drums. The new pen package gives tech-
nicians another option to clean fluxes and
pastes quickly, leaving no residue. It also
has the advantage of cleaning other con-
taminants, such as adhesives, oils and
greases. It is an exceptional degreaser
and general-purpose cleaner and is
exempt from VOC regulations in
most areas.

The new RMA flux remover pen,
which contains a high-purity, extra-
strength formulation, helps to clean
aged and baked-on flux. It easily pene-
trates and dissolves excess flux and
removes ionic and non-ionic activators.

The water-soluble (OA) flux
remover pen is an economical cleaner

for rosin, water-based and no-clean fluxes. Due to its
slower evaporation rate, cleaning times can be
increased when removing baked-on flux residue.

The company is also offering new ESD pre-
saturated cleaning wipes. These static-dissipative,
lint-free wipes successfully remove flux residues,
oils, fingerprints, dirt, and debris from ESD mats,
tool bins and other surfaces in a PCB manufactur-

ing facility.
Also new this year are economy-sized flux

remover aerosols, including the heavy-duty flux
remover, Supr Clean™, the alcohol-enhanced flux
remover, ProClean and the no-clean flux remover,
VeriClean™. The larger size helps to reduce waste
and save costs. 

All three cleaners have been
designed to work with MicroCare’s patent-
ed TriggerGrip™ cleaning system. This
dispensing tool is an efficient device for
benchtop PCB cleaning.

Contact: MicroCare Corp., 595 John
Downy Drive, New Britain, CT 06051 
% 860-827-0626 
E-mail: info@microcare.com 
Web: www.microcare.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 1015
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No-clean flux remover pen.

MicroCare Adds to Lineup of Cleaning Products

See at SMTAI, Booth 1023

Rain, Switzerland — Jenny Science
has introduced its ROTAX® rotary
motor axis, designed to complete
compact, fast and precise assembly
and handling tasks. ROTAX is an
electric servomotor axis with a vacu-
um/compressed air feedthrough.
With the patented Forceteq® technol-
ogy integrated into the company’s
XENAX® Xvi servo controllers, new

applications, such as placing, joining
and pressing, are now possible. 

Jenny Science AG is an interna-
tional component manufacturer of
industrial automation products, with
headquarters in Rain, Switzerland.
The company designs and builds
compact linear motor axes and intel-
ligent, web-based servo controllers
for customers around the globe.
Additional products include modular
axes, LINAX® linear motor axes,
ELAX® electric slides, and third-
party motors.

Contact: Jenny Science,
Sandblatte 7a, CH-6026 Rain,
Switzerland % +41-0-41-455-44-40
fax: +41-0-41-455-44-50 
E-mail: esther.zumstein@jenny-
science.ch 
Web: www.jennyscience.ch

See at The ASSEMBLY Show,
Booth 2339

ROTAX rotary motor axis. 

Jenny Science
Intros New
Rotary Motor
Axis

http://www.anda.us
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nordsonmarch.com

Contact us now to learn more
+1-925-827-1240/ info@nordsonmarch.com

Are you getting to the bottom
of your via?

Prevent  
connection  
failures in  
thick PCB  
substrates  
with plasma  
treatment

New VIA™ Series 2.5
cleans deep, narrow
vias where other
processes can’t go

VIA™ Series 2.5
Plasma System

Speedprint: Mid-Sized
Long Board Printer

Tampa, FL — Speedprint Technology
has added a new printer platform to
its product range. The SP1220 is
expressly designed to accommodate
mid-sized long boards, up to
48 in. (122 cm) in length.

The robust SP1220 plat-
form delivers print accuracy
to 0.5 mil (12.5 μm) at six
sigma. This repeatability per-
formance parallels Speed-
print’s SP710 platform, using
up to four fiducials to opti-
mize alignment — a factor
that becomes more critical
with long PCBs. 

The SP1220 also
includes built-in SPI inspec-
tion technology, and deploys
an inventive x-axis under-
stencil cleaning system that
minimizes the usage of clean-
ing consumables. Maximum stencil
size is 59 x 30 in. (150 x 73.6 cm).

Like the company’s other plat-
forms, owners of the new SP1220
printer benefit from Speedprint’s
comprehensive support and five-year
parts and two-year labor warranty.

The company added the machine to
its portfolio to address growing
demand from customers assembling
mid-sized long PCBs.

Contact: Speedprint Technology,
519 U.S. Highway 301 S., Tampa,
FL 33619  813-664-0686 
E-mail: mark.brawley@speedprint-tech.com 
Web: www.speedprint-tech.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 1231

SP1220 mid-sized long board printer.

CalcuQuote Offers 
EMS Software Suite

Dallas, TX — CalcuQuote is now
offering a range of software solu-
tions, business process enablement
tools and other professional services
for the EMS industry. 

With a suite of software for elec-
tronic contract manufacturers,
including its premier request for
quote (RFQ) management system,
the company has recently expanded
its offerings for contract manufactur-
ing to include partnerships with
other software and services.

CalcuQuote is a software and
professional services company that
provides products and expertise to

contract manufacturers, with a focus
on the electronics manufacturing
services industry. Its premier prod-
uct, a quote management system for
high-mix, low- to mid-volume con-
tract manufacturers, is used by more
than 75 EMS companies, increasing
quoting efficiency, accuracy, and
clients’ bottom line across North
America.

Contact: CalcuQuote, 1910
Pacific Avenue, Suite 17080, Dallas,
TX 75201  909-278-8233 
E-mail: sales@calcuquote.com 
Web: www.calcuquote.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 212

See at SMTAI, Booth 806

http://www.nozzles4smt.com
http://www.solderstar.com
http://www.nordson.com/en/divisions/march/?=ustech


Hayward, CA — Seika Machinery is
now offering a complete lineup of
leading-edge equipment, including
the latest models from McDry,
Unitech, Sayaka, and MALCOM.
The Sayaka SAM-CT23S tabletop
router with color CCD camera offers
automatic compensation with fidu-
cial marks and automatic program
change with QR code. With 115 VAC
operation, no compressed air is nec-
essary. Advanced image processing
software allows easy programming
and CAD-based offline programming.

The new McDry DXU-1001A
high-performance dry cabinet main-
tains one percent RH levels. All
McDry ultra-low-humidity storage
cabinets conform to IPC/JEDEC J-
STD 033D and IPC 1601 standards.
The ESD-safe design also adheres to
the IEC-61340-5-1 (ESD) standard.
McDry cabinets dehumidify ICs to
prevent micro-cracking and are an
alternative to baking, MBBs and
nitrogen storage.

Seika will also highlight the
UNITECH UC-250M-CV PCB clean-
er. The UC-250M-CV shares all the
features of the UC-250M and adds a
dual-cleaning feature using a combi-
nation of a brush roller with sili-

cone/adhesive cleaning rollers. The
combination dust removal system
provides better results than a single
brush or adhesive roller system.

The MALCOM RCX series mod-
ular reflow oven profiling system
offers complete profiling of reflow
ovens, including oven temperature,
video imaging, oxygen concentration,
and convection air velocity. It verifies
that ovens are performing optimally,
and enables users to troubleshoot
problem areas.

The MALCOM PCU-02V spiral
viscometer is designed for expensive
material testing and analysis by
obtaining the viscosity characteris-

tics with only a 0.2 cc sample.
MALCOM’s spiral sensor provides
continuous measurement of non-
newtonian fluids with repeatability.

The MALCOM SPS-2000 paste
mixer offers high-speed mixing capa-
bilities, up to approximately 1,000
rpm, resulting in short mixing times.
The mixer can be programmed to
automatically stop at a specified mix-
ing time or paste temperature. The
system’s temperature monitoring
function allows the user to verify the
paste’s optimal temperature.

Contact: Seika Machinery, Inc.,
26218 Industrial Boulevard,
Hayward, CA 94545 % 510-293-0580
E-mail: info@seikausa.com 
Web: www.seikausa.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 307
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Seika Intros Tabletop Router with CCD Camera

Sayaka SAM-CT23S 
tabletop router.

Lincoln, RI — EpoxySet has expand-
ed its SetWORX™ line, with UV-
35G, a two-part epoxy that will gel
when exposed to UV energy. It will
fully cure overnight at room temper-
ature (or with mild heat) even if it is
not exposed to UV light. UV-35G is
suitable for bonding and sealing
applications that require immediate
fixture time, where there may be
shadowed areas, or where a high-
temperature cure is not appropriate.

This clear, durable system
offers low cure shrinkage and high
bond strength to metals, glass and
ceramics as well as most plastics. It
has a 2:1 mix ratio and is supplied in
easy-to-use, dual-barrel cartridges.

EpoxySet has been providing
high-performance, advanced polymers
to medical and electronic device man-
ufacturers since 1997, offering quality

products with excellent technical sup-
port to meet the most demanding
applications. The company’s expertise
in custom formulations allows it to
create unique solutions quickly.

Contact: EpoxySet, Inc., 1
Industrial Circle, Lincoln, RI 02865
% 401-726-4500 fax: 401-726-4502
E-mail: info@epoxyset.com 
Web: www.epoxyset.com

See at The ASSEMBLY Show,
Booth 547

SetWORX UV-35G UV gel epoxy. 

EpoxySet
Develops
Two-Part
UV Gel
Epoxy

http://www.valtronic.com/Innovation
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Sales Representatives wanted

Creform Designs 
Wire Spool Cart

Greer, SC — Creform Corpora tion
engineers have designed and built a
cart to support an electronics manu-
facturer who required a cart
to hold spools of wire during
production. The cart is built
with ESD components to
match other structures in
the factory, holds 6.5 in.
(61.5 cm) diameter spools,
and keeps stock of various
types, color and gauges of
wire to ensure  rapid replen-
ishment as material is used
or in the event of a model
change. With a simple
design change, virtually any
size spool can be accommo-
dated.

The spools are support-
ed by two Creform pipes
that cradle them by the rim.
This design makes loading
and unloading easier than
trying to hang the spools by
the center hole. It also
makes it easy to retrieve
any spool, without having
to move another out of the way. Each
level has a pipe that serves as a back-
stop for the spools.

The open design of the cart
makes all spools visible, which
enhances visual inventory manage-
ment. The two-sided cart has four
shelf levels and is stair-stepped to aid
in accessing each level. The cart has
four 3 in. (7.6 cm) insert casters that
make positioning and maneuverabili-
ty easy. Two of the casters lock for
secure positioning when needed.

This particular cart is 2.3 x 4.2

x 1.8 ft (0.7 x 1.3 x 0.6m) in size, but
like all Creform carts, is customized
for the particular application and

available with a wide variety of pipe
color options. Its modular design
allows the user to add only the neces-
sary accessories, such as label hold-
ers and hooks.

Contact: Creform Corp., P.O.
Box 830, Greer, SC 29652 
% 800-839-8823 
fax: 864-877-3863 
E-mail: scsales@creform.com 
Web: www.creform.com

See at The ASSEMBLY Show,
Booth 1423

CRE-600 spool cart.

http://www.plasmaetch.com
http://www.calchip.com


Ingleside, IL — IDENTCO® is now offering an
extensive portfolio of solutions for on-demand elec-
tronics labeling. The company’s products include
labels, ribbons, printers, and presenters. The high-
performance labels are designed to address a wide
variety of applications, including identification,
track and trace, masking, and protection. With
more than a dozen materials and nearly 50 stock
label sizes and configurations, there are hundreds
of products to fill any labeling need. Custom labels,
designed to exact customer specifications, create a
near-endless assortment of options.

One of the newest product offerings is the
PPL line of polyimide labels for auto-application
on the SMT production line. Precision die-cut
labels on quick release liners in the IDENTCO-
engineered REEL-e™ format ensure static-free
delivery of labels.

Manually applying labels at
high rates is challenging and often
results in inconsistent placement

and poor adhesion performance. IDENTCO offers
multiple solutions for auto-application of labels on
SMT production lines. The ELP-A print and apply
applicators are a cost-effective option for consis-
tent label presentation at high rates. The applica-
tors are designed to handle a wide range of sizes
and shapes on an array of automation systems.

ILP pre-printed label presenters integrate
into pick-and-place equipment, offering flexible
solutions for circuit board applications. This equip-
ment saves time and money, while maximizing
label placement accuracy.

Contact: IDENTCO, 28164 W. Concrete
Drive, Ingleside, IL 60041 % 815-322-8868 
E-mail: jmorino@identco.com 
Web: www.identco.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 941
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TECHNICA, U.S.A.
Ful�lling Manufacturing Needs Throughout the Electronics Industry

Available exclusively through Technica, U.S.A.
1-800-909-8697  •  www.technica.com

German Engineering
Modular Design

Flexible and Scalable 

Finest achine arts
Compact Design

Easy aintenance

IDENTCO Offers Range of Electronics Labels

Auto-applied label for SMT production. 

Camarillo, CA — Binder USA has
expanded its M12 product family with
the addition of an M12 A-Coded con-
nector, which is now certified to both
Ecolab and FDA Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Title 21 standards.

The M12 A-Coded connectors
are durable and IP69K-rated, and
suited for heavy-duty and wash-
down applications in the food and
beverage, pharmaceutical, and chem-
ical industries. Available with 3, 4, 5,
8, and 12 contacts, the high-quality
stainless steel locking rings (V4A)
and gold contact plating can also
withstand UV exposure, shock and

vibration. Other features include:
thread M12 x 1; rated currents of 1.5,
2 and 4A; rated voltages of 60, 125
and 250V; termination molded; and
TPVHF cable.

Binder USA, LP, is a subsidiary
of Binder Group, a leading global
manufacturer of circular connectors,
custom cordsets, and LED lights.
Binder USA products are used
around the world in industrial envi-
ronments for factory automation,
process control, and medical technol-
ogy applications.The company’s qual-
ity management system is is certified
to DIN ISO 9001 and ISO 9001 and
14001 standards.

Contact: Binder USA, LP, 3903
Calle Tecate, Camarillo, CA 93012
% 805-437-9925 fax: 805-504-9656
E-mail: sales@binder-usa.com 
Web: www.binder-usa.com

See at The ASSEMBLY Show,
Booth 1837

M12 A-Coded connectors.

Binder
Connectors
Now Ecolab
and FDA
Certified

http://www.technica.com
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Industry 4.0 
starts with us

www.kistler.com
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We make Smart Factories even smarter – because intelligent sensors and 
systems from Kistler give a huge boost to your production efficiency. 
No matter where your production site is: we offer you complete, 
customized solutions and comprehensive service support worldwide.

See at SMTAI, Booth 707

See at The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 119

VJ Electronix
Improves Component

Counting Accuracy
Chelmsford, MA — VJ Electronix is
now offering its XQuik II X-ray com-
ponent counting system with Accu -
Count technology. The XQuik com-
bines specially designed imaging
technology, which offers high con-
trast and resolution, with a powerful,
automated counting algorithm.

The machine does not require
any programming or library develop-
ment for more than 95 percent accu-
racy for 01005 (0402 metric) compo-
nents and smaller. Available in two
models, XQuik I for 7 in. (18 cm)
reels and XQuik II for 15 in. (38 cm)
reels, both versions provide counting

of matrix trays and waffle packs.
The XQuik II is now available

with automated material handling
for a substantial throughput im -
prove ment. With hundreds of instal-
lations worldwide, the XQuik has
been integrated with all leading
MES systems and storage solutions.

Offering more than just labor sav-
ings, the systems also provide a
strong ROI. 

Contact: VJ Electronix, Inc., 19
Alpha Road, Chelmsford, MA 01824
% 978-485-4777 
Web: www.vjelectronix.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 1210

XQuik II X-ray component counter with AccuCount technology.

http://www.ko-ki.co.jp/en
http://www.kistler.com
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www.xjtag.comAdvertorial

CAF Power & Automation
www.xjtag.com

The company is using XJTAG
boundary scan to test the circuit
boards used in the ITS modules,
which are deployed in office-based,
trackside and train-mounted locations.
“Testing with XJTAG helps us
guarantee high product reliability for
our customers,” says Javier Gordo,
Manufacturing Manager. XJTAG is
used in development, to verify
designs and debug prototype boards,
as well as for independent checking
of production boards delivered by
external assembly partners. The
assembly partners, also, are testing
with XJTAG. “The system is easy to
use, and has allowed us to establish
a consistent boundary scan
environment from prototype to
production. This enables seamless
interactions between internal
engineering activities and external
assemblers, and we are able to re-use
successful tests across any of these
activities,” adds Javier Gordo.

XJTAG achieves high test coverage
by testing not only the JTAG-compliant
devices but also non-JTAG devices
on nets connected to the boundary
scan chain. 

In addition, automated Design For
Test (DFT) analysis helps maximise
test coverage, while XJTAG’s unique
high-level test description language
XJEase simplifies testing of non-JTAG
devices. XJEase enables engineers
to create tests by specifying input
pin levels and expected outputs; the
system then calculates how to
generate and apply the required test
patterns. This device-centric
approach allows tests for individual
devices to be retained and used in

subsequent projects. An online
library of XJEase tests for commonly
used devices is available at
www.xjtag.com.

CAF Power & Automation is also
taking advantage of XJTAG’s device
programming capabilities. The
XJDeveloper graphical application can
run SVF and STAPL files to program
devices such as microcontrollers, PLDs
and non-volatile memories in situ after
the board is assembled. Alternatively,
XJEase scripts can be written to
program an image directly. XJTAG
also has unique capabilities to speed
up programming of Flash devices.

“The high capabilities and high
performance of XJTAG enables us to
consolidate test and programming
activities onto a single instrument,
using the XJLink2 USB-to-JTAG

interface to connect the unit under
test to a host PC,” says Javier
Gordo. “This saves the overheads
involved with using multiple items of
equipment, and also eliminates
opportunities for errors such as
incorrectly programmed devices.”

Javier Gordo concludes by
revealing another important reason
behind CAF Power & Automation’s
decision to choose XJTAG over
alternative systems. “XJTAG offered
the best value because the initial
price provides access to the full
feature set. Some competing systems
force customers to pay extra for
modules to unlock capabilities that
XJTAG provides as standard.”

“Testing with XJTAG helps us guarantee high product reliability for our
customers. The system is easy to use, and has allowed us to establish a
consistent boundary scan environment from prototype to production,
benefiting from seamless interactions between internal engineering activities
and external assemblers.”
“Consolidating test and programming activities onto one instrument saves

the overheads involved with using multiple items of equipment, and also
eliminates opportunities for errors such as incorrectly programmed devices.”
“Buying XJTAG provides immediate access to all the system’s features,

whereas some competing systems force customers to pay extra for
capabilities they need.”

CAF Power & Automation is a member of CAF Group, an international
market leader in equipment and components for railway systems.
Based in San Sebastián, northern Spain, the company is dedicated
to developing Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) that maximise
the effectiveness, efficiency and safety of rail transportation
networks. To serve its worldwide customer base, which includes
government agencies and private contractors, CAF must deliver
advanced product capabilities combined with extremely high
quality and value.

Railway Systems Innovator Maximises Value with XJTAG® Boundary Scan

“By using XJTAG for board testing and component programming, railway communications expert CAF
Power & Automation avoids the overheads involved with using multiple sets of equipment and can ensure
that each board will function correctly. The company’s assembly partners are also using XJTAG, which
enables consistent and efficient interactions throughout development and production.”

Data
Bank

Company CAF Power & Automation
HQ Spain

Nature of Provider of bespoke technological
business solutions for the management, 

control and maintenance of 
rail-based transport

Main Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)
products for high-speed, regional and 

suburban trains, as well as 
metros and trams

Customers Rail sector of the information and
communication systems industries

Location San Sebastián, Spain
Web site www.cafpower.com

   opinion Javier Gordo
Manufacturing Manager
CAF Power & Automation

http://www.xjtag.com


Horsham, PA — Aegis Software has
released FactoryLogix® 2018.1. This
latest release extends its existing
incoming and in-process quality assur-
ance capabilities to deliver adminis-
trative quality management including
corrective action and preventive action
(CAPA), material review board (MRB),
and a failure reporting, analysis and
corrective action system (FRACAS).

FactoryLogix is a software plat-
form designed to manage the entire
product lifecycle, from product
launch to material logistics, through
manufacturing execution, analytics
and real-time dashboards.

These new features complement
the shop floor nonconformance and
incoming inspection quality compo-

nents already in FactoryLogix. They
comprise a complete quality manage-
ment solution (QMS), to increase
quality outcomes at a lower cost,
meet regulatory and compliance

requirements and improve customer
satisfaction.

Production data, captured on
the factory floor can quickly become
massive within a short timeframe,
depending on the manufacturing
environment. In this era of ever-
increasing connectivity, the ongoing
management of big data is becoming
paramount for many manufacturers.

With FactoryLogix data archiv-
ing, manufacturers can easily
archive and auto-archive data, which
helps to reduce IT-related costs,
improve system performance and
provide access to data at any time.

Enhanced operator feedback
capabilities ensure that feedback and
ideas are digitally captured, in real

time. Alarms and workflows send
feedback notifications to the right
people at the right time, ensuring
timely reviews and resolutions,
before final approval. 

With FactoryLogix 2018.1,
manufacturers can now leverage the
power of embedded Excel presented
in the context of the user’s workflow. 

Also included in the new release
is the ability to create time-based
conditions and workflows that span
beyond a batch, assembly, revision,
workstation, or line. For example, a
manufacturer could create a work-
flow that triggers equipment inspec-
tion every two months, independent
of production operations.

Contact: Aegis Industrial
Software Corp., 5 Walnut Grove
Drive, Suite 320, Horsham, PA
19044 % 215-773-3571 
E-mail: dgeiger@aiscorp.com 
Web: www.aiscorp.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 909
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Aegis Releases Latest Version of FactoryLogix

FactoryLogix 2018.1 manufac-
turing execution system.

BTU Int’l
Releases
WINCON
Oven
Software
North Billerica, MA — BTU
International has released the latest
version of its WINCON™ oven con-
trol software, WINCON 7.0. New fea-
tures of the software include
Windows 10 compatibility, Profile
Guardian support and RecipePro
enhancements.

BTU’s PYRAMAX reflow oven
is powered by the WINCON oven
control system. Exclusive closed-loop
convection ensures process repeata-
bility site-to-site, line-to-line and
oven-to-oven, regardless of altitude
or other factors.

WINCON is an advanced win-
dows-based software system for con-
trolling the operation of BTU ther-
mal processing equipment. It com-
bines both the simplicity of a graphi-
cal user interface with powerful diag-
nostic and analytical tools.

BTU’s WINCON oven control
software supports Industry 4.0,
including line control and communi-
cations, recipe development and
energy-saving software solutions.
The company offers many solutions
for line control/MES, including
REST, MQTT and PROFIBUS,
among others.

Contact:  BTU International,
Inc., 23 Esquire Road, North
Billerica, MA 01862 % 978-667-
4111 fax: 978-667-9068 E-mail:
sales@btu.com Web: www.btu.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 430

PYRAMAX reflow oven powered
by WINCON control software.

http://www.datest.com
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See at SMTAI, Booth 527

CAIG Intros Fast-Acting
Contact Cleaner

Poway, CA — CAIG Laboratories has
introduced its DeoxIT® D-Series, a
fast-acting deoxidizing solution that
cleans, preserves, lubricates, and
improves the conductivity of metal
connectors and contacts.

All electronic connections dete-
riorate over time, which causes
reduced performance or device fail-
ure. Simple contact cleaners wash
away dirt, dust and grime, but can be
ineffective when used to remove oxi-
dation and surface sulfides. These
tough contaminants attach to and
become an integral part of the con-
tact metal and cannot be removed by
ordinary cleaners. The only true
method of eliminating oxidation, con-
taminants and surface sulfides is by
chemical action and reaction, with-
out harming sensitive materials.

DeoxIT D-Series dissolves
oxides and sulfides that form on
metal contact surfaces, removing
these sources of resistance. This
restores the contacts’ integrity and

leaves a thin (organic) layer that
coats and protects the metals.
Special additives prevent the dis-
solved oxides from reattaching, keep-
ing them in suspension and allowing
them to be easily dispersed by the

mechanical action of the contact.
DeoxIT works on stationary and

moving contacts and connectors with
similar or dissimilar metals. Even
when a treated connector mates with
an untreated one, DeoxIT will
migrate and coat the other. The
advanced formula contains deoxidiz-
ers, preservatives, conductivity
enhancers, arcing and RFI inhibitors
and anti-tarnishing compounds
designed to significantly increase the
performance and reliability of electri-
cal components and equipment.

Contact: CAIG Laboratories,
Inc., 12200 Thatcher Court, Poway,
CA 92064 % 858-486-8388  
E-mail: info@caig.com 
Web: www.caig.com

See at SMTAI, Booth 1136

DeoxIT D-Series contact cleaners.

RoHS

http://www.ironwoodelectronics.com
http://www.pdr-rework.com


Eagan, MN — Ironwood Electronics
has introduced a new stamped spring
pin socket addressing high-perform-
ance requirements for testing BGA
1062 packages — CBT-BGA-6077.
The contactor is a stamped spring
pin with 1.1 oz (31g) actuation force
per ball and a cycle life of 125,000
insertions.

The self-inductance of the con-
tactor is 0.88 nH, insertion loss is
less than 1 dB at 15.7 GHz, and its
capacitance is 0.097 pF. The current
capacity of each contactor is 4A at
72°F (40°C) temperature rise. The
socket’s operating temperature range
is –67 to +356°F (–55 to +180°C). It
has a clamshell lid, allowing chips to
be replaced easily.

It also has an integrated com-
pression plate for vertical force actu-
ation, without distorting device posi-
tion. The specific configuration of the
package to be tested in the CBT-

BGA-6077 is a 1.1 x 1.1 in. (27 x 27
mm), 0.03 in. (0.8 mm) pitch, 33 x 33
BGA with 1,062 balls. The socket is
mounted using supplied hardware on
the target PCB with no soldering,
and has a very small footprint. The
compact footprint allows inductors,
resistors and decoupling capacitors
to be placed very close to the device

for impedance tuning.
In use, the BGA device is placed

into the socket and the lid is closed
by snapping to the latch. Vertical
force is then applied by turning the
compression screw. The socket is
made of aluminum components for
power dissipation and it can be cus-
tomized with an axial flow fan and a
finned heat sink.

This socket comes with ther-
mal interface material to efficiently
transfer heat from silicon dice to
the ambient environment. The
socket can be used for quick device
screening and device characteriza-
tion at extreme temperatures, as
well as final production test.

Contact: Ironwood Electronics,
1335 Eagandale Court, Eagan, MN
55121 % 952-229-8200 
fax: 952-229-0201 

E-mail: info@ironwoodelectronics.com 
Web: www.ironwoodelectronics.com

Waldenburg, Germany — Würth
Elektronik eiSos has introduced its
WE-MCRI, a double choke with
molding technology. With its soft sat-
uration, the WE-MCRI is especially
suited for DC-DC converter applica-
tions.

The WE-MCRI consists of two
identical round wire windings com-
pacted in a metal powder material.

The double chokes are extremely
compact and offer attractive options
for PCB design. The new series is
designed for a rated current up to
17A and a saturation current up to
43.5A.

Due to their special winding
style, the WE-MCRI series compo-
nents excel with their outstanding
coupling coefficient of up to 0.995,

which offers much lower leakage
inductance than similar coupled
inductors. These double power
chokes are the perfect solution for
converters that require a high rated
current and saturation current with
a high coupling coefficient. Other
applications include flyback convert-
ers with a 1:1 turn ratio, as well as
step-up/step-down converters with
isolated secondary output voltage.

Würth Elektronik eiSos GmbH
& Co. KG manufactures electronic
and electromechanical components for
the electronics industry. It has pro-
duction sites in Europe, Asia and
North America. The company’s prod-
ucts include EMC components, induc-
tors, transformers, HF components,
varistors, capacitors, power mod ules,
LEDs, wireless technology, plug con-
nectors, power supply elements, wire-
less power coils, switches, connection
technology, and fuse holders.

Contact: Würth Elektronik
eiSos GmbH & Co. KG, Max-Eyth-
Strasse 1, 74638 Waldenburg,
Germany % +49-7942-945-5186 
E-mail: sarah.hurst@we-online.de
Web: www.we-online.de
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Extreme Temperature
Threaded Standoffs; New

from Keystone
New Hyde Park, NY — Keystone
Electronics has introduced a new
series of threaded standoffs specifi-
cally formulated using a high-per-
formance, nylon blend for use in
extreme temperature applications.

These standoffs can be used in
applications with temperature
ranges from –20 to +365°F (–29
to +185°C). This proprietary
Nylon blend material allows the
standoff to stay pliable and
maintain tensile strength in both
extremely cold and hot environ-
ments. The versatile nature of
this material makes these stand-
offs excellent for automotive,
under-hood applications, as well
as aerospace, refrigeration and
other severe environments.

The standoffs are available
in 4-40, 6-32 and 8-32 threads in
lengths from 0.25 to 1 in. (6.4 to
25.4 mm) in both male/female and
female hex configurations. They are
supplied in black color and packed in
bulk. They are available globally
through Keystone’s authorized distrib-
utors and can be ordered online.

A manufacturer of electronics
components and hardware, Key -

stone’s capabilities include stamping,
machining and assembly services.
In-house engineering assistance for
product modifications and special
designs is also available. ISO
9001:2015-certified and RoHS-com-
pliant, company headquarters are in
the U.S. with offices in Canada,

Europe, Australia, and Asia.
Contact: Keystone Electronics

Corp., 55 S. Denton Avenue, New
Hyde Park, NY 11040 
% 800-221-5510 fax: 516-328-1080 
E-mail: kec@keyelco.com 
Web: www.keyelco.com

Threaded nylon standoffs.

Ironwood Intros Clamshell
Stamped Spring Pin Socket

CBT-BGA-6077 BGA test socket. 

Würth: Double Choke with Molding

WE-MCRI double chokes. 

http://www.HEMCOcorp.com
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Hoffman Estates, IL — Industrial
automation solutions provider Omron
Automation Americas has released its
latest NX1 series machine automa-
tion controller. 

The newest iteration of Omron’s
NX1 machine automation controller
series is designed to improve produc-
tivity through integration with infor-
mation utilization, quality manage-
ment and safety. The high degree of
integration helps manufacturers col-
lect and utilize data more effectively
and improve overall productivity.

The NX1 collects synchronized
data from sensors, servomotors, and
other devices within the same fixed
cycle time, due to multicore technolo-
gy that executes high-speed data pro-
cessing tasks and machine control
tasks simultaneously. The controller
then sends all collected data to the
host IT system while keeping control
performance at the ideal level.

Three industrial Ethernet ports,
Ethernet/IP and EtherCAT, along
with an OPC UA server interface for
industrial automation and informa-
tion technology, are housed in a com-
pact design only 2.6 in. (6.6 cm) wide.
This connectivity enables data usage
at production sites and provides an
intuitive, secure connection to host IT
systems. The database connection
model can directly store production
information in databases without
using PCs or middleware, ensuring

traceability of all products in real time
and improving quality control.

The NX1 provides synchronized
control of I/O and motion within a 1
ms cycle time and motion control of up
to 12 axes to enable high-speed, pre-
cise control. The built-in Ethernet/IP,
EtherCAT, OPC UA, and database
connection functionality allows infor-
mation usage within and between
machines, as well as visualization of
production status with MES/SCADA,
traceability using a SQL database and
other applications.

When connected with the NX-
HAD4 high-speed analog input unit,
the NX1 simultaneously obtains ana-
log data from four insulated channels
at a sampling speed of 5 µs. Rather

than requiring special inspection
machines with a built-in PC, this
standard controller can be used for
inspections, such as vibration inspec-

tion of high-speed rotators. The
inspection process can therefore be
seamlessly incorporated into produc-
tion lines.

Also, the NX1 series alongside
the NX-SL5 safety CPU integrates
control and safety features previous-
ly unavailable. CIP safety and
EtherCAT safety can be realized
together on the same control system,
giving robotics and factory automa-
tion users the option to integrate
with varied safety networks. 

Contact: Omron Automation
Americas, 2895 Greenspoint
Parkway, Suite 200, Hoffman
Estates, IL 60169 % 847-285-7122
E-mail: maggie.liu@omron.com 
Web: www.omron.com

NX1 machine 
automation controller. 

Omron Releases NX1 Controller for IIoT Applications

Bradford, PA — KOA Speer Elec -
tronics has introduced its new WG73
wide-terminal, surge current, flat
chip resistor available in a 1020
(2550 metric) package with a 1W
power rating. The WG73 resistor is

superior to KOA’s WK73 series in
pulse withstanding voltage. The
anti-surge WG73 has a TCR of
±100ppm/°C, a resistance range of
560 mW to 1 kW, a standard tolerance
of ±10 and ±20 percent, and a wide
operating temperature range of –67
to +311°F (–55 to +155°C).

The WG73 chip resistor is
designed with wide side electrodes
that provide greater heat dissipation
and a smaller size when compared
with other standard chip resistors.
This wide-terminal resistor is
designed for high accuracy and cur-
rent detection. It can be used in such
applications as power supplies, DC-
to-DC conversion and AC adaptors,
automotive ECU, and motor circuits.
The WG73 is AEC-Q200-qualified. 

Contact: KOA Speer Electronics,
Inc., 199 Bolivar Drive, Bradford,
PA 16701 % 814-362-5536 
Web: www.koaspeer.com

KOA Speer
Intros Wide
Terminal
Surge Chip
Resistor

THE GAME CHANGERS.
Temperature Stable solder pastes
LOCTITE® game-changing solder pastes – LOCTITE GC 10 temperature stable, no-clean, lead-
free solder paste and its water-washable counterpart, LOCTITE GC 3W, deliver unprecedented 
transport, storage and process performance.

Building on the success of LOCTITE® GC 10 solder paste, the Henkel team has developed 
LOCTITE® GC 3W, a water soluble material with many of the same storage and performance 
benefits of its no-clean predecessor.  

Learn more about what these materials have already done for leading electronics manufacturers 
and how they can reduce cost of ownership and raise yield.

For more information, contact 1-800-562-8483  
or visit us online at www.henkel.com/electronics

COMPATIBILITY
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H
EN
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All marks used above are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Henkel and its affiliates in the U.S., Germany and elsewhere.  
© 2014 Henkel Corporation. All rights reserved.  4275 (2/16)

WG73 chip resistors. 

See at The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 2201

http://www.henkel.com/electronics
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Round Lake, IL — Grieve has devel-
oped a 950°F (510°C) belt conveyor
oven, No. 831, currently being used
for heat treating springs at a cus-
tomer’s facility. Workspace dimen-

sions of No. 831 measure 14 x 54 x 3
in. (35.6 x 137.2 x 7.6 cm). The oven
is heated by a modulating infrared
gas burner that provides 81,600
Btu/hr, while a 250 CFM, 1/3 HP
recirculating blower provides vertical
downward airflow to the workload.

The belt conveyor oven has a 12
in. (30.5 cm) open belt loading zone
and a 54 in. (137.2 cm) insulated
heat zone with recirculated airflow.
Features include a 12 in. (30.5 cm)
open unloading zone and a 10 in.
(25.4 cm) wide, 0.041 in. (0.1 cm)
high carbon steel woven wire convey-

or belt with a 1/40 HP motor variable
speed drive.

Additional features include 4 in.
(10.2 cm) insulated walls made of 2 in.
(5.1 cm) of 1,990°F (1,088°C) block and

2 in. (5.1 cm) of dense rockwool and an
aluminized steel interior and exterior.
The oven is equipped with safety
equipment required by IRI, FM and
National Fire Protection Association
Standard 86 for gas-heated equip-
ment, including a 130 CFM 1/3 HP
powered forced exhauster. The oven
also includes a digitally indicating
temperature controller.

Contact: Grieve Corp., 500 Hart
Road, Round Lake, IL 60073 
% 847-546-8225 fax: 847-546-9210 
E-mail: sales@grievecorp.com 
Web: www.grievecorp.com

Custom belt conveyor oven.

950°F Belt Conveyor
Oven from Grieve

CIT Relay & Switch Offers
50A, UL-Approved Relays

Minneapolis, MN — CIT Relay &
Switch is now offering the J115F
series 50A relay with UL approval
and shorter lead times than the
industry standard. The rugged series
has high dielectric strength coil to
contact up to 4,000 Vrms.

Heavy contact load is a hallmark
of this high-performance relay.
Robust and enclosed in a small pack-
age, the J115F 50A series relays are
UL F class-rated standard. Lead-time
averages 8 to 10 weeks. Volume pric-
ing is dependent on option choices.

CIT Relay & Switch, a division
of Circuit Interruption Technology,
Inc., manufactures a broad range of
automotive, telecom, security, indus-
trial, and audio relays and switches

in through-hole, panel and surface
mount styles. The company’s prod-
ucts are supported by a worldwide
network of distributors and sales
representatives. 

Contact: CIT Relay & Switch,
14680 James Road, Rogers, MN
55374 % 763-535-2339 
E-mail: sales@citrelay.com 
Web: www.citswitch.com

J115F series 50A relays.

Irvine, CA — Hitachi Solutions
America has launched the latest ver-
sion of its IoT Service Hub software
as a service (SaaS) platform. This
update provides the same remote
monitoring, predictive analytics and
autonomous decision-making capa-
bilities as before, along with new
utilities that make it faster and easi-
er to deploy. 

The digital transformation plat-
form now includes a new deployer
package, asset and device cloning
and clean up utilities. The deployer
package streamlines the implemen-
tation process, helps maintain con-
sistency and control and ensures best
practices. With asset and device

cloning, sensor registration is sped
up and automated. This makes it
easier to upgrade or make changes to
existing setups. 

The Hitachi Solutions IoT
Service Hub is a self-hosted platform
for analyzing and acting on real-time
telemetry data. It serves as the foun-
dation for creating end-to-end,
autonomous equipment maintenance
solutions that help to predict service
needs and manage the corrective
service lifecycle.

Contact: Hitachi Solutions
America, Ltd., 100 Spectrum Center
Drive, Suite 350, Irvine, CA 92618
% 949-242-1300 
Web: www.hitachi-solutions.com

Hitachi Improves IoT
Service Platform

http://www.dataio.com/LumenX
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Elgin, IL — HARTING is making it
easy to implement Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) solutions
with three new starter kits. Each kit
contains all of the necessary hard-
ware and software for a basic appli-
cation, removing the risk and guess-
work for companies looking to
embrace IIoT.

The first kit is the HARTING
MICA CISS complete IIoT starter kit
for a basic condition-monitoring
application. It comes with a sensor
that can measure seven different
parameters, including vibration,
acoustics, temperature, humidity,
and more. The sensor is connected to
the HARTING MICA, an edge-com-
puting device that processes, com-

putes and visualizes all the data
from the sensor. The HARTING
MICA comes with pre-installed soft-
ware that includes an easy to use
dashboard that shows all of the sen-
sor readouts.

The HARTING MICA RF-R300
complete RFID starter kit contains
everything needed for a basic RFID

asset tracking application — indus-
trial RFID tags, the HARTING
MICA RF-R300 reader, two antennas
and cabling. The HARTING MICA
comes with a pre-installed demo ver-
sion of HARTING’s certified Ha-VIS
middleware, which translates raw
RFID signal formats into modern
software protocols.

The third kit is the HARTING
MICA basic Ethernet starter kit. The
kit is suitable for connecting periph-
eral devices through Ethernet using
communications protocols that
include Modbus-TCP and OPC UA.
The kit contains all of the cabling
required to get started and a basic
version of the HARTING MICA and
software. Like the other two starter
kits, this one comes with fast
Ethernet capabilities, eight digital
GPIO ports, and the ability to be
powered by PoE or by 12 or 24V.

Contact: HARTING North
America, 1370 Bowes Road, Elgin,
IL 60123 % 847-717-9217 E-mail:
christina.chatfield@harting.com
Web: www.harting.com

HARTING Develops Industrial IoT Starter Kits

MICA IIoT starter kits.

t
OPENING OUR SECOND LOCATION IN BILLERICA, MA 1ST QTR 2018.

Industries Served
Military
Aerospace
Space
Automotive
Medical
Utilities
Solar
Energy
Traffic Management

Certifications
ISO 9001:2015
AS 9100D
ITAR
ESD S20.20
Nadcap Mid 2018
Cage Code 3VCY8
JobBOSS ERP Sys.
Veteran Owned
Minority Owned

42680 Christy St., Fremont, CA 16 Esquire Road, Billerica, MA
1 510 226 8700 www.speccoat.com 1 978 362 0346

Services Provided
Conformal Coating
Potting/Encapsulation
PCB Cleaning
Ionic Testing
Plasma Treating
Coating Removal
Soldering
AOI Blacklight Insp.
UV curing

Printed Circuit Board Protection
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada — Tamron
has launched its first global shutter
block camera, now available from
FRAMOS. The MP2030M-GS is
equipped with Sony’s IMX265, an
industrial grade 1/1.8 in. (2.5/4.6 cm)
global shutter CMOS sensor. This
camera is combined with a built-in,
high-power 30x zoom lens and is
suitable for both wide angle and tele-
photo pictures. In addition, its
advanced feature set makes the new

Tamron block camera an excellent
24/7 device for both day and night
conditions in security, surveillance or
traffic applications.

The camera’s state-of-art 3.19
MP sensor has high light sensitivity
and provides excellent picture quali-
ty with low noise. There is an option
to select between various output
modes — from NTSC/PAL to 1080p at
60 Hz. The global shutter CMOS-
type imager prevents motion blur in
the images when capturing fast mov-
ing objects.

The lens has a 30x optical and
16x digital zoom which gives it a
zoom range from 6 to 180 mm optical
and up to 2,880 mm equivalent focal
length using the digital zoom. This
fully capable lens makes this block
camera quite suitable for a wide vari-
ety of working distances. The field of
view is between 60 and 2.5° and has
an f-stop between 1.5 and 4.8,
depending on the zoom factor.

Contact: FRAMOS Technology,
Inc., 2733 Lancaster Road, Suite
210, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1B
0A9 613-208-1082 
E-mail: info@framos.com 
Web: www.framos.com

MP2030M-GS global shutter
block camera.

FRAMOS
Offers Tamron
Global Shutter
Block Camera

http://www.speccoat.com
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Knowles Offers Three
Terminal 1806 MLCC Chips
Cazenovia, NY — Many manufactur-
ers have stopped producing three-
terminal MLCC chips in the 1806
(4516 metric) size, but Knowles
Precision Devices (KPD) has not.
Due to demand from OEMs, the com-
pany still supports 0805, 1206 and
1812 (2012, 3216 and 4532 metric)
case sizes, as well.

Under the Syfer brand, KPD’s
E01 and E07 ranges are three-termi-
nal chip devices of feedthrough
MLCC chip “C” filters. They are
designed to offer reduced inductance
when compared with conventional
MLCCs, when used in signal line fil-
tering. The filtered signal passes
through the chips’ internal electrodes
and the noise is filtered to the
grounded side contacts, resulting in
shorter noise transmission paths.

They are available in C0G/NP0
and X7R dielectrics, with current rat-
ings of 300 mA, 1, 2, and 3A, and volt-
age ratings of 25 to 200 VDC. They are
also available with FlexiCap™ termi-
nation which is strongly recommended

for new designs to reduce the chances
of mechanical stress failure. FlexiCap,
flexible MLCC termination, allows
these parts to meet the demanding

requirements of the automotive indus-
try and, for this application, a series
qualified to AEC-Q200 is available.
The company also offers feedthrough
MLCC, three-terminal chip devices in
a Pi filter configuration.

Contact: Knowles Precision
Devices, 2777 Route 20 E.,
Cazenovia, NY 13035 
% 315-655-8710 fax: 315-655-0445 
E-mail: dan.gaffney@knowles.com 
Web: www.knowlescapacitors.com

MLCC chip filters.

Swissbit Launches Memory
for Harsh Environments

Port Chester, NY — Swissbit has
launched its X70 SATA 6 Gb/s SSD
for industrial temperature ranges
from –40 to +185°F (–40 to +85°C).
By the end of the year, the company
plans to offer the 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) SSD
with 3D-NAND in various versions
between 120 GB and 1 TB.

Swissbit has also introduced its
latest NVMe PCIe M.2 module N-
10m2. The industrial-grade 3D-
NAND-based memory offers opti-
mized power consumption and is
especially suited for fanless systems.

With its SD and microSD
Memory Cards and USB sticks with
integrated secure element, the compa-
ny offers solutions for embedded sys-
tems that require data or communica-
tion to be secured through hardware-
based authentication and encryption
functions. By combining standard

memory media with security features,
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
applications can be kept secure and
up-to-date cryptographically through-

out their entire lifecycles.
Contact: Swissbit NA, Inc., 18

Willett Avenue, Suite 202, Port
Chester, NY 10573 % 914-935-1400
fax: 914-935-9865 
E-mail: sales@swissbitna.com 
Web: www.swissbit.com

N-10m2 960 GB memory card.

Radford, VA — Nippon Pulse America
(NPA) has acquired and is now offer-
ing Arcus Technology’s Performax
(PMX) motion controllers. This new
box controller product line allows the
company to better server customers
who prefer a turnkey controller solu-
tion, or those who choose to integrate
PMX controllers into applications
alongside other NPA products.

PMX box controllers utilize
NPA’s PCL6000 series advanced
motion controller chips for quad-axis
and double-axis motion. The PMX
series also has linear coordinated
motion capabilities, as well as circu-
lar coordinated motion capabilities
for quad-axis models. More available
functions include trapezoidal or S-
curve acceleration, encoder feedback
support, on-the-fly speed change,
multi-task standalone programming,
and analog joystick control. These
box controllers are available with
USB, RS-485 and Ethernet commu-
nication options.

NPA has taken over sales and

support requests for all PMX prod-
ucts. In addition, NPA and Arcus will
be working together to simplify the
purchasing experience for customer
convenience. All Arcus products will
now be available for purchase direct-

ly from NPA to help reduce the num-
ber of vendors needed for acquiring
application components.

Contact: Nippon Pulse America,
Inc., 4 Corporate Drive, Radford, VA
24141 % 540-633-1677 
E-mail: info@nipponpulse.com 
Web: www.nipponpulse.com

Performax (PMX) 
motion controllers. 

Nippon Pulse Acquires Arcus
PMX Motion Controllers

http://www.D2P.com
http://www.emifiltercompany.com
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Gilching, Germany — Electronic Assembly GmbH
has introduced its EA DOGL128, which is a dis-
play designed to offer maximum contrast not only
when viewed straight on, but also from oblique
angles — above, left or right. This new low-power
addition to the company’s EA DOG family is well-
suited to installation in vertical front panels.

This new display can be installed easily in
portrait mode, such as in the front of laboratory
power supplies or in slim handheld devices.
Despite its small dimensions of 2 x 2.7 in. (5.1 x 6.8
cm), it displays 64 x 128 pixels on a generous view-
ing window of 1.4 x 0.25 in. (3.6 x 6.4 cm). The LCD
module itself is only 0.1 in. (2.8 mm) thick. 

The optional backlight adds an additional
0.14 in. (3.6 mm). The contrast is adjusted once by
command and remains stable over
the entire operating temperature
range from –4 to +158°F (–20 to
+70°C), due to integrated tempera-
ture compensation.

The DOGL128 is available in
both FSTN and STN technology in
five different background colors —

white, black, blue, yellow-green,
transmissive, and yellow-green
reflective. The panel variants can be

combined with LED lighting in seven different col-
ors, including full-color RGB and white as the most
effective and brightest light source.

Designed for mains-independent operation,
the display is powered by 3.3V in single-supply
operation. Without illumination, current consump-
tion is about 320 µA. In full operation, with white
illumination, it draws about 5 mA. The display is
interfaced through a serial four-wire SPI.

With its 20 pins, it can be soldered directly
into the board or plugged into socket strips.

Contact: Electronic Assembly GmbH,
Zeppelinstrasse 19, 82205 Gilching, Germany 
% +49-0-8105-77-8090 fax: +49-0-8105-77-8099 
E-mail: sales@lcd-module.com 
Web: www.lcd-module.com
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EA DOGL128 displays with very 
wide viewing angle.

Display for Vertical Installation from
Electronic Assembly

Waseca, MN — Cinch Connectivity
Solutions, a Bel Group company, has
expanded its Trompeter adapter
family, supporting the interface of
coax systems to triax cable intercon-
nects. 

Today’s communications sys-
tems, as well as test systems, often
require the use of both coaxial and
triaxial connector and cable intercon-
nects. When it comes to connecting
these two types of interfaces, Cinch’s
Trompeter adapters provide a com-
pact solution. These adapters are
configurable to best support cus-
tomers’ application requirements.

Trompeter is a global provider
of RF connectivity products. The
Trompeter line of patch jacks, RF
connectors, cable assemblies, HDTV
digital technology, and DS3 connec-
tivity solutions is popular across
many industries, including telecom,
central office, broadcast, military
and aerospace, and instrumentation.

Bel designs, manufactures and
markets an array of products that
power, protect and connect electronic
devices. Product groups include mag-
netics, power solutions and protec-
tion, and connectivity solutions.

Contact: Cinch Connectivity
Solutions, 299 Johnson Avenue
S.W., Suite 100, Waseca, MN 56093
% 507-833-8822 
E-mail: katie.owens@belf.com 
Web: www.belfuse.com/cinch

Trompeter series coax-to-triax
adapters.

Cinch
Releases
Coax-to-Triax
Adapters

http://www.THEASSEMBLYSHOW.COM
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Grayhill Releases Touch
Encoder Development Kit

La Grange, IL — Grayhill has intro-
duced a new touch encoder develop-
ment kit, which provides product
development engineers simplified
designs for industrial, digital audio
and visual, medical, and off-highway
interfaces. With tap, swipe and turn
functions, the development kit can
meet a wide range of interface applica-
tion needs.

The TE series touch encoder
development kit allows designers to
replace many traditional user-input
devices with a simple, easy-to-use
device. Designers use an intuitive
tablet development app that allows
them to personalize multitouch ges-
tures, generate images and cus-
tomize the display. They can also use
Trigger Logic™, which eliminates
the need for a software engineer to
configure the device.

This kit has a 300 x 300 pixel
display and an intuitive tablet-based
development platform. The kit also
includes customizable standard
widgets to support limitless func-
tions. Both USB 2.0 and CAN J1939
communications with the host device
are possible. The encoder is IP67-

sealed and combines multiple devices
into one, saving panel space. With 32
GB of memory, the encoder can store

hundreds of screens.
Key features include no-look

operation, support for multiple con-
figuration options, support for multi-
ple languages, a variety of gestures,
consolidation of component function-
alities, sealed construction, impact
resistant, and up to 1 million encoder
cycles. The kit is now available
through DigiKey and Mouser. 

Contact: Grayhill, Inc., 561
Hillgrove Avenue, La Grange, IL
60525 % 708-354-1040 
E-mail: info@grayhill.com 
Web: www.grayhill.com

Touch encoder development kit
with tap, swipe and turn 

functions.

CUI Offers Stepper Motor
and Encoder Combos

Tualatin, OR — CUI has launched a
new line of stepper motors paired with
its AMT11 incremental encoder series.
The The NEMAAMT112S stepper
servo motor family is available in com-
pact NEMA 8, 11, 14, 17, and 23 frame
sizes with a step angle of 1.8° and
holding torques ranging from 3 to 270
oz-in. (0.02 to 1.9 N-m). When paired
with a controller, the motor and
encoder combo provides closed-loop
feedback for a complete servo system.
This gives designers a highly reliable
motor and motion control feedback
solution in one convenient package for
a range of applications.

The rugged, high-accuracy, mod-
ular AMT11 encoder has 22 program-
mable resolutions from 48 to 4,096
PPR, a digitally set zero position and
CMOS voltage output waveforms. The
resolutions are fully programmable
with CUI’s AMT Viewpoint™ soft-
ware, without having to remove the
encoder from the motor, providing
flexibility in the field. Due to its pro-
prietary capacitive technology, the
AMT11 series is also not susceptible to
contaminants such as dirt, dust and
oil typically encountered in industrial

environments.
CUI is an electronic components

manufacturer that specializes in a
diverse range of product technologies.

As a provider of power electronics, the
organization supports customers as
they strive to improve energy efficien-
cy and environmental credentials. The
company’s interconnect, audio, motion
and thermal management groups pro-
vide engineers with reliable and
proven solutions across a variety of
market segments.

Contact: CUI, Inc., 20050 S.W.
112th Avenue, Tualatin, OR 97062
% 503-612-2300 fax: 503-612-2383
E-mail: jschnabel@cui.com 
Web: www.cui.com

Stepper motors combined with
incremental encoders.

Ismaning, Germany — Finepower is
currently developing an inductive
charging system that can charge all
the batteries in all vehicle types wire-
lessly, regardless of their manufactur-
er. The special circuitry provides a
high level of efficiency, with no need to
painstakingly position the system.

Charging systems must be able to
connect to as wide a range of vehicle
types as possible, comprising heteroge-
nous receiver coils and battery systems
to the charging infrastructure.

Finepower’s goals for the project
involve achieving a constant, high
level of efficiency for vehicles in many

different positions relative to the
inductive charge, without exceeding
maximum permissible EMC values.

To meet these conditions, the
variable vehicle position must be
compensated for using an electronic
circuit and the capacity of the pri-
mary coil circuit needs to be
adjustable. Finepower has created a
prototype for an inductive charging
system with adaptive compensation. 

Contact: Finepower GmbH,
Carl-Zeiss-Str. 21, 85737 Ismaning,
Germany % +49-89-3090758-23 
E-mail: p.lutter@finepower.com 
Web: www.finepower.com

Finepower Develops Prototype
for Wireless Vehicle Charging

See at SMTAI, Booth 126 and 

The ASSEMBLY Show, Booth 254

http://www.us-tech.com


National City, CA — TDK Corpor -
ation has introduced its QM8 modu-
lar power supplies, rated for 1,200 to
1,500W. These models are available
with up to 18 outputs, have full
MoPPs (means of patient protection),
isolation and low acoustic noise.
With medical and industrial safety
certifications, the power supplies are
suitable for use in medical, test and
measurement, communications, and
broadcast equipment.

Accepting 90 to 264 VAC, 47 to
440 Hz input, the QM8 can deliver
1,200W at low line and 1,500W with
a high line 150 to 264 VAC input.
With its modular construction, the

series can be configured using a sim-
ple o-line configurator to provide 1 to
18 independently regulated outputs
and include individual output good
signal and remote on/off functions.

Module output voltages range
from 2.8 to 105.6V and output power
levels from 300 to 1,200W. A further
subset of option modules provides an
AC fail signal, standby voltages (up to
12V, up to 2A), global remote on/off
and PMBus™ communications. Over -
all case dimensions for the QM8 are
7.9 x 2.5 x 10.6 in. (20 x 6.3 x 27 cm).

The QM8 will operate in ambi-
ent temperatures of –4 to +158°F
(–20 to +70°C), with output power
and output current linearly derating
above 122°F (50°C) to 50 percent at

158°F (70°C). With efficiencies of up
to 91 percent, less internal heat is
generated allowing the use of low-
speed cooling fans to reduce audible
noise. A lower airflow speed also sig-
nificantly reduces the ingress of dirt
and other contaminants. All models
in the QM series have a standard
seven-year warranty.

The power supply has 4,000
VAC (2x MoPPs) input-to-output,
1,500 VAC (1x MoPP) input-to-ground
and 1,500 VAC (1x MoPP) output-to-
ground isolation. All models are certi-
fied to the IEC, EN, UL, CSA 60601-
1, ANSI, AAMI ES 60601-1, and
IEC/EN/UL/CSA 60950-1 safety stan-
dards. The QM series is also designed
to meet IEC/EN61010-1 with CE

marking for the low voltage, EMC and
RoHS2 directives. Ground leakage
current is less than 300 µA, and the
power supplies comply with EN -
61000-6-3:2007 and EN60601-1-
2:2015 (curve B conducted and radiat-
ed) emission standards.

The units also meet the
EN60601-1-2 and EN61000-6-2 im -
munity standards and are designed
and manufactured under the control
of ISO 9001 and ISO 13485 (includ-
ing risk management).

Contact: TDK-Lambda
Americas, Inc., 401 Mile of Cars
Way, Suite 325, National City, CA
91950 % 619-575-4400   E-mail:
tom.tillman@us.tdk-lambda.com
Web: www.us.tdk-lambda.com
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Independence, MO — HEMCO is now
offering a complete line of low-flow,
high-performance fume hoods.
UniFlow AireStream fume hoods
have a composite resin construction
that is resistant to chemicals, flame
retardant, lightweight, and meets
UL 1805, SEFA 1, ASHRAE 110, and
ANSI Z9.5 standards.

The hoods have a molded, one-
piece, seamless, composite resin inte-
rior fume chamber, which has coved
corners and is white to reflect light.
Available in sizes from 2.5 to 8 ft
(0.76 to 2.4m)  wide and in depths of
2 to 4 ft (0.6 to 1.2m), and in CAV (air

bypass) or VAV (restricted bypass)
models. A wide selection of acces-
sories and services are available to
meet exact user requirements.

Other HEMCO UniFlow fume
hoods are engineered and built for
specialty applications that include:
perchloric acid, which has either a
type 316 stainless steel or PVC weld-
ed, one-piece interior fume chamber,
including work surface and rear
drain trough; acid digestion, which
has an HDPE welded, one-piece inte-
rior fume chamber, including work
surface and optional rear drain
trough; radioisotope, which has a
type 304 stainless steel welded, one-
piece interior fume chamber includ-
ing work surface; and trace metals,
which has a polypropylene welded,
one-piece interior fume chamber,
including the work surface.

Each of these fume hoods still
has the composite resin exterior super-
structure, in lieu of traditional painted
steel. Support base cabinets, heavy-
duty tables and epoxy resin, phenolic
resin, or stainless steel, dished work
surfaces are offered to complete the
UniFlow fume hood installation. 

Contact: HEMCO Corp., 711
Powell Road, Independence, MO
64056 % 800-779-4362 
E-mail: info@hemcocorp.com 
Web: www.hemcocorp.com

UniFlow AireStream fume hoods.

HEMCO
Offers Broad
Line of Lab
Fume Hoods

http://www.smta.org/smtai


Quincy, MA — Unitronics has
launched a line of variable frequency
drives (VFDs), designed to stream-
line industrial automation and con-
trol. VFDs, also called inverters,
optimize machine performance, save
energy and lower machine lifecycle
costs across a range of applications,
such as packaging, conveyance and
material handling, machining, pump
and fan applications, and others.

Unitronics’ VFDs seamlessly
integrate with its existing lines of
PLC and HMI all-in-one controllers
— UniStream®, Vision™ and
Samba™. The addition of a VFD
product line simplifies workflow by

enabling customers to obtain VFDs,
PLCs and HMIs from a single suppli-
er, program them all with the same

software and receive support from
the same team throughout a project.

The company offers options for
both single- and three-phase VFDs,
from 0.4 to 110 kW. Features
include: built-in EMC filters; wall,
flange and rail mounting options;
extended operating temperature
range; Modbus RTU fieldbus; brak-
ing units; sensor-less vector and
torque control; safe-torque-off (STO);
and heavy-duty overload capacity.

Pairing the VFDs with
Unitronics controllers offers a fast
and easy alternative to other VFDs
on the market. All tasks can be pro-
grammed using the same software

environment as the PLC and HMI
applications. The company’s software
enables the user to rapidly set up,
configure and commission multiple
VFDs, as well as to monitor and
debug the VFD through the web or
scope trace graph.

Users can also operate their
VFD directly from the controller’s
integrated HMI panel, allowing them
to take advantage of the full-color
touchscreen. Another major benefit
of an all-in-one Unitronics solution is
remote access. Users can monitor the
VFD through the software, web serv-
er or even a VNC connection.

Contact: Unitronics, Inc., 1
Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA
02169 % 866-666-6033 
E-mail: usa.sales@unitronics.com 
Web: www.unitronics.com
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(VFDs).

Tokyo, Japan — GlucoScanner, the
non-invasive sensor for blood glucose
levels, has finally been miniaturized.
The device has been developed at
Dynamic Brain Lab, in Tokyo,
Japan. According to the company,
GlucoScanner is the only device in
the world that does not require the
penetration of tissues and disposable
products. An integrated system of
sensors, mobile apps and data servic-
es will enable global scale research of
diabetes aiming to further under-
standing and to prevent health relat-
ed crises.

So far, the biggest challenge has
been to find companies able to cus-
tomize existing technology into sen-
sors specialized for the GlucoScanner
prototype. Sensors already available
on the market were not able to fulfill
the quality requirements needed for
GlucoScanner’s measurements. 

Dynamic Brain Lab has finally
found a partner in Japan able to
develop sensors of satisfactory sensi-
tivity, quality and form factor needed
for fabrication of the device. The pro-
duction of samples has begun, and
will be followed by any necessary
safety tests and certifications.

GlucoScanner is designed to be
a revolutionary product for the mil-
lions of people daily struggling with
diabetes. The device is painless and
cuts the cost of disposable products.
Lowering the expenses of glucose
monitoring procedures will mean
that people who could not afford the
test strip method, are able to easily
monitor their blood glucose.
Monitoring blood glucose is neces-
sary to control the body weight, to
optimize exercise and to help people
age in a healthier body and with a
healthier mind.

The next step is a market
launch, following further study in a
Japanese hospital, aimed at evaluat-
ing the performance of the new
GlucoScanner and obtaining medical
certifications.

Contact: Dynamic Brain Lab,
LLC, 2-1 Ichigaya Sadoharacho,
Shinjuku-ku, 162-0842, Tokyo,
Japan % +81-0-3-1662-0282 
E-mail: info@dynamicbrainlab.com 
Web: www.glucoscanner.com

GlucoScanner
Now Ready
for Medical
Certifications
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Munich, Germany — Smart, reliable
and secure networking at all levels is
the focus of this year’s electronica, to
be held November 13 to 16, in
Munich, Germany. This year, the
exhibition goes far beyond the simple
presentation of components, systems,
applications, and solutions. In addi-
tion to 17 halls, 13 forums and four
conferences, there will be a wide
range of innovations on display.
More than 3,000 companies from
approximately 50 countries will be
present.

With nearly 2,000,000 ft2

(180,000m2) of space, this electronica
is larger than any previous event.
Visitors will benefit from four addi-
tional halls and a new hall layout.

Five entrances, color coding in the
halls, expressways, and the visitor
shuttle with indoor navigation pro-
vided by a smartphone app will aid
navigation.

There are four conferences and
13 forums scheduled for the event.
Digital support for networking
between exhibitors and visitors will
be provided by electronica matchmak-
ing and a new electronica connect
tool. A new hall, C6, will showcase
career opportunities within the elec-
tronics field. This addition, electroni-
ca Experience, will include live
demos, examples of applications, pre-
sentations, and a job market, planned
to facilitate networking between
exhibitors, visitors and students.

IMPACT — Design for a Cause
will also be held as part of electroni-
ca Experience. This event, which will
include engineering associations
Hackster and Element14, among
others, will look at the future influ-
ence of electronics on communica-
tion, the environment and medicine.

Jeremy Rifkin, an American eco-
nomic and social theorist, will give a
keynote presentation on the evening
of Monday, November 12, before open-
ing electronica Experience with a talk
on Tuesday, November 13. In his
works “The End of Work,” “The Third
Industrial Revolution” and “The Zero

Marginal Cost Society,” Rifkin not
only identifies current developments
in the economy and society, but also
touches on the global networking of
industrial and social processes.

electronica’s supporting program
of forums and conferences includes
the electronica Automotive Confer -
ence (eAC), electronica Embed ded
Platforms Conference (eEPC), the
electronica Medical Electronics Con -
fer ence (eMEC), and the Wireless
Congress.

Contact: Messe München
GmbH, Messegelande, 81823
Munich, Germany r
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Largest electronica Ever

October 24-25, 2018, Greater Ohio Design-2-Part Show. *John S. Knight Center,

Akron, OH. Contact: D2P, 16 Waterbury Road, Prospect, CT 06712 % 203-758-6663 

Web: www.d2p.com

January 29-31, 2019, DesignCon. * Santa Clara Convention Center, Santa Clara, CA.

Contact: UBM, 2901 28th Street, Suite 100, Santa Monica, CA 90405 % 310-445-4200 

Web: www.designcon.com

The Hermes Standard 
Now IPC-HERMES-9852
Bannockburn, IL — IPC now recog-
nizes The Hermes Standard as the
next generation of the SMEMA stan-
dard, IPC-SMEMA-9851. The Hermes
Standard was assigned an IPC nam-
ing code and can now be referred to as
IPC-HERMES-9852.

This acknowledgement is expect-
ed to bring further enhancements to
the standard and to boost its interna-
tional acceptance. Customers and ven-
dors alike will benefit from this new
level of standardization and obstacles
to implementing smart factory fea-
tures will be dramatically reduced or
removed.

Open and based on TCP/IP and

XML, IPC-HERMES-9852 is designed
to replace the SMEMA standard for
the transfer of board-related informa-
tion. It was developed and introduced
to the market by The Hermes
Standard Initiative, an independent
and open group of leading vendors of
SMT assembly equipment. IPC-HER-
MES-9852 includes all features of
SMEMA regarding board handover,
but addresses a far wider range of
additional requirements related to
board handling.

Since The Hermes Standard
was released, both IPC and The
Hermes Standard Initiative share

December 5-7, 2018, IPC APEX South China. * Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition

Center, Shenzhen, China. Contact: IPC — Association Connecting Electronics Industries,

3000 Lakeside Drive, 105 N, Bannockburn, IL 60015 % 847-615-7100 fax: 847-615-7105 

Web: www.ipc.org

January 29-31, 2019, IPC APEX. * San Diego Convention Center, San Diego, CA.

Contact: IPC — Association Connecting Electronics Industries, 3000 Lakeside Drive, 105 N,

Bannockburn, IL 60015 % 847-615-7100 fax: 847-615-7105 Web: www.ipcapexexpo.org

October 8-10, 2018, IMAPS. * Pasadena Convention Center, Pasadena, CA. 

Contact: IMAPS, P.O. Box 110127, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 % 919-293-5000 

fax: 919-287-2339 E-mail: modonoghue@imaps.org Web: www.imaps.org

October 23-25, 2018, The ASSEMBLY Show. * Donald E. Stephens Convention Center,

Rosemont, IL. Contact: BNP Media, 2401 W Big Beaver Road, Suite 700, Troy, MI 48084 

% 248-362-3700 E-mail: amy@theassemblyshow.com Web: www.theassemblyshow.com

November 14, 2018, SMTA Guadalajara Expo. * Expo Guadalajara, Guadalajara,

Mexico. Contact: SMTA, 6600 City West Parkway, Suite 300, Eden Prairie, MN 55344 

% 952-920-7682 fax: 952-926-1819 Web: www.smta.org

October 31-November 1, 2018, MD&M Minneapolis. * Minneapolis Convention Center,

Minneapolis, MN. Contact: UBM, 2901 28th Street, Suite 100, Santa Monica, CA 90405 

% 310-445-4200 Web: www.mdminn.mddionline.com

October 14-18, 2018, SMTA International. * Donald E. Stephens Convention Center,

Rosemont, IL. Contact: SMTA, 6600 City West Parkway, Suite 300, Eden Prairie, MN 55344

% 952-920-7682 fax: 952-926-1819 Web: www.smta.org

September 26-27, 2018, New England Design-2-Part Show. *Royal Plaza Trade

Center, Marlborough, MA. Contact: D2P, 16 Waterbury Road, Prospect, CT 06712 

% 203-758-6663 Web: www.d2p.com

November 13-16, 2018, electronica. *Messe München, Munich, Germany. Contact:

Messe München GmbH, Messegelande, 81823 Munich, Germany % +49-89-949-11458 

fax: +49-89-949-11459 E-mail: info@electronica.de Web: www.electronica.de

January 8-11, 2019, CES. * Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, NV. 

Contact: Consumer Technology Association (CTA), 1919 S. Eads Street, Arlington, VA 22202

% 703-907-7600 E-mail: cta@cta.tech Web: www.cta.tech

November 14-15, 2018, ADM Montréal. *Palais des congræs de Montréal. Contact: UBM,

2901 28th Street, Suite 100, Santa Monica, CA 90405 % 310-445-4200 

Web: www.admmontreal.com/en

November 14-15, 2018, Printed Electronics USA. *Santa Clara Convention Center,

Santa Clara, CA. Contact: IDTechEx, Ltd., One Boston Place, Suite 200, Boston, MA 02108

% 617-577-7890 fax: 617-577-7810 E-mail: info@idtechex.com Web: www.idtechex.com

November 6-8, 2018, FABTECH. *Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta, GA. 

Contact: FABTECH, 285 Andrew Young International Boulevard N.W., Atlanta, GA 30313 

% 888-394-4362 E-mail: information@fabtechexpo.com Web: www.fabtechexpo.com

December 5-6, 2018, BIOMEDevice San Jose. * San Jose Convention Center, San Jose,

CA. Contact: UBM, 2901 28th Street, Suite 100, Santa Monica, CA 90405 % 310-445-4200

Web: www.biomedevicesj.mddionline.com

Continued on next page

http://www.topline.tv/tradeshows.cfm


Santa Monica, CA — Medical Design
& Manufacturing (MD&M) Minne -
apolis has introduced brand-new pro-
gramming that includes a specific
medtech manufacturing conference
track that highlights smart manufac-
turing applications in medical device
manufacturing. It also offers solu-
tions to traditional medical device
manufacturing challenges, such as
distributed supply chain, scale-up
and speed to market.

MD&M Minneapolis is sched-
uled to be held October 31 to
November 1 at the Minneapolis
Convention Center in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. The conference and exhi-

bition also runs alongside ATX
Minneapolis, Design & Manufac tur -
ing Minneapolis, Embedded Systems
Conference Minneapolis, MINNPack,
and PLASTEC Minneapolis.

The medtech manufacturing
track will debut at this year’s show
through various panel discussions,
case studies and technical sessions
emphasizing this ever-changing
industry. This track takes a deep dive
into the final stages of medical device
production before a new product hits
the market, specifically incorporating
technical learning in smart manufac-
turing technology, such as artificial
intelligence (AI), the Internet of things
(IoT) and robotics.

“Medical device production is

constantly evolving as new technolo-
gies and techniques are brought to
the forefront. The undeniable growth
of smart manufacturing technologies
used in medical device production is
palpable, and an important industry
trend that we wanted to highlight at
MD&M Minneapolis,” says Amy
Sklar, brand director, UBM.
“Bringing game- changing profes-
sionals and their most innovative
ideas to our event is the best way to
stay ahead of the industry curve and
provide the pinnacle of educational
opportunities to our attendees.”

The new medtech manufactur-
ing track supports the overarching
theme of the MD&M Minneapolis
conference, “From Concept-to-

Market: Speeding Medtech Inno -
vation Forward.” Paired with two
other tracks focused on R&D, prod-
uct development and technical solu-
tions, the content illustrates the
entire process of creating a medical
device. Together, the three tracks
will include specific presentations on
every aspect of the medical device
production process, including new
technologies, next-gen design, mate-
rials, prototyping, testing, quality
control, supply chain efficiency, and
the adaptive abilities of smart manu-
facturing technologies.

Contact: UBM, 2901 28th
Street, Suite 100, Santa Monica, CA
90405 % 310-445-4200 
Web: www.mdminn.mddionline.com r
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The Hermes
Standard....

MD&M Minneapolis Debuts Medtech Conference Track

51st International Symposium 
on Microelectronics

www.imaps2018.org

October 8-11, 2018
Pasadena Convention Center
Pasadena, California

•  New technical program with 5 package platform tracks on
 •  SiP/SiM (System Solutions)
 •  Wafer Level/Panel Level (Advanced RDL)
 •  High Performance / High Reliability
 •  Flip Chip/2.5D/3D/Optical (Advanced Package)
 •  Advanced Process & Materials (Enabling Technologies)

•  Keynotes from industry titans ASE Group, GlobalFoundries, CISCO, and IBM

•  A rock star panel session dedicated to Eliminating the AI Confusion – 
    Impact on Computing, Communications, and Automotive

Full technical program and registration now available at

the same understanding that The
Hermes Standard moves in the right
direction to bring digitization to PCB
flow management. 

The previous standard, IPC-
SMEMA-9851, cannot be simply
“enhanced” to meet the requirements
of an Industry 4.0-environment.
Having looked into the details of The
Hermes Standard specification the
members of the initiative agreed that
this new standard provides what it
takes to be a suitable next-generation
solution for SMEMA, offering a migra-
tion path into the world of smart facto-
ries.

There was close cooperation
between IPC and The Hermes
Standard Initiative from the begin-
ning. This partnership was enhanced
with it was found that the new IPC
standard for vertical integration, IPC
CFX, is a perfect match for Hermes,
when it comes to fully integrated com-
munication in a mixed-vendor SMT
factory.

Having an official IPC naming
code does not change anything about
the standard itself. Both IPC and
Hermes are convinced that further
deployment of the standard will be
accelerated by maintaining the con-
cept of a free and open platform. This
allows more equipment vendors to join
in a shorter period of time.

The Hermes Standard Initiative
is also continuing to pursue global
cooperation and the same applies for
the processes and structures within
the standard. The Hermes Standard
will maintain its setup as a fully ven-
dor-driven initiative and keep its glob-
al cooperation based on a mix of
remote, online discussions and regular
meetings.

Within the IPC, it will have the
status of an independent working
group with its own responsibility for
further development of IPC-HERMES-
9852, issuing new releases of the stan-
dard one to two times per year. All
results and new releases will be avail-
able at IPC’s Connected Factory
Initiative (IPC CFX) website:
www.ipc.cfx.org/html/hermes.htm.
The next meeting of the Hermes
Standard Initiative is scheduled to be
held one day before IPC APEX 2019, in
San Diego, California, on January 28. 

Contact: IPC — Association
Connecting Electronics Industries,
3000 Lakeside Drive, 105 N,
Bannockburn, IL 60015 
% 847-615-7100 fax: 847-615-7105 
Web: www.ipc.org r

Continued from previous page

http://www.imaps2018.org
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Turn Images Into Solutions 
Quadra creates unbeatable images, making it easy to see even the 

Simplicity As Standard 

Maintenance Free 
Increase 

e 

Your X-ray Inspection Solution
The New QuadraTM Series

The New Quadra Series from Nordson DAGE.
Learn more: 

Visit us at SMTA International
Booth #207

         

See at IMAPS, Booth 505 and SMTAI, Booth 207

http://www.nordsondage.com/quadra
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In addition to a full line of standard components, RCD has been a key supplier of commercial & military-grade 
specialty products for 40 years, including some of the world’s smallest, largest, high/low temp extreme, high 
vibration/ power/ voltage/ current/ frequency and most stable state-of-the-art components ever made... 

 - Specialty fusing, microwave & hi-temp caps & resistors 
 - Critical-use hi-rel components for mil/ space/ medical 
 - Heat-sink/ water-cooled components, braking resistors 

 - R/C snubbers, hybrids, voltage dividers 

 - Choice of RoHS or SnPb plated terminations 
 - SM & leaded inductors/ transformers/ choke coils 

SWIFT™ program

ISO9001 registered RoHS standard

sales@rcdcomponents.com Web:www.rcdcomponents.com

The Industry’s Widest Range of Passives

http://www.rcdcomponents.com
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